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ABSTRACT 
The Sub-thesis: THE SHROUD AS A CONTEMPORARY TEXTILE ART 
FORM IN THE WESTERN WORLD is the result of research into the 
resurgence of the shroud both as a practical object and form of conceptual 
textile art. The Sub-thesis argues that shrouds are becoming a significant 
phenomenon embodying personal, medical and political responses to 
death . Contemporary shrouds are linked to changing attitudes to death and 
dying. 
The Studio work : WELCOME AND FAREWELL explores concepts of life and 
death, from a personal and contemporary viewpoint, in the form of ritual 
textiles to cover and wrap the body at birth and death. The shroud is the 
starting point for the creation of sets of cloth supported by acoompanying 
birth and memento cloths. Techniques and imagery have been selected to 
convey ideas of fertility , -sacrifice, light, natural forces, dust, space, time and 
eternity. A study taking the form of an exhibition of textile works exhibited at 
the ANU School of Art Gallery from March 1-9 to 26, 2004 which comprlses 
the outcome of the Studio Practice component (66%), the Report which 
documents the nature of the course of study undertaken, pius the Sub-
thesis (33%). 
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1 INTRODUCnON 
My studio practice focussed on the creation of Welcome and Farewell 
Cloths. The welcome cloth can be used 10 receive and cover a child at birth, 
and the farewell clolh, to wrap a body at the time of death. Several 
experiences have been catalysts for me to make this body of work. 
My interest in textiles has always been directed towards work that has a 
strong awareness of the natural environment, addresses the rites of 
passage as well as what it is to be human in Ihis world. The meanings of 
ritual textiles inlrigue me. Sadly in the Western world, the use of ritual 
texti les at the time of birth and death , especially in the domestic sphere, 
has declined. This is so much so that people may only know of ritual 
textiles of birth and death and their meanings from museum displays. 
A ritual can be described as any repetitive symbolic act which is socially 
established, or more in general as, any customary observance or practice. 
Rituals are most often associated with rites of passage, but secula risation 
and development towards multicultural societies has seen a change in 
adherence to religious and culturally traditional ceremony. Dally Messenger 
however claims that there are excellent psychological, social and cultural 
reasons to defend the use of ritual , as they assist people to adjust to 
change .' Meaningful rituals and ceremony "put thoughts and fee lings on 
track, which focuses, orients and orders our intellect, our emotions and our 
memory" ' Textiles are an obvious (and often taken for granted) ingredient 
in ceremony at birth and death. Marian Pastor-Reces however states that 
Wnothing is ever incidental in ritual".3 
My own family has in its possession several meaningful textiles related to 
rites of passage . For my mothers birth (1917), a great aunty made a small 
si lk covered box to store things like safety pins and ribbons . On the lid the 
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Fig 1 We/korn box, Sister Uberata Verwer, 1917, 80x165x115mm 
aunty painted the word Welkom' (welcome) (Fig 1). This box is now in my 
possession and I used it when my children were babies. A beautifully 
handcrafted christening gown has been worn by all my siblings and myself 
as well as many of our children . Several of my sisters used their bridal veil 
as a curtain over their baby's crib. My six sisters and I share the memory of 
wearing the same white dress with a soft, mohair woollen jacket, at the age 
of six or seven, for the Holy Communion ceremony into the Catholic Church. 
My family has no ritual textiles related to death but my sister in law told me 
about an embroidered cloth in her fami ly which had been used during the 
delivery of ritual sacraments by the Roman Catholic priest at the death bed 
of each of her parents' 
In 1972 I experienced the installation piece Voglie vedere I miei montagne 
(1971) by Joseph 8euys at the Stedelijk Van Abbe Museum in Eindhoven in 
the Netherlands' The installation resembling a bedroom, tells the story of 
8euys' rescue, after a plane crash during WW II, by the mountain people of 
Southern Russia. They applied fat to his body, wrapped him in a felted 
textile like a cocoon, and fed him back to life, as if he was a baby. Ever 
since then , I have had an interest and affinity for artwork, which deals with 
birth and death. 
Even though I am not a religious person, the phenomenon of the shroud of 
Turin has always been in my awareness, not because of its supposed 
sacred healing powers, the intrigue over its origin and authenticity, or the 
fact that many people believe Jesus Christ was once wrapped in it. What 
interests me is the faint image of a human form in the stains on the cloth 
that speak to me about the common experience of the human condition, of 
life and vulnerability and being wrapped in cloth at death . 
In 1976 I fi rst came across the notion of making one's own shroud in 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez' novel: 100 Years of Solitude· In the story the 
female character Amaranta has a vision of death which instructs her to 
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weave her own shroud. This takes her several years after which she dies 
on a day she announces to the peopte in her village. Garcia Marquez leaves 
us a beautiful picture of a woman who knows that her time has come, 
quietly accepts the inevitability of her death and completes her life by 
creating her own shroud as her last work. 
Since 1989, besides my own studio practice, I have worked as a 
community artist. Making artwork with homeless, aimless and unemployed 
people, gave me a different perspective on what 'shapes' people, how they 
live their lives and what makes them 'tick'. Several projects addressed the 
duality and contrast of life and death . I did artwork with chi ldren who were 
sick with cancer and at the same time worked with pregnant women 
experiencing health complications or the threat of a miscarriage. 
In 1994 I read a newspaper article about texti le artist Margaret Sa bee from 
the Netherlands, who made shrouds for practical use. She made a strong 
case for the re-instatement of practical shrouds and stressed the 
possibility for personal detail and meaning in them.' Like Sabee, I too have 
an aversion to closed coffins and the idea of a shroud appealed to me. In 
the following year I came across the work of Ane Hendriksen, who had 
shown a series of woven textiles described as 'Corpse Cloths' at the 8th 
International Triennale of Tapestry in Lodz (Poland)· Knowledge of these 
two artists made me wonder who else was making shrouds and what their 
motives for doing so was. 1t gave me the fi rst inkling to research the 
phenomenon of the shroud as a contemporary textile in the Western world. 
During an arts res idency with the ACT Hospice Palliative Care Society 
(1995/96), I made artwork with terminally ill people receiving palliative care 
at their home andlor the local hospice. I undertook the volunteer training 
course which further confronted me with my own perspective of life and 
death and made me realise the importance of 'living until you die'· 
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It was particularly the experience of working with terminally ill people that 
inspired me to make texti les which specifically address questions around 
birth and death. The Welcome and Farewell Cloths I created during my 
M(Phil) studies explore personal stories, as well as concepts of fertility , 
sacrifice, light, natural forces, dust, space, time and eternity. 
This studio practice report will briefly explore previous work which relates to 
the work presented in the exhibition. A further section wi ll discuss my 
experiences with the research for the Sub-thesis. In the Studio Practice 
chapter I wi ll address the notion of wrapping and explain how I came to 
decide on the format, design and colour for the Welcome and Farewell 
Cloths, fo llowed by a discussion of each set of cloths, their concept and the 
techniques employed in their production. Story Cloth , Time and Eternity, 
and Tree of Life are all woven works. Into the LighWoid and Every Day of 
the Year are printed, whi le Mother, the Sea and Ties/One Centre Zip White 
are mixed media works. The accompanying Jacquard woven pieces Skin 
Cloths wi ll be discussed in relation to the notion of the cloth as skin. In the 
conclusion I wi ll make any final links between the Sub-thesis and the 
Studio Practice and how the studies have affected my practice. 
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Fig 2 Too Many Tears , 1996 , 
2600x2000mm 
• 
-
Fig 3 Too Many Tears , 1996, detail 
2 PREVIOUS WORK 
As mentioned in the introduction , experiences from the arts residency with 
the ACT Hospice and Palliative Care Society and related community art 
work with people receiving palliative care , further inspired me to make 
texti les which address questions around birth and death. My fellow 
community artist, Marily Opperman and I, organised an exhibition of artwork 
which showed our art responses to the residency, to coincide with the 
Australian National Palliative Care Conference in 1997. We gave a 
presentation at the conference where we outlined the project, discussed 
our own work and that of participants. 
For this exhibition (Living Until You Die) I made my first shroud-like textile: 
Too Many Tears, I grieve for the sadness that stayed in your lives until the 
end (fig 2 + 3).This work was a response to unresolved sadness in the 
lives of two women I worked with during the residency. Too Many Tears was 
constructed out of 49 white handkerchiefs (7X7), vertically suspended by 
fishing line in mid space and weighted with fishing leads below. The 
handkerch iefs were printed in white with symbols and images for life, such 
as the tree of life, a diagram of the zodiac, a large dahlia, a fossil shell , a 
wreath of roses, the universe, etc. The outline of two life-size, floating 
female figures in a circular motion (one floating up , one down) was stencil 
printed in white , overlapping the images and linking the separate 
handkerchiefs. The handkerchiefs acted as a canvas and were a direct 
visual reference to the process of grieving , literally weighted by the tear 
shaped lead weights. 
In 1997 I was commissioned by Identity, Environment & Art , to make two 
viewing cloths for Braeside Hospital in Sydney. The Braeside Hospice has 
a room where fami ly and friends can spend some time with someone who 
has just died to say good-bye before the body is taken away to a funeral 
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-Fig 4 VaalWel (viewing cloth) , 1999, 
2400x2200mm 
Fig 5 Vaarwel (viewing cloth), 1999, 
detail 
-
-
, 
Fig 6 VaalWel cloths at Braeside Hospital 
\ 
Fig 7 Letting Go, 2000, 2500x2250mm Fig 8 Letting Go, 2000, detail 
Fig 9 Letting Go, 2000, demonstration in use 
home. The viewing cloths function as a shroud-like cover over the body for 
use in the viewing room for that time. This texti le had to respond to the 
working title: River of Life. I chose to work with the concept of a boat on a 
river gently taking the deceased away. The boat is a potent image at rites of 
passage, in particular death .'o The resulting cloths Vaarwel (farewell ) (fig 
4+5+6), show part of a rowing boat printed at the top end with along the 
length of the cloth , machine stitched lines of water flowing in soft colours of 
shiny and metallic yarn. Along the edges of the cloth , which fall over the 
side of the bed , coloured stylistic wave shapes show printed textures of 
ferns , butterflies and water ripples. l1 
In 1999, Identity, Environment & Art gave me a further commission for a 
viewing cloth to be used in the mortuary viewing room at the Nepean 
Hospital in Sydney. This commission was financia lly sponsored by 'White 
Ladies Funerals' in Sydney. I was asked to respond to the natural 
environment of the Nepean region where the Blue Mounta ins meet the 
plains in the East. Letting Go (fig 7+8+9) is an interpretation of the many 
waterfalls, which form in the mountains and flow into streams on the plains 
below, and is a metaphor for the process of 'letting go' of a person after 
their death . It implies an acceptance of and reconciliation with death. 
Towards the top end and along the sides, the cloth is dotted with stylistic 
rocks in gentle colours. Each rock shows a textural print of fossils in rock, 
butterflies, water waves or ferns. Machine stitched waterflow lines in soft 
shiny and metallic yarn, trickle between the rock shapes and fi ll the length 
of the cloth towards the foot end. The mortuary space also needed a cloth 
around a cradle for use after the death of small infants. I echoed the 
stitching and waterflow lines, using the same soft colours in shiny and 
metallic yarns, for the draping around the cradle. 
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I loved dOing these commissions. While stitching and printing the 
hemp/cotton material I had time to contemplate life and death and 
imagined how the viewing cloths would be used and perceived by the staff 
of the hospital, the next of kin and friends of the deceased. I felt privileged to 
make cloth that would honour the lives of people covered by it. I had many 
more ideas for cloths like these and was keen to continue this kind of work. 
Through these commissions I was further focussed on textiles at times of 
birth and death. 
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3 SUB-THESIS RESEARCH 
Initially, at the start of my studies I set myself a broad topic to research , 
namely textiles at 'rites of passage' and in particular textiles at birth and 
death. I wanted to find out if there were similarities in use of colour and 
design and their meaning across cultures. In addition I proposed to look at 
contemporary artists who make shrouds. 
I researched textiles at birth and death from a wide range of cultures across 
the globe and through history. To aid my research I designed a survey 
which had to undergo rigorous checking before approval by the ANU Ethics 
Committee. I distributed the survey first as a hard copy to staff and students 
across the ANU campus before publishing it as a web_site " I read textile 
publications but also investigated anthropological field studies which 
mentioned rituals and customs at the time of birth and death . It was 
frustrating to notice that textiles and their meaning , especially regarding 
birth, in research from before the mid 20th century, often did not even get a 
mention or only a vague remark. However I found out that the use of 
shrouds is a common feature in most non-Western cultures still today,13 
At the same time I followed leads to contemporary artists who make 
shrouds. This proved to be so worthy of research that I decided to redefine 
my area of research and focus on the shroud in the Western world. It 
seemed a contradiction that while the shroud had become in disuse in the 
Western world, contemporary artists were making shrouds or using the 
shroud as a concept for their artwork. The fact that I had to seek 
cooperation from the individual artists, and relied on primary information 
made the research progress slowly at times. The web-site survey and 
resulting contacts helped me to find several of the artists discussed in the 
Sub-thesis. 
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In the course of my studies I presented my findings at two conferences. For 
Frisson-Contemporary Textiles Forum at the ANU School of Art (2002) in 
Canberra, I gave a brief overview of my research with the emphasis on 
familiarising the audience with shrouds (and shroud-l ike texti les) made by 
contemporary textile artists. The following year for Synergy: Art, Health and 
Design World Symposium at the UNSW in Sydney (2003) I presented The 
Shroud: Acknowledging Death and Celebrating Life in which I highlighted 
the use of a shroud or viewing cloth as a possibility of making the 
experience of a death in health institu tions more dignified, culturally 
appropriate and meaningful for next-of-kin of the deceased as well as the 
staff of the institution. Two of my textiles (Story Cloth and Mother the Sea) 
were included in the exhibition Intersection: art, health, science & medical 
technology at the Sydney College of the Arts, which was associated with the 
Synergy Conference. Furthermore I presented my findings during a two 
week residency in Canada at the Montreal Centre for Contemporary Textiles 
as well as in the form of several Work In Progress presentations during 
Post Graduate Seminars at the AN U School of Art. 
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4 STUDIO PRACTICE 
I wanled 10 create cloths to mark the occasion of birth and death. Our lives 
are strung together with welcomes and farewells. Most poignantly at birth 
and death. The first welcome to a person is at birth and the final farewell is 
at death. The practical need to protect and cover the body asks for a 
material that will follow the curves of the body and touch it, to function as a 
second skin . At birth we wrap to warm and protect the infant, "wrapped in 
swaddling cloths creating the closeness of the womb and clasp of the 
mother"", at death we wrap the body to contain it and separate it from the 
living before burial or cremation. 
The experience of being wrapped up, taken care of and treated like a 
special human being, might be one of the earliest memories of a chi ld. To 
wrap, enfold or enclose something suggests that what is contained is 
precious. Wrapping is used by artists such as Judith Scott, born with 
Down 's syndrome, and profoundly dumb and deaf. She creates bundles 
through winding, binding and knotting any material she can find. She 
creates simple forms, large cocoon like shapes and wrapped stick-like 
shapes suggestive of the human form. Sometimes she encloses acquired 
objects, for ever hidden and out of sight. The work of this un-trained artist is 
touching and expresses care in the obsessive and hypnotic nature of her 
intuitive wrapping. 15 Lin Tian-miao took years to carefully wrap household 
objects such as spoons, pots and irons with string for her installation 
Bound and Unbound. With the accompanying video projection , the wrapped 
household objects echo the endless household tasks , bordering on 
drudgery, performed by women. The objects however appear very distinctly 
and maybe more so, because of having been bound in thread. 16 
Concealment can sometimes disclose essential elements better than if 
they were out in the open. An example is the black and white photographs: 
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Sheet Series by David Moore. Sheet Series 2 shows several bodies fu lly 
covered by sheeting, photographed from above. " The fact that the bodies 
are covered as well as viewed from an unusual angle, jolts the viewer into 
looking more carefully to see what is actually portrayed. Christo is 'par 
excellence' an artist who reveals through concealment. This sculptor 
started wrapping modest items in the 1950s, but ended up wrapping large 
natural forms such as Little Bay in Sydney (Australia) in 1969, and 
architectural icons such as Pont Neuf in Paris (France) in 1985. 18 By 
wrapping , Christo reveals different aspects of well-known places and 
structures, forcing people to look afresh and in wonderment. 
In my Sub-thesis I assert that shrouds are being re-instated in the Western 
world at a time when people are prepared again to look at death and make 
it more visible in their daily lives. Shrouds or winding sheets envelop a body 
fu lly and make its basic human form visible. Even though my Welcome and 
Farewell Cloths are displayed hanging from the wall, I hope the viewer is 
able to imagine the cloth in use. Their size, function and texti le quality imply 
the swaddled human form and the action of wrapping . 
The dimensions of the Welcome and Farewell Cloths relate to the size of 
the human body at birth and death. The sizes also relate to bedding, which 
is appropriate as birth and death most commonly take place within the 
framework of a bed . These sets of cloths are designed to function (except 
Ties and One Centre-Zip White) as ritual textiles to receive a child at birth 
and to farewell a body after death , but they can also exist as conceptual wall 
pieces or bed covers. 
Study of textiles around the world has shown me that ritual textiles at birth 
and death perform a practical function , but can also posses spiritual 
powers, such as to protect from evil spirits; to encourage good spirits for a 
safe journey into life or into the unknown world of the dead; or to honour 
gods so they may look favourably on the infant or deceased. Often these 
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textiles take on these spiritual qualities by their colour and design, for 
instance by emanating the patterns of crocodile on a shroud 19 to scare off 
evil, or flowers on a baby sling to draw on positive spiritual forces.20 
The sets of cloth produced for my studio practice are contemplations on life 
and death. They deal with a range of concepts, some honour life and are 
more personal, others ask questions about the hUman existence and 
some express lament and sorrow. I worked through ideas fi rst from a 
personal perspective and later broadened it to include more general 
notions of what it is to live and die. J therefore do not show a complete set of 
works, it is open ended and I expect to continue this type of work. 
Each set was conceived with the Farewell Cloth (shroud) in mind, which in 
turn informed what the Welcome Cloth would look like. Working on the 
large cloths I felt that maybe some of the detail in them might get lost. I 
therefore created Memento Cloths with each set, which allowed me to 
highlight details of the larger cloths. I made 4 memento cloths for each set, 
the number 4 relates to the four stages in life: youth, adolescence, adult 
and elder. These smaller cloths function as mementoes that can be left to 
the next of kin to memorialise the deceased . 
Several vivid experiences with colour in my childhood influenced the use of 
colour for the Welcome and Farewell Cloths. When I was nearly seven I 
came upon a bu ndle of soiled sheets in the bathroom, the morning after 
the birth of my youngest brother. The stains of red blood contrasting with 
the white cloth were not upsetting but bright and alive and related to the 
awe-inspiring and amazing birth of a baby. When I was eight years old, a 
ch ild at my primary school had died and her tiny coffin was taken to the 
cemetery in a very impressive black carriage with glass windows, draped 
with black velvet and pulled by two enormous black horses with black 
plumes on their heads. 
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Much can be said about colours and their mean ing . It is interesting to note 
that the dominant colour spectrum in African textiles of importance is often 
classified as black (browns, blues), white (yellow, light colours) and red 
(oranges), even though the nature of meaning may vary from people to 
people ?1 Rens Heringa illustrates the Javanese concept of colour with a 
colour wheel divided in four sections : white appears in the quarter for birth 
and origin , red in the quarter representing the fertile years, whi le blue/black 
appears in the section for old age and death . A further quarter representing 
the mature years contains the colours yellow and green. Heringa asserts 
that yellow relates to the red quarter (fertil ity) whi le green is linked to the 
blue/black quarter (old age/death). Another diagram relates colours to the 
spiritual realm of life , which places whi te/black in the Upper World 
connected to gods and ancestors ; red and all colours represent the World 
of the Living; while black/white is linked to the Lower World , the realm of 
demons.22 Jasleen Dhamija when discussing the sari in India, groups 
colours and relates them roughly to age groups and temperament: white 
and light colours are introverted and linked to the young woman ; bright 
colours are lively and relate to the mature woman; while dark colours are 
brooding and solemn, and related to older age and that which lies 
beyond. 23 
Deciding the colours for the Welcome and Farewell cloths however was 
done intuitively: white for birth, light, water and purity; red to symbolise life , 
blood , pain and joy; and black for death, earth , and darkness. The woven 
textiles in this exhibition are in white/natural, red and black. The mixed 
media sets of cloth are only in white, while the printed work uses black and 
white and also the primary colours and green. 
When I had the opportunity to weave on a Jacquard loom I chose to add a 
woven piece to each set. Cloth is central in our lives and close to our skin 
from birth to death. These Jacquard woven textiles comment on the idea of 
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skin as cloth, and further express the concept of each set. This will be 
discussed in more detail later in this report. 
During my studies I attended several conferences and seminars. 
In May 2001 I attended a seminar and launch of the National Quilt Register 
at the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney. This register is a web-site based 
virtual collection of quilts from 1840-1 965, and includes essays, stories 
and documentation on Australian Aboriginal possum skin quilts, textile 
quilts produced in Australia since white settlement, as well as quilts taken 
to Australia by migrants from their home countries. What I think is wonderful 
about the register is the fact that a great number of these quilts are not in a 
museum collection but remain in their domestic context and sti ll perform a 
meaningful and often also a ritual function for their owners (and in many 
cases their makers).24 
In 2003 I attended the Sari to Sarong conference at the National Gallery of 
Australia. The accompanying overwhelming exhibition of texti les from Ind ia 
and Indonesia was awe-inspiring. Many very knowledgeable international 
speakers addressed aspects of textile trade between the peoples of India 
and Indonesia over time. It was frustrating to realise that experts did not 
know the significance and ritual importance of many of the very valuable 
and rare textiles. The textiles , apart from their beauty in design and 
demonstrated skills in techniques, had lost their true meaning and function 
by having been taken out of their cultural context. Marian Pastor-Races, a 
Philippine textiles scholar, has commented on this loss of meaning and 
states that "nothing is ever incidental in ritual" and that "many a complex 
th ing about life is lost when (traditional and ritual) textiles start a new career 
as expensive objects d'art".25 
During the course of my studies I collected visuals of shrouds. I sourced 
images of wrapped/draped bodies from historical documents, from texti le 
publications and the news media. They were informative as they in their 
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turn created a picture of the variety of shroud texti les and applications in 
different situations. I also collected visuals of textile and related works by 
contemporary artists whose work deals with birth and death. Collecting this 
material is on-going, it does not follow a deliberate pattern but stimulates 
and inspires me. 
15 
4.1 WOVEN WORKS 
WELCOME CLOTH AND STORY CLOTH 
"On the day when death will knock at thy door 
What wi lt thou offer him? 
I wi ll set before my guest the full vessel of my life 
I wi ll never let him go with empty hands''" 
As mentioned before, reading about Amaranta in the book100 years of 
solitude. had fi rst given me the idea of making my own shroud . At the time 
(1977) I was attending loom-weaving classes and I was earning most of 
my income by spinning local wool. Jasleen Ohamija compa res the action 
of weaving to breathing and is of the opinion that one's body needs to be in 
harmony and peace to be able to achieve the right rhythm for the weaving 
action.27 I feel the same applies to spinning and I recall the many hours of 
turning fieece into thread (and accompanying thoughts) at a time when I 
was in my 205, and looking for direction. 
When I commenced the M(Phil) studies, it was important to begin my 
practical work from a very personal starting pOint, by making my own 
welcome and farewell cloths. During a discussion in 2000, Jasleen 
Dhamija suggested I do some of my own spinning for it. I took this on 
board and decided to spin half of the weft yarns for this set of cloths. 
Welcome Cloth and Story Cloth (fig 10) are inspired by the spectacular and 
colourful texti les produced by the Ashanti and Ewe people of Africa, 
commonly known as Kente cloths (fig 11 ). These cloths are constructed out 
of long thin woven strips of about 10-1 5 cm width, sewn side by side, and 
are often very brightly coloured , very prestigious (especially the ones made 
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Fig 10 Story Cloth, 2001 , 2200x1700mm + details 
Fig 11 Ashanti Kente cloth (detail) 
entirely out of silk for court use) and have an overall , checkerboard 
appearance. Kente cloths are woven with striped warps and the weaver will 
often identify the cloth by the name given to the warp-stripe design. The 
weaver alternates warp-faced striped sections with weft-faced patterned 
sections, which are of significance to the weaver and wearer. Some 
patterns are geometric depictions of items of importance such as 
ceremonial stools or knives, while others are more recognisable as birds 
or combs. 28 
The cloths in this set are also constructed out of woven strips. I like the 
format of the long thin strips forming a larger whole cloth. The strips can be 
read as a time line or life line. I used a cotton/linen warp , and cotton/linen 
thread alternating with hands pun Tussah silk, for the weft. Looking at the 
woven fabric the Tussah silk is most visible and gives the cloth a honey-
coloured shine . The handspun si lk creates an organic texture and further 
refiects on the notion of the 'thread of life' and time passing by. 
The woven strips have a grainy texture (achieved by 2/2 broken twi ll) with 
irregularly spaced sections of smooth (plain) weave. These areas function 
as 'picture windows'. In the Welcome Cloth these are reserved for 
embroideries which acknowledge a new-born, added at the time of a birth. I 
hope this cloth will be used to welcome new-barns into my fami ly in future. 
In the Story Cloth, the smooth sections function as 'windows' in which I 
have embroidered one image for every year in my life so far, and I will 
continue to add one each year. The embroideries represent impressions, 
events, locations and experiences which are Significant to me. The long 
strips with images can also be interpreted as sections of film , telling the 
story of my life. I much prefer this metaphoric 'film ' to recent developments 
in the funeral industry which assists people to create a film about a 
person's life, often including a personal message, that is shown during 
funeral procedures.29 
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I chose natural, unbleached and un-dyed fibres for these cloths because of 
their earthy and honey-skin quality. For the embroideries I only used a 
warm red and a slate-grey. Initially I thought of the colours as a symbolic 
device, i.e. red for life and happy associations, while the grey would stand 
for death , darkness and unhappy associations. However I have mostly 
used the two colours as a limited palette to create the narrative of the 
embroideries. 
The middle fields with embroideries, are contained by a border with a red 
line and a different weave structure (monksbelt). The borders literally frame 
the middle fields and take the eye away from the individual strips and 
therefore emphasise the whole of the cloths. Welcome Cloth 's red border is 
in one corner slate grey. This symbolizes the fact that by giving birth one 
has created a life which will experience joys as well as pain. 
These cloths aim to have a positive presence, to celebrate and rejoice in 
life. They invite the viewer to wander from image to image and to enjoy, 
interpret and contemplate them. When I die I wish to be wrapped up in my 
Story (-Cloth) for cremation . 
Welcome Cloth and Story Cloth were both displayed in the exhibition 
Intersection: art, health, science & medical technology at the Sydney 
College of the Arts in from 4 February - 21 February 2003. Story Cloth was 
also exhibited as part of the Death: The Last Taboo exhibition at the 
Australian Museum in Sydney from 10 May - 2 November in 2003. 
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Welcome Cloth, 2002 (work in progress), 590x790mm 
Method: spinning, weaving, embroidery 
Materials: cotton-linen, handspun Tussah silk, mercerized cotton 
Story Cloth, 2001 (work in progress), 1700 x 2200mm 
Method: spinning, weaving , embroidery 
Materials: cotton-linen , handspun Tussah silk, mercerized cotton 
Memento Mori (I-IV) , 2002, 115x170mm 
Method: spinning, weaving, embroidery 
Materials: cotton-linen , handspun Tussah silk, mercerized cotton 
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FOR A TIME AND ETERNITY 
"Why should we a minute dispise 
Because it so quickly is over 
We know that it rapidly fiies 
And therefore should prize it the more 
Another indeed may appear in the stead 
But that precious moment for ever is fled."30 
For a Time (fig 12) and Eternity (fig 13) talk about how we are in life for a 
time only and how, after death , we will be gone for eternity ... However is 
birth when time starts, and does death herald eternity? 'Time' and 'Eternity' 
are ovenwhelming concepts and most of us do not give them much thought, 
apart from the fact that everyone notices that time goes fast, especially as 
one gets older. 
During my youth in Holland, many utilitarian textiles around the house (dust 
cloths, kitchen cloths and mops) were made in natural fibre colour, white, 
grey and to brighten them: red (fig 14). Plain blankets often had red stripes 
in the borders. The textiles in this set look like they have been and are 
meant to be used. I deliberately want them to reference those simple and 
domestic texti les. 
For this work I sourced old textiles which had been in use in the family for 
years: a Dutch fiannel baby nappy used for my children and an old dull grey 
blanket, which showed the wear and tear of time (fig 15). I had to carefully 
avoid worn out, weak sections to harvest thread for the wefts. Visiting 
relatives helped with the tedious but contemplative work, made more 
enjoyable by stories exchanged during the process. I re-valued these 
textiles by placing them in the 'foreground' as a concept but also literally as 
supplementary weft on the cloths. 
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Fig 12 For a Time, 2003 , 
1000x850mm 
Fig 13 Eternity, 2003, 2000x1750mm 
Fig 14 Sample of domestic textiles 
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Fig 15 Yarns sourced from old nappy and blanket 
The texture of the nappy and blanket were re-created by weaving the yarns 
patterned into a larger ground cloth . The white against the natural 
cottonllinen, makes the ground weave look somewhat soiled, however 
against the grey of the blanket, the ground weave appears clean and fresh . 
The vertical red stripes in the centre of the cloths represent the time-line of 
life. Some of these red stripes are patterned: a reminder of what we make 
of life. To create the text, dye was printed through a stenci l, on the intact 
nappy and blanket first and during the weaving only every second 
unravelled thread was used. I chose this method above printing directly 
onto the finished pieces because in this way the text was not hard-edged 
and blended in with the woven texture. 
I was weaving these textiles while devastating fi re storms destroyed parts 
of Canberra in January 2003. Every day a thick smoke haze and intense 
heat would invade the garage where my loom stood. The garden was 
littered with burnt leaves and bark fallen from the sky. On the radio I 
followed hourly reports and heard requests for donations of essential 
items, for the people who had lost their homes, such as mattresses, 
blankets, clothes and nappies. In my mind this work can somehow not be 
seen separate from these events. 
However while conceiving this work I intended to acknowledge and pay 
homage to people managing life on the streets, above air-conditioning 
vents and under bridges, seemingly not doing anything but passing the 
time. In every situation people seek to clothe and warm themselves, and 
will make do with what they can get. People give birth on the streets and 
people die on the streets. I was impressed when I read about the work of 
London council worker Marguerite van Doren , who organises and attends 
the funerals of (often unidentified) people who have died with no friend or 
relative (up to 1000 people die alone in London every month), to give them 
a final dignified farewel l." 
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And further in relation to street people , this work is also a tribute to Arthur 
Stace (1884-1967), a reformed down-and-out drunk, who for many years 
chalked Sydney pavements with the single word Eternity in copperplate 
style writing .32 My father-in-law told me about him (long before the word was 
spelled out in fireworks over the Sydney Harbour Bridge and long before it 
became an Australian icon translated onto t-shirts, key rings and fridge 
magnets), how he witnessed Stace writing on the footpath, several ti mes in 
the 1950 and 1960s. The fact that Stace used chalk inspired me to make 
the text on these pieces appear grainy. Chalk marks are ephemeral, not 
unlike the concept of time which slowly fades into eternity. 
For a Time and Eternity have been accepted into the 16th Tamworth Fibre 
Textile Biennial A Matter of Time in 2004. 
For a Time, 2003, 850mm-1000mm 
Method: weaving , discontinued supplementary weft, print 
Materials: cottonllinen yarn, unravelled baby nappy, dye 
Eternity, 2003, 1750mm-2000mm 
Method: weaving, discontinued supplementary weft, print 
Materials: cotton/linen yarn , unravelled woollen family blanket, dye 
Time-Eternity Memento (I-/v) , 2003, 350mm-450mm each 
Method: weaving, discontinued supplementary weft, print 
Materials: cottonllinen yarn , unravelled nappy and woollen family blanket, 
dye 
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TREE OF UFE ANO FOUR ELEMENTS 
Th is set of cloths addresses environmental concerns . For too long, 
humans have taken the qualities of the 'four elements ', fire , earth, water 
and air, for granted. We indiscriminately draw water from rivers and 
reservoirs, mine the earth and use products and energy which in turn 
pollute the air and water. In this set I place the Tree of Life' central amidst 
the four elements on which it depends and relies for survival. 
Perhaps one of the oldest stories featuring the Tree of Life', is that in the 
bible about Adam and Eve who are tempted into eating fruit from the 
forbidden tree and are, from that moment, banned from Paradise and 
destined to live a mortal life. The 'Tree of Life' has always been associated 
with rites of passage . People have commemorated andlor honoured the 
dead by planting a tree , as demonstrated by several plantings called 
'Remembrance Drives' along highways in Australia, remembering sold iers 
fallen in war. Similarly plantings of trees celebrate new beginnings and 
births. I myself have grown a chestnut tree from seed to celebrate the birth 
of our daughter, this tree stands now tall in Brittany, France . For our son's 
birth we planted a Chinese silk tree (grown from seed) on the spot where 
we buried the afterbirth. As I write this, it is flowering and provides our 
house with shade. 
However the tree as a symbol to explain the importance of trees as part of 
the eco-system has been captured for centuries by the image of the Tree of 
Life' in Paradise , which is said to have four streams flowing from its base , 
carrying the life-force to the four corners of the world . A grim example of 
what happens if trees are depleted is told by the history of Easter Island. 
The Easter Island population depended very heavily on trees for cultura l 
observances. After many years of over-use of this resource the people 
faced starvation on a barren island, devoid of most flora and fauna .33 Many 
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Fig 16 Tree of Life, detail of cross stitch sampler from 1807 
Fig 17 Bed alcove, drawing by Bernard van Dam 
Fig 18 Tree of Life, 2003 
Fig 19 Four Elements, 2003 
Fig 20 Drafting sample for BeidelWand weave 
Fig 21 BeidelWand pick-up weaving using a stick to create the pattern 
environmental activists see the Easter Island story as a tell ing lesson for 
the survival of the earth. In 2003, Tasmanian artist Dawn Csutoros was 
motivated by her awareness of the interconnectedness and vital 
interdependence of humans with trees and nature as a whole, to start the 
Tasmanian Tree Hugs Project in an effort to protect old growth forest in the 
Styx Valley from clear felling. She initiated the production of red knitted , 
woollen wraps (Tree Hugs) , involving many volunteers from around the 
world, to wrap around significant trees in the Styx Valley. A further 
installation of the Tree Hugs, was later that year also presented at the Mori 
Gallery in Sydney." 
As a symbol in textiles I am most fami liar with the symbol of the 'Tree of 
Life' as an element on cross stitch samplers (fig 16). There is a strong 
heritage of embroidery in my fami ly and the tradition of embroidering for a 
birth; a wedding or marriage celebration is sti ll very much alive. The Tree of 
Life in these samplers symbolises the struggle of good and evi l; is a 
metaphor for fertility, prosperity, love, long life, wisdom and strength.35 
The 'Tree of Life ' (as well as other biblical scenes) also appears in heavily 
patterned curtain material used to close off old style alcove beds 
(separating them from the living quarters) found in fa rm houses of past 
centuries in Northern Europe (fig 17). I have actually slept in one myself. A 
bed can be seen as the framework for rites of passage, it is where we are 
born, make love and fina lly die. The weave structure of these cupboard-bed 
curtains (often in bright contrasting colours) is called Beiderwand, referring 
to the two fibres used: linen for the pattern and wool for the background. I 
therefore adopted this weave structure as the basis for Tree of Life (fig 18) 
and Four Elements (fig 19). 
8eiderwand combines two plain-weave layers of which one functions as 
the foundation weave whi le the other is supplementary (fig 20).36 
Beiderwand requires the weaver to pick up the pattern with a fiat stick for 
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every supplementary (background) weft thread (fig 21). After extensive 
sampling I combined red cotton/linen for the foundation weave with white 
wool for the background. I further sampled to achieve the correct ratio of 
warps and wefts to keep the design true to shape. 
For Tree of Life I loosely designed the tree after a traditional Dutch cross-
stitch pattern and surrounded it with minimal stylistic designs for the four 
elements. The whole cloth is taken up by the sma ll tree, full of promise. 
Tree of Life is a very happy and bright cloth. At the centre of the tree I 
designed a diamond shape divided into four segments, referring to the four 
seasons a tree goes through each year. This is clearly a celebratory cloth. 
In Four Elements, the Tree of Life' has lost some of its exuberance. This 
cloth has a large vertical centre panel on which a small 'Tree of Life' stands 
amidst large graphic patterns representing the four elements. The red in 
this textile is dominant and can be read as alarming , as if to say: give the 
tree its rightful place. The red in the centre panel was so strong that I had to 
re-weave the side panels, by adding red threads to the warp, in an effort to 
balance the strength of the centre. Even after that I had to add further 
handstitching with red thread." 
The four Memento Cloths in this set each highlight and celebrate one of the 
four elements. 
In a different sense I wish these cloths to say that in early childhood, it is 
only us that matters, but hopefully that by the time we grow up, we realise 
that we are able to fu lfil a small role in the large picture of the earth where 
every thing matters. 
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Tree of Life Cloth , 2003, 700x450mm 
Method: Beiderwand pick-up weave 
Materials: Cottonllinen , silk and wool 
Four Elements Cloth, 2003, 1610x2100mm 
Method: Beiderwand pick-up weave 
Materials: Cottonflinen, silk and wool 
Four Elements Memento (fire, earth, water, air), 2003, 340x255 mm each 
Method: Beiderwand pick-up weave 
Materials: Cotton/linen , silk and wool 
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4.2 PRINTED WORKS 
INTO THE LIGHT AND INTO THE VOID 
"for dust thou art, and 
unto dust shalt thou return ... 38 
"As. Soone, As, Wee, To. Begvnne: 
We. Did. Beginne, To, Bee. Vndone."'" 
Ul mean - what have you got to lose? 
You know, you come from nothing - you're going back to nothing. 
What have you lost? Nothingl"'" 
For as long as humans have existed the question of where we come from 
at birth and where we go to after death , have given rise to many forms of 
beliefs and religions which claim to be able to influence our fate or know 
the answers. I am puzzled by people who are convinced of one idea or 
answer. I do not need or seek an answer. Just to be alive on this earth , with 
all its complexities, is awe inspiring. There is meaning in living itself and 
knowing that my life too, will end at some time. 
Into the Light (fig 22) and Into the Void (fig 23) address the notion of arriving 
into and departing from life. These textiles are not concerned with solving 
the mystery of a location before birth or a destination after death . They are a 
statement, which hopefully makes the viewer focus on life and its mystery 
instead. Into the Light refers to a child coming into the world of lighl at birth. 
Into the Void refers to the 'big dark nothing' and the 'unknown' all living 
creatures come to face at death . However a monk from the Russian Pshov-
Pechery Monastry has stated that "when you die, you meet the light from 
before Creation",41 
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Fig 22 Inlo Ihe Ughl, 2003, 900x900mm 
Fig 23 Inlo Ihe Void, 2003, 1700x1700mm 
Secondly these cloths are about dust. Dust comes to life where light and 
dark meet. As a child in a half-awake state I first connected with the concept 
of dust when I observed specks of dust dancing in a beam of sunlight 
shining into my bedroom through a slit between the thick curtains. They 
seemed to have colours and I could affect them by blowing . 
Normally we are not aware of or bothered by dust, unless we are obsessive 
not-to-be-defeated cleaners. However dust takes our attention when a 
speck sits on the camera lens or appears on a photo print. We are familiar 
with old film reel projections, patinated with lively dust particles dancing 
magnified on the screen. Cedric Mimms, a British micro-biologist has 
worked out that each person sheds at least 18kg of dead skin cells which 
settle as dust in our environment, during a lifetime42. 
Into the Light deals with micro dust, the minutest particles that will float. 
With every breath , you breathe at least 100,000 particles of dust. Hannah 
Holmes, writer of The Secret Life of Dust, claims that this micro dust can 
change the weather or the climate and can melt glaciers. There seems to 
be power in numbers because even though "they are tiny, when they gang 
up, there's nothing they can't do"." 
Into the Void talks about dust on the other end of the scale: macro or space 
dust. Stars and planets present like specks of dust in the night sky. Space 
scientists consider "space dust, anything from the size of smoke particles 
up to boulders and perhaps even up to a kilometre in width ...... Every year 
the earth collects 40,000 tonnes of dust from space. Apart from naturally 
occurring space dust, through explosions and collisions of stars and 
planets in the universe, I consider debris from scientific experiments in 
space also space dust. 
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The cloths in this set have been printed through a chemical resist process. 
This process involves two classes of dye, one which is used for the design 
colours (Procion H) and one for the ground colour (Remazol). A chemical is 
added to the design dye, which res ists the ground dye, resulting in crisp 
clear colour designs. If the resist design dye is printed fi rst, the design 
often comes out with a white border around the resist. I particularly wanted 
that 'halo-effect' because it suited the image of dust specks engulfed in 
light and I thought I would be able to create a sense of space and depth. I 
fe lt this worked particularly well in the black centre area of Into the Void. 
All the fabric used for this set of cloths has been printed randomly with 
multi-coloured specks of dust. Where colours meet I overlapped one with 
the other, subtly creating depth. The edges of the fabric on top have been 
unravelled before dyeing, to effectively soften the line. Into the Light has a 
bright white centre, while Into the Void has a black centre. Both these 
centre fields are surrounded by strips of red , symbolising life, either a life-
to-come or a life-lived. A border of black around Into the Light is a reminder 
of death, while the double border of white and black around Into the Void is 
a reminder of a person's birth as well as the death of their forebears. For 
the Memento Cloths I adopted varying proportions of the colours, balances 
not dissimilar to stages in a person's life. 
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Into the Light, 2003, 900x900mm 
Method: chemical resist printing, hand stitching 
Materials: hemplcotton , dyes 
Into the Void, 2003, 1700x1700mm 
Method: chemical resist printing , hand stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dyes 
Memento Cloths LighWoid (I-IV), 2003, 400x400mm 
Method: chemical resist printing, hand stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dyes 
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40 WEEKS AND FOUR SEASONS· EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR 
"Spring is creation, 
summer is preservation , 
fa ll is destruction, 
winter is quiescence,.4S 
This set of cloths celebrates the seasons of the year but also the seasons 
in life. Individual lives are marked and measured by birthdays, and between 
birthdays the seasons go through their cycle. The welcome cloth 40 Weeks 
(fig 24) references the forty weeks of pregnancy before birth. As a child is 
born into the world after nine months, one could say it actually enters its 
fourth season. The farewell cloth Four Seasons (fig 25) references the 
seasons, but also every day of the year, expressing the idea of living for 
every day, because every day counts. 
The stylised pattern/drawing of the succulent plant Sempervivum (Latin: for 
ever living, common name Houseleek, fig 26+27)) has been used to 
symbolise every week of pregnancy, and every day of the year. 
Sempervivum has the abi lity to adapt to many growing conditions and in the 
past was made to grow on roofs to close up leaks. Its Latin name refers to 
the fact that it is easy to grow, as well as that when it dies , it leaves many 
small off-spring behind and therefore lives on forever. 
The framework for the design of this set of cloths relates to a Celtic Triple 
Enclosure, a symbol which represents human consciousness.46 A Celtic 
Triple Enclosure (fig 28) takes the form of a square divided into quarters 
forming two outer squares with a square in the centre. The outer square 
represents the physical world and the senses , the inner square represents 
the unconscious , while the middle square represents the part of the mind 
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Fig 24 40 Weeks, 2004, 940x940mm 
Fig 25 Four Seasons, 2004, 18BOx1880mm 
Fig 26 Sempervivum plant 
Fig 28 Celtic Triple Enclosure 
Fig 27 Sempervivum drawing 
used for large design 
Fig 29 Colour sampling for 40 Weeks 
and Four Seasons 
where the unconscious meets the physical , rationalising and making 
sense of the world. 
The symbol of the Celtic Triple Enclosure has been adapted for these 
pieces. At birth a child is not able to rationalise the world, it is still pure and 
is just starting to use its senses responding to the physical world . 
Therefore 40 Weeks includes only the inner square (which is quite large) 
for the unconscious and an outer square for the senses and the physical 
world. 
In Four Seasons the proportions of the Celtic Triple Enclosure have been 
varied. After a full life a person hopefully knows their place in the world and 
is able to make sense of it. Therefore the middle square in Four Seasons 
takes up a large proportion of the cloth, only leaving a small white square 
for the unconscious in the centre. 
I used the chemical resist printing method for this set, which technically 
proved to be very challenging. The width of the hemp/cotton fabric dictated 
the printing of two halves . The geometric design for these cloths had to be 
accurately set out so the two halves would match. I had done extensive 
sampling with the different colours because once the resisting design dye 
has been applied there is no going back (fig 29). I actually applied two 
layers of resist design, one layer in the colour of each quarter with small 
Sempervivum plants and secondly a resist layer without colour for the print 
of the enlarged Sempervivum on each quarter. The fact that I used strong 
bright colours required me to be very precise especially when printing the 
ground dyes and in particular with black (fig 29a, 29b, 29c). Despite the 
sampling the green ground-dye had not been resisted successfully. I 
remedied this by hand painting discharge paste onto areas which were 
supposed to be resisted to 'white '. Discharge paste contains a chemical 
that will remove particular colours of dye classes from an already printed or 
dyed textile. The 'white' centres of 40 Weeks and Four Seasons have been 
printed with reduced white pigment ink, on the first to continue and 
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Fig 29b Four Seasons in two sections before steaming 
• 
Fig 29c W,asl,inQ excess dye after steaming , revealing chemical resist areas 
complete the large Sempervivum design, on the latter to add one final 
Sempervivum plant to make up the 365 days of the year. 
In contrast with the other sets, 40 Weeks and Four Seasons are very 
colourful. The idea for dividing the cloth into coloured quarters came from 
seeing an Indian embroidered textile in someone's private collection. It is a 
very large textile, its surface is completely covered by multi-coloured 
stitches forming elaborate paisley designs, but the bright colours (yellow, 
green, red and blue) of the working cloth sti ll radiate through. The colours in 
40 Weeks and Four Seasons are the same as used for Into the Light and 
Into the Void, but here the colours take centre stage: yellow for blooming 
and exuberance in spring; green for growth and abundance in summer; red 
for ripening as well as wilting in autumn; and blue for the cooling and quiet 
of winter. Relating it to the seasons of life makes that: yellow represents 
youth; green, adulthood ; red, middle age; while blue represents old age. 
The small Memento Cloths represent one out of four seasons each. 40 
Weeks and Four Seasons speak of living for every day but above all express 
'Joie de Vivre', 
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40 Weeks, 2004, 940x940mm 
Method: chemical resist screen and stencil print, discharge print, machine 
stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton , dye, pigment 
Four Seasons - every day of the year, 2004, 1880x1880mm 
Method: chemical resist screen and stencil print, discharge print, machine 
stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dye, pigment 
Memento Cloths (SpringISummerIAutumnlWinter), 2004, 345x345mm each 
Method: chemical resist screen and stencil print , discharge print, machine 
stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dye 
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4.3 MIXED MEDIA WORKS 
FAREWEll CLOTH FOR A CHILD THAT WAS NOT TO BE 
AND MOTHER, THE SEA 
If God is the ocean, we are but a wave. 47 
This set of cloths is about the ocean and the sea and deals with the 
concept of water as a life source and its symbolism for fertility . As a child 
the water cycle always intrigued me, the fact that evaporation of the oceans 
would create clouds that rain on us, and form into magnificent rivers 
seemed like a miracle. Mother, The Sea (fig 30) is of personal importance 
to me and a tribute to a woman who gave birth to 10 children. She grew up 
near the sea and still loves spending time on the beach just watching the 
waves, the light on the water, the sky and the horizon. 
For these textiles, I was influenced by the beautiful traditional wrapping 
cloths (Pojagi) from Korea'", especially in relation to my work in the context 
of shrouds and wrapping something precious and meaningful. I 
particularly like the wrapping cloths made by poor people (Chogakpo) 
which are made of pieced scraps of linen, ramie, hemp and si lk (fig 31). 
Wendy Lugg is quoted as saying that these humble cloths that carry 
everyday burdens have become powerful symbols expressing hope for 
long life, as they themselves extended the lives of old clothes'9 The 
irregular pieces making up the wrapping cloths are joined by triple stitched 
seams (Gekki) which form fine narrow raised lines and create striking 
geometric patterns of dense colour. 
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Fig 30 Mother /he Sea , 2002, 1800x1800mm 
Fig 31 Farewell Ctoth for Chitd That Was Not To Be, 2002, 750x750mm 
Fig 32 Yibul Po, Korean wrapping cloth, 18thC, 1650x1650mm 
Fig 33 Water swirl drawing Fig 34 Blocks showing chemical 
effect on the cloths, clockwise 
from top left: discharge, cloque, 
Jacobs's Ladder, devore. 
Fig 35 Ocean Waves quilt pattern Fig 36 Jacob's Ladder quilt 
pattern 
For Mother, The Sea and Farewell Cloth For a Chifd That Was Not To Be (fig 
32) I used sheer white and cream fabrics, such as silk organza , fine 
polyester/cotton and open weave cotton. I had to lightly starch the fabrics to 
be able to sew them together more easily. I chose to work in white and 
cream, to signify light, purity and honesty and a way to achieve 'open' vei l-
like texti les. In addi tion I hoped to display this set in a way that would allow 
them to cast shadows on the wall. Some of the fabrics I used are plain but 
most have been printed with a design of flowing water (fig 33) achieved 
through printing wi th chemical treatments or pigment. 
The silk organza underwent discharge printing (Bleach). This normally 
means that a pre-dyed fabric is printed with a reducing agent which 
removes the dye. When applied to white silk organza however, it removes 
the protective crisp layer of gum on the surface of the silk fibre which then 
shows as subtle shinier areas on the fabric. The open weave cotton was 
printed with a resist paste and then subjected to a strong alkali solution 
which results in the shrinking/buckling of the cellulose fabric and creates 3-
D qualities in the cloth (Buckle, also known as Claque and Lye-crimping) . 
The polyester/cotton was printed with chemicals to carbonise the cellulose 
component (cotton) which removes the cotton and creates translucent and 
opaque areas in the fabric (Burn-out, also known as Devore) (fig 34) .'" I first 
experimented with fabrics available in my local fabric shop but it soon 
became apparent that much better results were achieved by using specialty 
fabrics from the UK. 
Mother The Sea is constructed out of 36 patchwork blocks. The patchwork 
patterns in these blocks are derived from two patterns used in quilting .s1 
'Ocean Waves', which is made up of alternating triangles around a centre 
field, was chosen because of the obvious reference to the movement of 
water (fig 35). The 'Jacob's Ladder' pattern (fig 36) shows a 'ladder' shape 
set on the diagonal in the middle field of the block and was chosen 
because of its biblical reference to the stairway to heaven as the link 
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between earthly existence and heaven and because of its meaning 
appropriate to use on a farewell cloth." 
The centre fields of the 'Ocean Wave' blocks are made of silk, poly/cotton or 
cotton and have the pattern of dappled light reflected on water printed onto 
them . This way I hoped to further achieve an overall impression of water 
moving and flowing . Ten blocks, with the Jacob's Ladder pattern, are 
placed along diagonals of Mother the Sea, each block representing a child . 
The reference of the link to heaven is a further reminder of the fact that 
giving birth also makes a death in the future inevitable. 
This set of cloths is different from the others, as the welcome cloth in this 
case, is in fact also a farewell cloth. The design of Farewell Cloth For A 
Child That Was Not To Be is simple, it has a large centre field surrounded 
by alternating triangles referring to water movement. The centre consists of 
two layers , the top silk organza layer is filled with a subtle dappled light 
pattern which veils the layer of polylcotton behind it, which from the dappled 
pattern also has the silhouette of a small baby body tumbl ing down in one 
corner. This is a cloth which acknowledges the fact that many couples are 
infertile , that pregnancies can end up in miscarriage, abortion, still born 
babies or very short lives. These are subjects which are still taboo and 
which people tend to keep to themselves. The large centre field of Farewell 
Cloth For A Child That Was Not To Be therefore also refers to an unwritten 
empty page , a life not lived , a wish not come true or a sadness not shared. 
Farewell Cloth For a Child That Was Not To Be, and Mother the Sea were 
both displayed in the exhibition Intersection: art, health, science & medical 
technology at the Sydney College of the Arts in from 4 February - 21 
February 2003. 
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Farewell Cloth For A Child That Was Not To Be, 2002, 750x750mm 
Method: Discharge, Devore, Claque and pigment print, machine sewing 
Material : silk organza , polyester/cotton , cotton, pigment 
Mother, The Sea, 2002, 1800x 1800mm 
Method: Discharge, Devore, Cloque and pigment print, machine sewing 
Material : si lk organza , polyester/cotton , cotton , pigment 
Memento Cloths (I-IV), 2002, 320x320mm each 
Method: Discharge, Devore, Cloque and pigment print, machine sewing 
Material: silk organza, polyester/cotton, cotton , pigment 
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nES AND ONE CENTRE-ZIP WHITE 
"(The fiag) keeps men's motives lofty even in mortal combat, making 
them forgetful of personal gain and of personal revenge, but eager for 
personal sacrifice in the cause of (the) country they serve. ,,53 
Ties and One Centre-Zip White address the concept of sacrifice in relation 
to war. Giving birth can be seen as a sacrifice especially in the past when it 
was quite common for women to die in childbirth due to lack of hygiene and 
medical knowledge. For the purpose of warfare women were encouraged 
to produce more sons to strengthen the army. The expression which tells 
women to 'lie back and think of England' implied that procreation was for 
the common good of the country, worth risk ing their lives for. During WW I, 
Reverend W. Ashley Brown wrote from Belgium in 1917, to inform Mrs 
Thompson in Tumbarumba (Australia) of the death of her son Driver in 
Ypres. He added that she "has been so noble in giving her 3 splendid boys 
to serve their country". 54 At that time many women may have been proud of 
their sons giving their lives in war, but later in the 20th century women 
actively protested against war to save theif sons. 55 During wartime, men 
who went to war were often transformed into and portrayed as heroes, 
especially so if they gave their lives, figh ting for their fiag, king and country. 56 
This set of cloths further deals with the concept of nationalism as 
expressed by flags. Flags embody for many people what is dear to them, 
and inspire strong emotions, as is illustrated by the following quote, which 
testifies to expectations of great allegiance to one's country's fiag: 
Symbols are sacred th ings, and one of the chief that every man holds 
dear is the national fl ag. Deep down in our nature is the strong 
emotion that swells the heart and brings the tear and makes us follow 
the flag and die round it rather than let it fall into the hands of an 
enemy.57 
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Fig 37 SJuitlaken, demonstration of use 
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Fig 38 Pergamano sample in paper for One Centre Zip White 
" 
Fig 38. Ties, 2004, 600 x 450mm 
Fig 38b One Centre Zip White , 2004 , 2120x1550mm 
But flags have also created fear and hatred in people. Nationalism instils 
the idea of 'us' and 'them', particularly in wartime, making people forget 
how much they are like 'them'. Flag etiquette prescribes how a flag can be 
flown 'half mast' or used as a 'pall flag ' at funerals. After the destruction of 
the World Trade Centre in New York (US), memorial flags inscribed with 
names of victims were put on display as part of commemorative services.58 
Ties laments the loss of sons in warfare. Ties refers directly to a device, 
which many women in Holland wear for several days after giving birth, 
namely a 'sluitlaken' (closing sheet, fig 37). It is a textile worn tightly around 
the stomach and hips to give the body support, held together by ribbons 
similar to a corset. Ties also refers to the emotional ties between mother 
and child. Ties is constructed out of Tyvek59, I chose th is plastic-like 
material to make a link with the farewell cloth in th is set. I used elements of 
a 'sluitlaken' such as its ribbon tie straps going across a void in the shape 
of an oval. The oval shape refers to the 'mandorla', an almond shape which 
symbolises fertility. 
Wartime produces victims, injured or dead. The majority of the dead only 
get the dignity of a bodybag. After WW I, bodies exhumed for identification 
and reburial , were kept in rough knotted body bags'" In the media the 
phenomenon of the bodybag, often in the form of make-shift wrapping of 
sheets and plastic, is well known." The bodybag has also been employed 
as a powerful visual tool in anti-war protests.52 Similarly the artist Lawrence 
Weiner has used the form of a bodybag to highlight the fact that humans 
are equal in death.53 
The starting point for this set was a bodybag , and the sort of textiles 
produced depended on what kind of bodybag I could purchase from a local 
funeral home. Morticians customari ly transport bodies to the funeral home 
in body bags which are made of blue woven plastic with a zip along the 
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edges. However I was able to purchase one in white, an extra quality 
bodybag made of strong plastic with a zip at the centre. 
With One Centre-Zip White I wish to express the hopelessness and futility 
of warfare. The body bag used for One Centre-Zip White was cut open at the 
back and spread out like a sheet with the zip in the centre. The appearance 
of a sheet refers directly to a winding sheet or shroud. The immediate 
image that strikes the viewer is the outline of a vulnerable body of a young 
man. It was important to use a tracing of my own 19 year old son, 
emphasising what a mother feels when a son goes to war. The body is 
surrounded by images of flags, most of them generic, though some seem 
recognisable. 
I used the technique of 'pergamano' (making (prick-) holes in a surface, fig 
38) to create the images in One Centre-Zip White. This technique has 
successfully been used by other artists such as Glenys Hodgeman who 
used this technique to highlight details in x-ray images, and Valerie Kirk 
who by 'pricking' creates form as well as texture in her works on paper. On 
a larger scale the artist Piper Shepard creates lace-like lengths of fabric by 
cutting elaborate repetitive patterns into painted cloth. These lengths are 
often used to create semi-enclosed spaces with wonderful additional 
shadow play. In One Centre-Zip White the image of the youth and flags was 
achieved by punching holes (of varying sizes) into the plastic across the 
sheet. Shadows falling on the wall behind th is work show the image of the 
young man as a silhouette whi le the surface covered with flag designs, 
appears more like lace. The Memento Cloths in this set are in the form of 
small banners or flags. They aim to highlight the human aspect behind the 
patriotism of flags . 
This is the only set of Welcome and Farewel Cloths that is for display only. 
With it 1 register my protest to war, especially in situations where 
negotiations and patience CQuid have better human outcomes. 
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Ties , 2004, approx 600x450mm 
Method: pergamano, machine stitching 
Materials: Tyvek, ribbon , thread 
One Centre-Zip White , 2004, 2120x1550mm 
Method: pergamano 
Materials: plastic bodybag, centre-zip white 
Memento Cloths Ties (I-IV), 2004, approx 220x330mm each 
Method: pergamano, machine stitching 
Materials: Tyvek, ribbon, thread 
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4.4 SKIN CLOTHS 
Each set of Welcome and Farewell Cloths is complemented by a Skin Cloth 
(fig 39). These Jacquard woven pieces are pictorial, heavily layered and 
textured, and borrow design elements from the Welcome and Farewell 
Cloths. Each Skin Cloth portrays a female torso covered with , and placed in 
a background of patterns. I chose to depict the torso, as it is the most 
concealed and private, as well as the most vulnerable part of the human 
body. It is portrayed to be matter of fact and self assured . I used the image 
of my own body because I see the body as universal, unpretentious and as 
a common denominator, something the viewer may be able to identify with. 
I have used my body, and its outlines, in previous work as well. This 
continued infusion of myself in my work expresses a need to personally 
embody the concepts addressed in the sets and to communicate ideas. In 
these pieces the body adopts the language of designs, conveying my ideas 
about what it is to be a human and alive. 
I have several experiences of my skin looking and feeling like cloth, such as 
seeing and feeling my face after waking up with marks of sheets and pillow 
on my cheeks. Since the removal of my appendix my abdomen displays a 
rough scar and marks of stitching in the skin. Another experience involves 
my grandmother, an avid knitter, who created many jumpers, pants and 
dresses for our family of ten children . She also knitted cotton underwear 
and I remember the imprint (and itchy sensation) the knitting left in my skin . 
I could still feel its texture when stroking the pink and white squiggly 
'knitting' lines. I seemed to wear the underpants even after I had taken 
them off! You can imagine the rel ief when the knitted undies were replaced 
by those amazing soft and thin industrially produced ones! 
The idea of cloth as skin or vice versa, is a phenomenon found in many 
cultures. The comfort and security of a garment next to the skin is often 
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Fig 39 One of the skin cloths: Skin Cloth - Tree of Ufe, 2003, 520x1 030mm 
commented on as 'fitting like a second skin'. Turner says "the skin (and 
hair) are the concrete boundary between the self and the other, the 
individual and society~.64 The practice of tattooing or scarification of the skin 
in Polynesian traditional societies can be seen as 'dressing' the body, 
communicating the status of the 'wearer'. The designs which are of cultural 
significance and identify and protect the person , often show distinctive 
similarities to textile patterns.55 Cloth also takes on the image of animal 
skin such as: the dappled python skin designs on shrouds in West Sumba, 
which serve as an analogy for rebirth into the afterlife66; or crocodile skin 
designs on cloths of the Bagobo people in Southern Philippines, to cover a 
coffin to ward off evil. 67 
Contemporary textile artists have used cloth as a metaphor for skin as well : 
Elsje van Keppel likens some of her vegetable dyed fabrics to thin fragi le 
skin68; Anne Wi lson stitches hair onto cloth (accentuating areas of wear) 
which makes the cloth appear like skin in dis-repair; and Yuli Somme too 
likens her felted fabrics to skin and feels the medium of felt is like a living 
thing .69 In contrast, performance artist Orlan seems to treat her skin like 
cloth, repeatedly re-fashioning and re-shaping her face through cosmetic 
surgery.70 
In 2001, with the assistance of a quick response grant from ArtsACT, I was 
able to attend a master workshop taught by Louise Lemieux-Berube from 
the Montreal Centre for Contemporary Textiles. The workshop introduced 
digital design for weave and in particular for Jacquard loom weaving. It was 
a very intense week with full days in front of the computer, sparking ideas 
for designs and structures not possible on a conventional harness loom. A 
harness operated loom uses groups of warp threads on shafts, weave 
structure variations are determined by the number of shafts (harnesses), 
limiting the scope , size and repeat of a design. The Jacquard loom 
however allows the weaver to operate each thread individually, which 
means a structure can be woven at any time and the repeat can be as wide, 
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Fig 40 Detail of digital design sample from master class 
Fig 41 Detail of woven Jacquard sample from master class 
Fig 42 Drawing for projection on body 
For Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 43 Oak leaf drawing for background 
of Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 44 Tree of life for background of 
Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
and as long as the warp . This makes it possible to weave very different 
structures next to each other, and allows for the creation of pictorial images. 
The workshop left me inspired but also a bit frustrated, knowing that the 
only Jacquard loom easily accessible to artists, is in Montreal. Several 
months after the workshop, all participants received their design exercises 
woven into a sample, which brought the digital to life in the weave (fig 
40+41). 
In 2003 an opportunity came up to combine travel with a residency at the 
Montreal studio. I was supported by the ANU School of Art Staff 
Development Fund , for which I am very grateful. I knew my knowledge was 
rusty and I spent many hours looking at the sample and my notes. The 
principle for design however is quite simple. Every warp thread can be 
translated as a vertical line of pixels. If the pixel is 'on' the warp thread is, on 
that spot, showing on top of the weave structure ; if the pixel is 'off' , the warp 
thread is on that spot covered by a weft thread . I knew the warp on the loom 
in Montreal had been set up with 1400 warp threads, so a design could 
have 1400 pixels either horizontally or vertically. To make the most of my 
time in Montreal I needed to have my digital designs ready before I left. 
The development of deSigns for the Skin Cloths involved several 
processes. First I made drawings (fig42) relating to the concepts of the 
Welcome and Farewell Cloths. Some of these had already been used for 
print, for instance a drawing of oak leaves had been printed on the viewing 
cloth for Braeside Hospital, and water swirls had been used for Mother the 
Sea Cloth . Slides of these drawings, and sometimes a slide of a cloth 
itself, were exposed on my body and recorded by digital camera. In addition 
I collected digital visuals of my textiles and related images such as my 
drawings, concrete, plants, flag and embroidery patterns (fig 43+44). From 
that moment on , designing was done on a computer using Photoshop 
software. I had learned Photoshop in 1996, but the latest version of this 
software was beyond me. I got invaluable help from Annie Trevillian, who 
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Fig 45 Detail of completed digital design 
for Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 46 Brocade section of Skin 
Cloth - Tree of Life 
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Fig 47 Seven shades created by 8x8 satin variations 
functioned as my 'hands', and manipulated the different layers of the 
designs on my request. Designing on the computer allows freedom to 
create different layers and to move, remove or enlarge parts of the design at 
will (fig 45). 
During the design process I was able to refer to the woven sample from the 
2001 workshop and knew the digital designs would come out well in weave 
on the Jacquard loom. The studio in Montreal dresses the loom either with 
a white or a black warp which affects the choice of yarn . The Skin Cloths 
were designed to be executed in black and white (natural or off-white) with 
some areas woven as a brocade (supplementary weave in small sections 
with a separate spool) in red. I had really hoped I would be able to weave 
on a black warp allowing me to use weft yarns similar or complementary to 
the sets of Welcome and Farewell Cloths. 
Just before I left, I found out that the studio in Montreal had just set up a 
new loom, which meant that a black warp would be avai lable. I took a 
collection of silk, cotton/linen and cotton yarns with me. Once there I spent 
one day translating the designs and selecting brocade sections (fig 46) into 
the digital Jacquard software. The images were reduced to 7 'shades' of 
satin weaves (fig 47). Satin weaves in repeat show a surface, which does 
not have distinctive weave 'lines', such as found in twill weaves. The 7 
'shades' of satins allow for a gradation from very dark grey (warp-faced 
satin) to white (weft-faced satin), when woven on a black warp. A 
complication came up while trial ing the designs for the first time, the older 
loom (black warp) was not functioning well and I was advised to weave on 
the new loom (white warp). This meant I could not use my own yarns and 
the pieces would look distinctly different, because the white warp enables 
weaving of dense blacks, while the black warp allows to create dense 
'whites' (fig 48+49). 
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Fig 48 Detail of Skin Cloth - Mother 
The Sea using a white warp 
Fig 49 Detail of Skin Cloth· Mother The 
Sea using a black warp 
Fig 50 Weaving on the white warp Jacquard loom at the Montreal 
Centre for Contemporary Textiles 
Fig 51 Back view of white warp Jacquard loom at the Montreal Centre for 
Contemporary Textiles showing individual thread control cords and springs 
After weaving two pieces on the white warp I decided to switch back to the 
black warp despite the interface problems (electronic to mechanic) and to 
persist with the malfunctioning loom. I needed to weave slowly and be on 
guard with every weft pick, to see if the design was picked up correctly. 
When a mistake occurred the 100m was rested for 30-45 minutes before I 
CQuid resume weaving. This was frustrating but the work looked so much 
better on the black warp. For the Skin Cloths my choice of yarns was guided 
by the 2001 woven sample which used fairly thick yarns. In future I would 
aim at using finer yarn which would result in more delicate weave 
structures and more refined definition of the images . 
Digital Jacquard weave technology is able to translate a design into weave 
very quickly. It is in such contrast to the weaving process I am normally 
used to. Despite the loom trouble I could weave 1 to 1 1/2 pieces a day (fig 
50+51). After years of weaving on harness looms it was a wonderful and 
liberating feeling being able to weave free-form , multi-layered images in 
complex weave structures. It is a great technology to complement my other 
work. I agree with Susan Brandeis who has added digital printing 
technology to her work and states, " I can now create images that are more 
complex ..... 1 have not shifted to new meanings, but use the technology to 
intensify and expand the ideas"." 
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Fig 52 Skin Cloth - My Story, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Fig 53 Skin Cloth - Time and Eternity, 2003, 570x1030mm 
Fig 54 Skin Cloth -Into the Void, 2003, 490x1030mm 
Fig 55 Skin Cloth - Four Seasons, 2003, 580x1030mm 
Fig 56 Skin Cloth - Mother the Sea , 2003, 470x1030mm 
Fig 57 Skin Cloth - Bodybag, 2003, 495x1030mm 
Skin Cloth - My Story, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard , satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, cotton/linen weft, rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Time and Eternity, 2003 , 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, cotton/linen weft, rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Tree of Life, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, cotton/linen weft , rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Into the Void, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard , satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, Tussah silk weft , rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Four Seasons, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, Tussah silk weft , rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Mother the Sea, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard , satin weaves 
Materials: cotton warp, cotton/linen weft 
Skin Cloth - Bodybag, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard , satin weaves 
Materials: cotton warp, cotton/ linen weft 
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5 CONCLUSION 
"There is no need to be afraid of death. It is not the end of the physical 
body that should worry us. Rather, our concern must be to live whi le 
we are aJive"n 
During the initial stages of my M(Phil) studies and when explaining the 
subject of my research to others, more often than not I would get an 
apprehensive and reserved response, a confirmation that death is still an 
uncomfortable and taboo subject for discussion in the 21st century. When 
talking about my practical work people would only question my reasoning 
for making shrouds (farewell cloths), rather than seeing them in the context 
of birth (welcome) as well as death. However over the past four years I have 
noticed a change. As pointed out in my Sub-thesis, the subject of death has 
become more 'mainstream' and discourse on what death means in our 
contemporary Western world, now takes place not only as part of the 
narrative in popular culture, but also in pressing ethical matters concerning 
birth, death and technology in the medical world . 
In my Sub-thesis I argue that changing attitudes to death have seen a 
development in Western societies towards contemporary ritual which is 
more personal and life affirming, but not necessarily religious. The viewing 
cloths, which I made for health institutions are an example of how a textile 
can playa ritual role at the time of death without a particular association 
with religious beliefs. During the process of making my Welcome and 
Farewell Cloths it has become clear to me that my work is about that which 
exists between birth and death, namely life. Our lives exist between the 
aspirations and hopes at birth, and acceptance and closure at death. My 
work communicates ideas of what it is to be alive in th is world. 
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Research for the Sub-thesis into the shroud as a textile art form in the 
Western world, has been very stimulating and rewarding. Doing sustained 
research was challenging and in the beginning the possibi lities for 
direction and focus were at times daunting. I can easily relate to the saying , 
'the more you know, the more you don't know'. During my M(Phil) studies I 
have further developed my research and writing skills. The process of 
presenting my research and work at post-graduate seminars, conferences 
and reviews has helped me to focus and achieve insight into the concepts 
and intentions of my work. 
The texti le pieces in this exhibition are conceptually based, practical by 
nature and intended for ritual use. I seek to balance concept and fu nction in 
my work, reflecting the balance between art and life as well as placing art in 
life . Some of the textiles deal with old concepts, which have been explored 
from a personal and contemporary viewpoint. The conceptual basis of each 
set of cloths determined what materials and techniques were used . This 
directed me to develop ski lls in different media. For instance the 
Beiderwand weave was adopted to make the link to the curtains 
traditionally used to screen off sleeping alcoves, and the chemical resist 
printing technique allowed for creating layered and hallowed images to 
evoke a sense of depth and space. I gained knowledge of digital Jacquard 
design and combined it with my practical knowledge and experience of 
weaving. I further developed skills in chemical resist printing as well as 
chemical treatments of fabrics. I discovered the pictorial weaving 
possibilities, albeit limited , of the BeidelWand weave. The challenge set by 
the use of a plastic body bag, was met by using the technique of 
pergamano. 
like Margaret Sa bee and Birgitte Nordstrom, I see my textiles function on 
different levels. They are conceptual artworks, which can function as wall 
pieces as well as bedding textiles, while at the same time they can be used 
to perform a role in ritual at the time of birth and death. Several of the sets of 
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cloth are responses to a person's life, a style of working also adopted by 
Margaret Sabee, Yuli Somme and Henny Willems. My work addresses what 
it is to be alive and deals with concepts such as concerns for the 
environment and dissatisfaction with world politics which relies on war to 
achieve ends. This is not dissimilar to Ane Hendriksen, Barbara Todd and 
to a lesser extent Birgitte Nordstrom and Elsje van Keppel. 73 At the same 
time my work celebrates, rejoices in and expresses awe of life. 
Cloth is ubiquitous to humans and plays a central role in our personal and 
domestic lives. The textiles I created will lead their own lives and I accept 
that they have the ephemeral qualities of life itself, as they will be used, and 
therefore soiled and spoiled, buried or burned. In future I wish to continue 
making work, which can function at times of ritual importance. I find working 
on personal commissions very rewarding and to be able to make cloth that 
touches and embraces a body at the time of welcoming and farewelling a 
life in this world, is an enormous privilege and honour. 
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Too Many Tears, I grieve for the sadness that stayed in your lives until the 
end, 1996, 2600x2000mm, screen print and stencil print, handkerchiefs, 
leads, fishing line, pigment 
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Too Many Tears, 1996, detail, screen print and stencil print, handkerchiefs, 
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Ashanti Kente cloth (detail) , cited in : Gillow, John and Bryan Sentance. 
World Textiles : A visual guide to traditional techniques. London : Thames 
and Hudson, ltd , 1999, 93 
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Fig 13 
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Fig 14 
Sample of domestic textiles 
Fig 15 
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Tree of life, detail of cross stitch sampler from 1807, in private collection 
Haag Keppel (Netherlands), cited in : Meulenbelt-Nieuwburg, Alberta, 
Merklapmotieven: en hun symboliek, Amsterdam: H, J, Becht's 
Uitgeversmaatschappij BV , 1981 , 24 
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Bed alcove, drawing by Bernard van Dam, cited in : Weyns, Dr Jozef. Het 
Kempisch Boerenhuis, Boktijkse Berichten VI, Oisterwijk: Kultuurhistorische 
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Fig 18 
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Four Elements, 2003, mm, Beiderwand pick-up weave, cotton-linen, wool 
Fig 20 
Drafting sample for Beiderwand weave, cited in: Waber, Heidi. "Pick-up 
Beiderwand." Handwoven, May/June 1994, 57 
Fig 21 
Beiderwand pick-up weaving using a stick to create the pattern 
Fig 22 
Into the Light, 2003, 900x900mm, chemical resist screen print, stencil print, 
hemp/cotton, dyes 
Fig 23 
Into the Void, 2003, 1700x1700mm, chemical resist screen print, 
handstiching, hemp/cotton, dyes 
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Fig 24 
40 Weeks, 2004, 940x940mm, chemical resist screen print, handstiching, 
hem p/cotton, dyes 
Fig 25 
Four Seasons, 2004, l880x1880mm, chemical resist screen print, stenci l 
print, machine stiching, hemp/cotton, dyes 
Fig 26 
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Fig 27 
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Fig 28 
Celtic Triple Enclosure, cited in Fontana, David. The Secret Language of 
Symbols. Gordon, Australia : Universal International Pty Ltd, t997, 59 
Fig 29 
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Fig 29a 
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Fig 29b 
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Fig 29c 
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Fig 30 
Mother the Sea, 2002, l800x1800mm, Discharge, Devore, Claque and 
pigmenr print, machine sewing , silk organza, polyester/cotton, cotton, 
pigment 
Fig 31 
Yibul Po, l8thC, linen and hemp with patchwork design, black, 
l650x1650mm, Korean wrapping cloth . Cited in: Powerhouse Museum and 
the Museum of Korean Embroidery. Rapt in Colour: Korean textiles and 
costumes of the Choson Oynasty. Australian ed. Sydney: Powerhouse 
Publishing, 1998, 78 
Fig 32 
Farewell Cloth For Child That Was Not To Be, 2002, 750x750mm, 
Discharge, Devore, Claque and Pigmenr print, machine sewing, silk 
organza, polyester/cotton, cotton, pigment 
Fig 33 
Water swirl drawing 
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Fig 34 
Blocks showing chemical effect on the cloths, clockwise from top left : 
Discharge, Claque, Jacob's Ladder block , Devore. 
Fig 35 
Ocean Waves quilt pattern, cited in: Bonesteel, Georgia. More Lapquilting 
With Georgia Bonesteel. Birmingham, Alabama : Oxmoor House Inc. , 1985, 
93 
Fig 36 
Jacob's Ladder quilt pattern, cited in : Bonesteel, Georgia. More Lapquilting 
With Georgia Bonesteel. Birmingham, Alabama: Oxmoor House Inc. , 1985, 
89 
Fig 37 
Sluitiaken, demonstration of use, cited in: Van der Burg, Talitha and Sander 
J van Minnen. Motherwear Introductie [cited 16/02 2004J. Avai lable from 
<http://www.motherwear.nlflntroductie.htm> . 
Fig 38 
Pergamano sample in paper for One Centre Zip White 
Fig 38a 
Ties, 2004, 600x450mm 
Tyvek, ribbon, thread , fabric construction, machine stitching 
Fig 38b 
One Centre-Zip White, 2004, 2120x1550mm 
Plastic centre-zip body bag, pergamano 
Fig 39 
One of the skin cloths: Skin Cloth - Tree of Ufe, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade, cotton warp, cotton-linen 
weft, rayon and mercerized cotton brocade 
Fig 40 
Detail of digital design sample from master class 
Fig 41 
Detail of woven Jacquard sample from master class 
Fig 42 
Drawing for projection on body for Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 43 
Oak leaf drawing for background of Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 44 
Tree of Life for background of Skin Cloth - Tree of Life. Tree of Ufe with two 
carnations and 6 birds, design from pillow slip 1816 in private collection, 
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cited in : Meulenbelt-Nieuwburg, Alberta. Merklapmotieven: en hun 
symboliek. Amsterdam: H. J. Becht's Uitgeversmaatschappij BV. , 1981 , 109 
Fig 45 
Detail of completed digital design for Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 46 
Brocade section of Skin Cloth - Tree of Life 
Fig 47 
7 shades created by 8x8 satin variations 
Fig 48 
Detail of Skin Cloth - Mother The Sea using a white warp 
Fig 49 
Detail of Skin Cloth - Mother The Sea using a black warp 
Fig 50 
Weaving on the white warp Jacquard loom at the Montreal Centre for 
Contemporary Textiles 
Fig 51 
Back view of white warp Jacquard loom at the Montreal Centre for 
Contemporary Textiles showing individual thread control cords and springs 
Fig 52 
Skin Cloth - My Story, 2003, 520xl030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves, brocade, cotton, cottonmnen, rayon 
Fig 53 
Skin Cloth - Time and Eternity, 2003, 570xl030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves, brocade, cotton, cotton~inen , rayon 
Fig 54 
Skin Cloth - Into the Void, 2003, 490xl030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves, brocade, cotton, Tussah silk, rayon 
Fig 55 
Skin Cloth - Four Seasons, 2003, 580x1030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves, brocade, cotton, Tussah silk , rayon 
Fig 56 
Skin Cloth - Mother the Sea, 2003, 470xl030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves, cotton, cottonllinen 
Fig 57 
Skin Cloth - Bodybag, 2003, 495x1030mm 
Handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves, cotton, cottonAinen 
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A LIST OF WORKS 
WOVEN WORKS: 
Welcome Cloth, 2002 (work in progress) , 590x790mm 
Method: spinning, weaving, embroidery 
Materials: cctton-linen, handspun Tussah silk, mercerized cctton 
Story Cloth, 2001 (work in progress), 1700 x 2200mm 
Method: spinning, weaving, embroidery 
Materials : cotton-linen, handspun Tussah silk, mercerized cotton 
Memento Mori (I-IV) , 2002, 115x1 70mm 
Method: spinning, weaving, embroidery 
Materials: cotton-linen, handspun Tussah silk, mercerized cctton 
Fora Time, 2003 , 850mm- l0oomm 
Melhod: weaving, discontinued supplementary weft, print 
Materials: ccttonAinen yarn, unravelled baby nappy, dye 
Eternity, 2003, 1750mm-20oomm 
Method: weaving, discontinued supplementary weft, print 
Materials: cottonAinen yarn, unravelled woollen family blanket, dye 
Time-Eternity Memento (I-IV), 2003, 350mm-450mm each 
Method: weaving, disccntinued supplementary weft, print 
Materials: cottonmnen yarn, unravelled nappy and woollen family blanket, dye 
Tree of Life Cloth, 2003, 700x450mm 
-Method: Beiderwand pick-up weave 
Materials: CottonAinen, silk and wool 
Four Elements Cloth, 2003 , 161 Ox21 OOm m 
Method: Beiderwand pick-up weave 
-Materials: Cottonninen, silk and wool 
Four Elements Memento (fire , earth , water, air), 2003, 340x255 mm each 
Method: Beiderwand pick-up weave 
Materials: CottonAinen, silk and wool 
PRINTED WORKS: 
Into the Ught, 2003, 900x900mm 
Method: chemical resist printing, hand stitching 
Materials: hemplcotton, dyes 
Into the Void, 2003, 1700x1700mm 
Method: chemical resist printing, hand stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dyes 
Memento Cloths UghWoid (I-IV), 2003, 400x400mm 
Method: chemical resist printing, hand stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dyes 
40 Weeks, 2004, 940x940mm 
Method: chemical resist "Screen and stencil print, discharge print, machine 
stitching . 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dye, pigment 
Four Seasons - eve/}' day 0/ the year, 2004, 1880x1880mm 
Method: chemical resist screen and stencil print, discharge print, machine 
stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dye, pigment 
Memento Cloths (SpringlSummer/AutumnlWinter), 2004, 345l<345mm each 
Method: chemical resist screen and stencil print, discharge print, machine 
stitching 
Materials: hemp/cotton, dye 
MIXED MEDIA WORKS: 
Farewell Cloth For a Child That Was Not To Be, 2002, 750x750mm 
MethO<j: Discharge, Devore, Claque and pigment print, machine sewing 
Material : silk organza, polyester/cotton, cotton, pigment 
Mother, The Sea, 2002, 1800x18oomm 
Method: Discharge, Devore, Claque and pigment print, machine sewing 
Material: silk organza, polyester/cotton, cotton, pigment 
Memento Cloths (I-IV), 2002, 320x320mm each 
Method: Discharge, Devore, Claque and pigment print, machine sewing 
Material : silk organza, polyester/cotton, cotton, pigment 
Ties, 2004, approx 9OOx440mm 
Method: fabri<:; construction, machine stitching 
Materials: Tyvek, ribbcn, thread 
One Centre-Zip White, 2004, 2120x1550mm 
Method: pergamano 
Materials : plastic centre-zip white bodytJag 
Memento Cloths Ties (/-IV), 2004, approx 440x270mm each 
Mettlod: pergamano, machine stitching 
Materials: Tyvek, ribbon, thread 
JACQUARD WOVEN WORKS : 
Skin Cloth - My Story, 2003, 520x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade 
Materials : cotton warp, cottonAinen weft, rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Time and Eternity, 2003, 570x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade 
Materials : cotton warp, cottonAinen weft, rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Tree of Life, 2003 , 530x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, cottonAinen weft, rayon/mercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Into the Void, 2003, 490x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard,satin weaves with brocade 
Materials: cotton warp, Tussah silk weft, rayonlmercerised cotton brocade 
Ski" Cloth - Four Seasons, 2003, 580x1030mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, satin wee\leS with brocade 
-Materials: catton warp, Tussah silk ·weft, raylmltnercerised cotton brocade 
Skin Cloth - Mother the Sea, 2003 , 471lx10S0mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquard, salin _s 
Materials: cotton warp, cOttonAinen weft 
Skin Cloth - Bodybllg, 2003 , 495x1036mm 
Method: handwoven Jacquattl, aatin ~aves 
Materials: cotton warp, cottonl1inen weft 
." : ." :. 
Monique van Nieuwland 
41 Scrillener Street 
O'Connor, 2602 
Ilh.: 02 - 6248 6958 
STUDIO PRACTICE PROPOSAL 
MPhil with 33% Sub-thesis in Textiles. 
I hereby apply to do a MPhil in Textiles on a half time basis. 
Aims of the proposal: 
• What are the general aims of the research program proposed? OUtline the topic of 
yoor proposed study, the '"arure of your research project and its anticipated OUIComes. 
My research addresses the use of textiles at "rites of passage". I halle refined 
the tepic of -my <>ub-thesis to focus on the use ' of textiles around the time of death. 
Death takes place in llery pnvate circumstances and textiles play an important role at 
these ellents. l-aim to research this topic tIlr-ctl(jh flistory and aCfoos-cultures. j may 
choose to focus on several cultures in particular and make comparisonsllinks. I also 
-eJ<jle<lI to-€eflSit1er -lirlk<> between-cootemj'lefafy-6eath riluels _-these -ef the -pest. I 
am especially interested in researching the use of colour and design, and their 
meaniAgS·jn these tooiles. 
• What is the relevance of the sub-thesis to the studio practice component? What is 
-tI1e-prepel'!iefl-of the tAeeFeIical compcnent, 20% or 35%? 
The theorettcal component will be 33%. 
My practical_ -will.ferus Oil developing a ..,.,rIes of "Wefcome" and 
"Farewelr -pieces. The research will inform my studio practtce by way of further 
-iAfoffl1ing the -coocepIs -lorfflY-worI< and placing it-in-<lOOlelrt. 
I will develop a website surIIeY to help me gather information on textiles at the 
~ -ef ·eirtlHIAG death. 
• How does the proposal relate to your prior practice in general? 
-in tI1e -past 10 yeer<>-sinee -graduating from tI1e -GSA, Ilesides my ilWn studio 
practice, I have worked as a community artist. Projects I have been ilMllved with have 
.iflefOOed-wer-kingwilh pcople.from·aU-waIk<>-of-Hfe, mngiI1g-lfem pregnant women in 
hospital, kids with cancer and more recently people undergoing hospice palliative 
-eaEe wile are iMhe'last-stages of.tI1eir-Hfe.1A 1995 96 l was-aflist ir1 residenee-witll-the 
ACT Hospice Palliative Care Society which resulted in an exhibitionlreport as wen as 
.-a preseAtaHOA-at tI1e AustraliaA-NatieAal.f>alliaijve-Gare-GOAfeRlAee. 1A 1998-99 j was 
commissioned to make two viewing dolOO for Braeside Hospital for use in its Hospice. 
-My ,esea,ch-wiH-<;eek-ta aAswer~ I have<leYelaped~-these 
experiences. . 
Methods -aAd re"""'ees: 
B 
• What methods andlor processes and materials do you intend to use? 
I wiH be using leJ<tile teehniques such as weave, print, stitchery as wen as 
possibly installation work. Materials will be mixed. 
• What-€l<p8ltise-will be developed, and what speedic resources will be needed? 
I will further develop my weaving and print skills, trying out innovative ways of 
ceml>ifliRg ·techniques. 1-wiH need access to dye, print and weave facili~es. I am keen 
to use the weave design computer program and loom as well. I have a table loom and 
~~oor ·1oom in my studio -at-home, which I intend to use. 
• What is distinctive about your approach to the topic? 
My~opic for my f*8CIicaI work is distinctive in tl;e {act that I want to focus both on 
birth and death, subjects which are seen as opposite to each other. Death especially Is 
-snll -a-taboo stIDject in aur-westem <lOCiety. Through ·OOtn-my ·research and produciflg 
pieces for practical work I will address the subject in a visual way. 
• What is the wider context for the proposed study program? How do you see your 
flf<J!lGS8d-wark in ttle wider CORtext -01 pr-actise in ·yetJf -fieI<j-by-refen'iflg to -specific 
examples of precedents, traditions and other relevant visual practices? 
+RfoogR-Aistery--aAd--arOOAd ~-woFld, ·textiles tIave-been 'prooCleed {or times at 
birth and death. There have been medical and cultural developments all influencing 
ttle-<J5e-of-tRese-te><tiles. -AItists, -whether pmfessionaler -ASt, -Aave-Been~AVOIved ffi 
creating textiles for use at time of birth or death right up to today. 
j--aise-wisIHe research-weFk by coAleml"Ofaryilftists 'as l-am-aware of tl;e gr-ewiflg 
interest of developing new rituals around death and the role textiles can play in this 
-(ego 'AIDS-quHts, WeW-are State organisation in Br-ilain). A 
• For your thecretical components, indicate the speciffc thematic or cultural focUs of 
.yoor -pr--epesed ·sltJdy -ana ttle -relevani historical period of the stucly_ 
I aim to research this topic through history and across cultures. I may choose to 
-Ierus-en se'leral cultures-ffi paflict;lar-and _e -coAlJ'8AsonsAlAks. I am-especial!y 
interested in researching the use of cOlour and-design, and their meanings in these 
·textiles. -lAitial-fSSeamh-will ·iAfGfm, -ItIrtI1er shape -aoo-footls -my -research J3ffiP6S<!1. 
, 
Monique van Nieuwland-
41 Scrivener Street 
O'Connor, 2602 
ph.: 02 - 6248 6958 
SU8-THESIS PROPOSAL 
MPhil with 33% Sul>-thesis in T extiles_ 
I hereby apply to do a MPhii in Textiles on a hatf time basis. 
Afms of the proposal: 
• What are the general aims of the research program proposed? Outiine the topic of 
your -proposed study, the nature of your research project and its anticipated outcomes_ 
My research addresses the use of textiles at "rrtes of passage" _ I have refined 
-Ifle-lepic of my s~b-thesis to focus on the use of textiles around the time of death. 
Death takes place in very private circumstances and textiles play an important role at 
-tAese-events. I aim to research this topic through history and across ctilrures. I -may 
choose to focus on several cunures in particular and make comparisonsllinks. I also 
-expect ·to -censi<ler OAks between contemporary death rituals and these of the past. I 
am especially interested in researching the use of colour and design, and their 
-meafflAgS i A tilese -textiles. I am interested in-putting a survey <!isplay together of 
textiles (with input from the communrty) linked to death during my study time. 
" WI'lat is the relevance of the sub-thesis to the studio llractice component? What is 
the proportion of the theoretical component, 20% or 33%? 
rhe -tfle0retical -component wiH be 33%. 
My practical work will focus on developing a series of "Welcome" and 
'Farewell'-pieees. Too <esearch-wiH eAAance-my stueio -pr-actice by way of further 
informing the concepts for my work and placing rt in context. 
• _-ooes-the proposalrelale to your prior practice in general? 
In the past 10 years since graduating from the GSA, besides my own studio 
·practiee, +have ·worked-as -a-<lElfllffltlnity -artist. -Pr~ I have tJeen involved with have 
included working with pecple from all walks of I~e, ranging from pregnant women in 
-AespI!aI, -k-ids-wi-tA cancer -ana more-recenlly -peeple tII'1<Jef9Oing hospice palHative 
care who are in the last stages of their I~e. In 1995-96 I was artist in residence with the 
-ACT -Hespice Palliative Care Society which restilted in -an -exhibition/report as well as 
a presentation at the Australian National Palliative Care Conference_ In 1998-99 I was 
-cemmissicne<l to make-two viewing cloths fer BfaesiEie Hospital for ·",*, in its Hcspice. 
My research will seek to answer questions I have developed during these 
experiences. 
Methods and resources : 
• What methods and/or processes and materials do you intend to use? 
I eegan my f€Search reading general material relating to the topic of the use of 
textiles at "rites of passage" and have now begun to focus more specifically on the use 
at textiles -at -the time death. As well as assembling an extensive bibliography I have 
been collecting visual source material. I hope supervisors will be able to assist me with 
tlirectiAg ·me to relevant materi al as primaf)l f -esearch will ee an important part of my 
project. I will contact institutions and individuals around the world (also through the 
·we0site·stlflleywhicl1 l l1ave.eeveloped jastyear) to-assist me i n a similar way. 
• What expertise will be developed, and what specific resources will be needed? 
+expect IDijaiR-e>q:)eftise in tI1e area of -textiles at the time of death. I would need 
access to libraries, the internet and I foresee I may need some help from the ANU Art 
Histof)llAfltArepelegy Unrts 10 IDcate sllitabie-r€SeafCh material. I can imagine tfavei 
overseas for research in museums such as the "Volkenkundig museum" in Leiden, 
"\licteria -& -AI6ert Mt;SE!Um" in ~-and -the "Tropen Mllsetm\" in Amsterdam, cotJid 
be of benefit I plan to make extensive use of the Asian textile collection at the National 
-Ga1le!y-<3f AlIStraka: 
• What is distinctive about your approach to the topic? 
·My·topic is{jjs~nctive in-tl1e{act that l-want tolec"s on death, a subject which is 
still a taboo in our western society. Through both my research and by producing textile 
i3ieccs fer -my 'I"faclical wefk I will ·address lhe-5lltlject in a vis"al way. 
Context: 
• What is the wider context for the proposed study program? How do you see your 
i>fGI*lsed wOfk in -the ·wider context of l"f8clise ·in your field by referring to specific 
examples of precedents, traditions and other relevant visual practices? 
l hrougl1 ·histOfY-and-around the world, textiles have been produeed for times at 
death. There have been medical and cultural developments all influencing the use of 
-tRese4extiles. Artists, whether proIessional or not, "ave 6een involved in creating 
textiles for use at time of death right up to today. 
-1-a1so-wisR-to resear~rk by·contempoFary-artists ·as I am -aware of Ihe grewing 
interest of developing new rituals around death and the role textiles can play in this 
_ ~. AIDS qtllIts, Weilar<l State-er'ijanisatien ·in Bfitain). 
• For your theoretical components, indicate the specific thematic or cultural focus of 
.yEIIKi'fGI*lsed-study-and -the relevant historical period of the study. 
I aim to research this topic through history and across cultures. I may choose to 
.foellS-eA-several-<JlIIttJf€S·ini>8f1icuiar -and-mak<l cemparlSOflSlliflks. I also expect to 
consider links between contempoFary death rituals and those of the past I am 
-<lSjl€<liaIIy interested ·in-re;ear<:Aing too use of coIeur -and 'design, and their meanings 
in these textiles. 
• What reference material has been relevant to the preparation of your research 
"reposal? (provide a bibliography, etc.) 
Reference material and inspiration has come from several sources. I have 
1eeke<J-at anthropological texts dealing with rites of passage, several health research 
papers dealing wrth birth and death. I have looked at a range of general textile books 
·lJased-OA teclmiqllOS, clIlrures, countries. Mso r<:!Searched books on the history of 
death rituals and funeral practices in Europe and beyond. 
rt:'xnlcs. Birth and De:uh-Lntroduction Page I or" I 
c 
Textiles from birth to death 
As soon as a baby IS born. It IS swaddled to keep It warm. After someone 
dies great care is taken wrth the dreSSing and presentation of the body. In 
many cultures the textIles used at these times have ri tual Importance and 
meaning, even though we may not be aware at it. 
My name is Monique van Nleuwland. I am a textile artist and cu rrently a 
graduate student at the Australian NatIonal UnIversity . Institute of the Arts , 
enrolled in a Master of PhIlosophy course. My resea rch IS focused on the 
use of textiles at the time of birth and death - The OPPosItes of bIrth and 
death, begmntng and end, and how they may be linked through textiles. I 
am Interested in finding out what function, colours, symbols or designs are 
used in textiles at the ri tes of passage such as birth and death. 
I am Lnvlting you to take part and assist WIth my research by answering the 
questions in the follOWIng survey. The Information you provide WIll only be 
used towards my research Into textiles With ntual importance at the time of 
birth and death. I hope this survey will reach people who come from around 
the world . You do not need to know anything about textiles or textile 
techniques to be able to answer the questions. If yeu are not comfortable 
with the subject of bIrth and death, you are under no obligation to take part 
in the survey. You do not need to provIde details such as names or other 
personal Information. unless you are availab!e for follow up questions. 
Thank you very much for taking part In thIS survey. 
Yours sincerely, 
Monlque van Nieuwland 
Email: Moniue.Van-Nieuwlandanu.edu.au 
http://www.anu.edu.aullTAlCSAltextiieslMonique/inO.o.htm.l 
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T t:xtilc:s. Birth and Death-Survey 
WELCOME 
• . . 
Page I of 5 
• 
The following questions are about textiles. You do not need to ~now anything about textile u~a1niques to be able 
to answer the questions. If you feel uncomfortable about answenng any of the questions. you can stop at any 
stage and you are nOI Obliged to send the answers. 
Textiles can taKe many forms and may include hangings. drapes, wrappings. bands. bandages. special ciOlhlng, 
head wear, foot wear, bed spreads. decorations, banners, nags. baskets. bags, containers, carriers. vells, mats. 
SCJlptures 
Techmques used can be weaving. pnnt. basketry. embroidery, sewing, smocking, lace making, knitting, Cfocl1et. 
knoning, tapestry. plaiting . the use of stnngs. etc. 
I ! J ) lM"Iat type of teXllles of muat 
importance are made/used dunng a 
pregnancy to prepare for a birth? 
\) b! V>Jho makes the textiles that have 
Importance at the time of hlnh? 
I ) c ) Are there any muals involving textiles 
that lake place dUring the pregnancy? 
\ ) oj) Is there any particular colour Of aeslgn 
used In these texules? 
I) ~ J Are lhese textiles used at other times 
as well? 
\ ) n If yes. when and how? 
\ ) g) IS thiS stili practiced? 
.2 ) :.1) 'Ph1at type oi texules of nlua! Importance 
are used at the time of the bIrth? 
, . 
hnp:/lwww.anu.edu.aullT NCSAltextilesiMonique!survey .html 2210212004 
T I!xtiles. Binh and De:.llh-Survey 
~) IH Are !here any ntualS InvOlving lextdes 
!hat take place cunng the olnh? 
::}..:) I/Iiho makes !he !extlles that ha ... e 
Importance at that lime? 
2) oj) Is there any panlcular colour or deSign 
used in these textiles? 
; ) 0:: ) Are these textiles used at other limes 
(before or after) as well? 
2) f) If yes. when and how? 
2) g} Is thiS still practiced? 
.3) 'Mat type of textiles cf ntuallmportance 
11) are used after a bll'th (this can include 
ntuais to name. protect and/or welcome 
the child into the community)? 
J) lMlo makes the textiles that ha ... e 
b) Imponar1Ce at that time? 
3) Are there any ntuals Involving textiles that 
c) lake place after the biM? 
.3 ) Is there any particular colour or deSign 
d) used In 1t1ese textiles? 
.3) Are these textiles used at other times 
O:: J (before or after) as well? 
J) I) If yes. when and how? 
.3) Is thiS Sill! practIced? 
g) 
.1 ) al After a im1h . is the cruld at any time 
wrapped or covered With a speaal 
textiieJfabnc. 
41 bl Can you cescnbe thiS texti le (when illS 
used. wnat It IS called. colour. design . 
malenal usee. maker) 
_ :-,cs _ nu 
_yes .... nu 
. r 
'-- Yes _ :-Iu 
Imp:/Iwww.anu.edu.aullTAlCSAltextilesIMonique/survey.html 
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T exriles. Birth and Dealh-Survey 
-') C/ Is thIs Sliit praClisec? 
5) 11) Vlo1"Ial type of textiles at nlual 
importance are used as preparafion for 
a death? 
j) oJ IMlo makes the textiles that have 
imponance al the time before death? 
S) Cj Are there any muals Involving textiles 
thaI take place before a death? 
5) e) Is there any particular colour or deSign 
used in these textiles? 
5) I) Are these textiles used at other limes 
(before or after) as wen? 
5) g) If yes. when and how? 
j) h) Is this still practiced? 
--- -----.--
6) a) lMla\ type of textiles of mual 
imponance are usea al the time of 
death? 
6) 1)1 'v\Iho makes the textiles that have 
imponance at \he time of death? 
III C) Are there any muals Involving textiles 
thai take place at the lime of deam? 
01 eJ Is there any particular coiour or deSign 
usea In these texti les? 
FAREWELL 
" " 
_ y es ' .... No 
brtp:!lwww.anu.t:du.aullT NCSAltextilesIMoniquelsurvey .hun i 
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Texriles. Sinh and De;lm·Survey 
0) fl Are these texti les USe<] al other ,imes 
(before or after) as well? 
til gJ If yes. wnen and how? 
6) hI Is th iS slHl prac; ic:ec? 
1) III 'Nhat type of textiles of nlual 
importance are used after a death? 
:') b l W,O makes the text iles that have 
Importance after a death? 
i ) C) Are there any rituals Involving textiles 
that take place after a death? 
1) d) Is there any particular colour or deSIgn 
used in these textiles? 
7) <: 1 Are these text iles used al other times 
(before or after) as well? 
7) t) If yes. when and how? 
1) g) Is thiS stili practicea? 
S) .II After a oeath, IS lt1e body at any time 
wrapped or covered With a speCial 
lextileJfabric. 
S) bl Can you desCflbe thiS texllie (wnen It IS 
uSed. whal il is called. colour, deSign. 
matenal used. maker), 
8) Cl Is thiS custom 51111 practised? 
No 
- r 
...,. Yes _' :-.10 
_ Y~~ ',_ :-40 
http://www.anu.edu.au/tT NCSAl texti leSlMornque:survey .html 
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Textiles. Birth and Oe:nh-Survey 
'Mlat country are you from? 
'M'Itch regton I province I state I area? 
In what year were you bom? 
Wlat religton IS practiced? 
lNhat language(·s) do you speak? 
Do you have a photo of the textiles you have menlloned in 
your answers? 
Do you know of any literature or other Iniormation on this 
subject? 
Are you available for follow·up questions if needed? 
If yes . please provide comae:: eetalls . 
I Submit I 
Please dick on the 'submit' button to send !he Information. 
Thank you very much for your assistance 
Yours SIncerely. 
MOOlque van Nieuwlano 
YeS -, 00 
Name' 
Address: 
Post code/Zip 
code: 
Country: 
E-mail: 
CliO<. here \0 return \0 ihe home page 
hnp:llwww.anu.edu.aullT N CSNtextilesIMoruque/survey .hrml 
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EmoroKiery by T Kohschul!e (goamOlher). 1956 
MONIQUE VAN NIEUWLAND 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
Page 1 of2 
I was born In the Netherlands and grew up in a large family where birth and death 
occurred in cycles. As a teenager I worked as a baby sitter as well as an aid in an 
old people's nursing home. After obtaming my High SChool Certificate I studied at 
the Kopse Hof in Nymegen. a Tertiary Soaal Educative Course with emphasIs on 
visual arts. crama and music. J CUt these studies short and for a few years worked 
different jobs and attended several arts and weaving workshops. In 1978 I met my 
Australian partner and three years laler I emigrated wilh our firS1 born baby to 
Australia. 
In 1983 I staned my BAVisual Arts (Textiles) studies atlhe Canberra SChool of An 
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1 INTRODUCnON 
Working within heallh inslitutions from 1991 until 1996 as a community 
artist made me aware of the general denial and invisibility of death in 
Western society. During those years I was involved with community art 
projects which required me to work with patients, their families and friends 
and, in some cases, also with hospital staff and volunteers. The projects 
were based in the Oncology, Antenatal and Children's Wards of (Royal) 
Canberra Hospital , in the homes of patients receiving palliative care and 
occasionally at the Canberra Hospice. In most cases participants were 
confronted with the prospect of death, be it their own or that of a loved one.' 
During this time I also became aware of the fact that the shroud as a textile 
object was making a resurgence in the Western world. I read about the 
artist Margaret Sa bee (Netherlands), who makes shrouds for practical use, 
in a newspaper article in 1994' Later, in the catalogue of the 1995 Polish 
8th Triennale of Tapestry in Lodz', I came across the work of Ane 
Hendriksen (Denmark) who created a series of textiles described as 
'Corpse Cloths' . This gave me the initial impetus to research the 
phenomenon of the shroud as a contemporary textile in the Western world. 
For the purpose of this research I define the Western world as countries of 
Northern Europe (including UK), North America and Australia . 
My interest in art has always been directed towards work that expresses a 
strong awareness of the natural environment, addresses rites of passage 
as well as issues around what it is to be human in this world. The 
importance and meanings of ritual textiles, be they a family heirloom gown 
or a flag , never stops intriguing me. Sadly in the Western world, the use of 
ritual textiles, especially in the domestic sphere has declined , so much so 
that people may only know of domestic ritual textiles and their meanings 
from museum displays. 
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Death is a topic that is not easily or openly discussed in the Western world. 
However, during the time of my research, there has been a growing 
number of exhibitions on this topic, suggesting that the Western world is 
prepared again to look at mortality and death . 
In 1992 two museums dedicated to dealing with the subject of death, 
opened their doors. The National Museum of Funeral History in Houston 
(USA) primarily aims to educate the public about the American funeral 
industry and preserve its history' The Museum fur Sepulkralkultur in 
Kassel (Germany) aims to st imulate discussion on aspects of death and 
has a broad-ranging display of historical and contemporary funeral 
artifacts, as well as an extensive collection of works on paper. This 
museum incorporates an art gallery which features changing exhibitions by 
contemporary artists whose work addresses concepts of death, dying, grief 
and memorialisation .5 
Since the start of this research , an exhibit ion in 2001 "DEAD" was curated 
by Welfare State International and shown at the Roundhouse in London in 
the United Kingdom. The exhibition featured funeral objects with both a 
celebratory and a practical function. It included several contemporary textile 
works. A second exhibition took place in the Netherlands in 2002. "Ritue/en 
Rond de Dood" (rituals around death) was held at Nusantara 
Ethnographical Museum in Delft. It highlighted the funerary rituals of the 
Indo/Outch, Javanese, Indo-Chinese, Balinese and Molukkans and their 
descendants in the Netherlands.6 Due to strong public interest, its season 
was extended. A following exhibition "Death , the Last Taboo" was shown at 
the Australian Museum in Sydney in 2003 and is travelling for 2 years. It 
literally aims to dispel the taboos around death. Included in this exhibition 
are several shrouds, two of which were made by contemporary textile 
artists (myself and Nina Angelo).' And fina lly from September 2003 until 
April 2004 the exhibition "Memento Mori" is being shown at the Museum of 
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National Antiquities in Stockholm. It displays Swedish burial practices of 
the last 4000 years and also includes funerary textiles created by 
contemporary textile artist Birgitta Nordstrom. 
There has been a longstanding academic interest in death in relation to 
religious, social , medical, anthropological and archaeological matters. 
Studies have been undertaken on the concept of death in the visual arts but 
very little has been written on contemporary texti les. It has been difficult to 
find secondary source material on artists who are making shrouds or 
whose work has shroud-like qualities. I found very few articles apart from 
one focusing on funerary textiles in the Dutch textile magazine: "Textiel 
Plus" of February 19988, and several articles investigating 'sacred surfaces' 
in the USA textile magazine "Surface" of Fall 1996'. Most of my findings 
have been through primary research and have relied on pursuing slim 
leads to artists (mostly women) as well as on the generosity of people who 
referred me to artists, and the artists themselves. 
Records show that in the 16th century the word shroud had several 
meanings. At first in 1549, a shroud was used to described a crypt or vault 
which functioned as a burial chamber, later in 1558 it was described in 
general terms as a thing serving as a covering or protection; a screen; veil , 
'cloak' or disguise, but towards the end of the 16th century the word shroud 
took on the meaning we are familiar with today as a white cloth or sheet in 
which a corpse is laid out for burial and further as a winding sheet in which 
a corpse is wrapped for burial. 'Sindon' (a term first recorded in 1500) is 
another word often used to describe a shroud. Sindon is actually fine linen 
fabric, a kind of cambric or muslin . It is bel ieved that a piece of this kind of 
cloth was used as a shroud, specifically that in which the body of Christ 
was wrapped. to 
Another textile associated with funerary rites and death is the pal l. The word 
pall comes from the Latin word "Pallium" , a Greek Mantle or philosopher's 
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cloak and is described as a fine or rich cloth. In 1440 a pall was recorded to 
have been made of black, purple or white velvet which was spread over a 
coffin, hearse or tomb. Other more general meanings for the word pall are 
a garment or vestment, a robe , cloak or mantle, and something that covers 
or conceals." At present a pall is a rich cloth which covers the coffin during 
a funeral service, sometimes it has a family crest or heraldry displayed on 
it. Another familiar use of a pall is in the form of a pall flag, used to cover the 
coffin at government and military funerals. " For my purposes, shroud is 
used to mean any ritual textile used at the time of death to cover the body 
and can take the form of; a winding sheet; a pall; a cloak; a death shirt, robe 
or vestment. 
Contemporary textiles in the form of shrouds or shroud-like textile pieces is 
a fairly widespread phenomenon. This is demonstrated by the fact that the 
artists discussed in this research paper have come from many countries, 
including the Netherlands, France, Sweden, Denmark, United Kingdom, 
Ireland , USA, Canada and Australia. I have had personal contact with many 
of the artists discussed and have had to source much of the information 
and visual material from them directly. 
For the purpose of this sub-thesis the most significant artists are Margaret 
Sabee (the Netherlands); Henny Wi llems (the Netherlands and France); 
Birgitta Nordstrom (Sweden); Ane Hendriksen (Denmark); Elsje van Keppel 
(Australia) and Jane Whiteley (Australia). These artists share many 
concerns. For example they take their inspiration from personal 
experiences, are influenced by past practices and pay attention to 
traditional as well as alternative ritual and natural life cycles. They share 
further interests in textile media, the choice of materials and textile 
processes even though they produce very different works. Some artists 
create shrouds for practical use at funerals , others use the concept of the 
shroud to convey political ideas and responses and several of the artists 
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selected, create shroud-like textiles as a metaphor for nature, the body and 
life. 
This research is divided into three parts. It begins with a short overview of 
the history of the shroud in the Western world, starting around the time of 
the Roman invasion of Northern Europe. Secondly, it briefly analyses 
developments, especially over the last 200 years, which have shaped 
contemporary atti tudes to death in the Western world. Thirdly, it critiques the 
work of contemporary textile artists who are making shrouds for practical 
use, or who use the shroud as a concept for their textiles. It also highlights 
some artists whose texti le works, I will argue, have shroud-like qualities. 
Finally, the conclusion demonstrates links between the history of the 
shroud, contemporary attitudes to death in the Western world and the work 
of contemporary texti le artists who make shrouds, and speculates about 
where this may lead in the future. 
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Fig 1 A Shroud to Grave Men Only Have, Unknown artist , London, 1604 
2 HISTORY OF THE SHROUD IN THE WESTERN WORLD 
Trying to trace ancient and historical textiles poses problems. Because of 
the natural fibre content, textiles have not lasted as well (if at all), compared 
to. other ancient artefacts such as metal, ceramic and even wood . Cloth 
itself seldom makes it through the millennia except in tiny, hardly 
recognisable shreds. Until recently excavators tended to throw even those 
away, assuming they were of no value. 13 However, there are several sites in 
the world where ancient textiles have survived . Most of these sites have 
associations with funeral/bu rial practices and shrouds have been found 
there. Some well known examples are the mummies from the river Nile 
valley in Egypt; the mummies found on the Paracas Peninsula in coastal 
Peru; and the Chachapoya mummy bundles from the Peruvian Andes. 
'Rites of Funeral Ancient and Modern', a 1683 London publication", 
describes the ancient funeral rites of cultures in the (then) known world. 
Almost all of the cultures reported , mention the use of winding sheets of 
linen or cotton cloth for the corpse before burial , entombment or cremation. 
This can be related to the practical need to protect and cover the body, 
requiring a material that will follow the curves of the body and touch it, 
functioning as a second skin. At birth the infant is "wrapped in swaddling 
cloths creating the closeness of the womb and clasp of the mother' '', while 
at death we wrap the body to contain it and separate it from the living before 
burial or cremation. 
From the time of the Bronze and Iron Age (400/300 BC) there is evidence 
that Western European peoples disposed of their dead mostly by 
cremation. The ashes were then depOSited in an urn . It is not known 
whether they shrouded or wrapped their dead in cloth. The practice of 
cremation, even though it was forbidden by Charles the Great, lasted well 
into the 15th century .16 Numerous fields of ceramic urns and grave goods 
have been found in Western and Middle Europe. Burials only took place to 
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Fig 2 Funeral procession with body covered with a bier cloth, Woodcut , Hans 
Burgkmair, c1510 
Fig 3 A coffined corpse from the Lamentable Estate and Distressed Case of the 
Deceased Sr William Dick, London, 1657, detail 
dispose of the naked bodies of slaves, the very poor and people who had 
suicided. 
With the spread of the Roman Empire into Western Europe and the birth of 
Christianity, burial of the dead was gradually introduced. The Romans 
believed that one would rise from the grave like Christ. Despite the eventual 
demise of the Roman Empire in the fifth century, cultural practices of 
Western European peoples were profoundly influenced by Christianity. 
There are accounts from 597AO of the burial of Columba on lona who was 
wrapped in "sindonibus" , clean fine linen cloths, and with no mention made 
of a coffin . A corpse with tightly positioned legs found at a burial site (620-
800AD) in Donegal Bay in Ire land suggests it had possibly been 
shrouded ,17 
In Western Europe during the Middle Ages, Christian burials had become 
the norm "a The church would even provide the poor with a sheet or mat to 
wind around the body. 19 Cressy expresses the common understanding of 
the time that "no one was lowered to the grave without some sort of 
covering. It was a point of human dignity to observe that only animals were 
buried naked . A winding sheet or burial shroud was the minimal equipment 
for the properly outfitted corpse".'" The 'Map of Mortalitie' (London, 1604) 
shows a depiction of a shrouded body (knotted at the head and feet inside 
a sheet) lying on a mat with a shovel and pick-axe. The text in the medallion 
reads: 'A shroud to grave men only have' (fig 1 ).21 
After death a corpse was washed and wound in a sheet or shroud, placed 
on a bier and covered by a bier cloth while being carried to the grave in the 
presence of a priest (fig2). Even in the 14th century burial coffins were 
forbidden in Berlin." A shroud used in the West-Country (UK) for a gentle 
woman measured 5 1/2 yards of white calico and needed some additional 
tape to wind about it. In 1600 a merchant's wife in Chester gave the Holy 
Trinity Church "a calico sheet of three breadths, with lace through it, to be 
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lent to cover the body of the poor people on the bier" .23 Monks were buried 
only in their habit for a shroud, with the head covered by the cowl. " 
From about the 16th century coffins for the common people were used for 
the sale purpose of conveying the corpse from the house to the graveyard . 
There the body would be removed and placed in the grave covered only by 
the shroud or winding sheet. 25 The parish would provide a reusable 
wooden coffin for a shrouded body to lie in for the duration of the funera l 
ceremony.26 During the church service and transport to the grave the coffin 
would also be covered by a bier cloth/hearse/pall. The bier cloth could be 
used over and over again and most parishes would have one in their 
possession . 
In England at the end of the 17th century, linen shrouds were replaced by 
woollen fabrics by legislation of the reign of King Charles II. This was done 
as a concession to the wool industry and shrouds constructed of linen or 
any other fibre but wool were made ille9al.27 Around the same time 
personal coffins came into vogue, to protect the body from the forces of 
decay and to deter grave robbers. first only for the rich and later for whoever 
could afford them (fig 3). Coffins were another means of standing out from 
the masses and were made of fine wood and elaborate design. Some 
people even employed multiple coffins fitted inside each other, sometimes 
with a textile or lead lining."'rhe elite also started to bury their dead in 
shrouds made of prestigious fabric. 
After the death of Charles VI II of France in 1498, his wife Anna van Bretagne 
adopted black as the colour for mourning which found a general following. 
Until then the standard mourning colours had been brown for the French 
queen, purple for the French king and white for the people.'" However white 
was sti ll used for burials of chi ldren , virgins, bachelors and women who 
died in childbirth. At this time we also see the development of mourning 
garb; carriers of the deceased body would often wear hooded black cloaks 
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and close family would observe a period of showing their grief through 
wearing mourning colours.30 
The use of coffins became common in the 18th and 19th century as well as 
the practice of burying people in their own clothes. This meant that the use 
of shrouds started to decline. The paraphernalia of palls, hearses and 
hearse cloths, however, became very elaborate, extending to entire 
carriages dressed out for a funeral procession with rich velvet cloths in 
black and/or white, or for the poor white linen cloth over a cart.31 
Death shirts , often a white flannel shirt with a cap, were commonly in use 
throughout the 18th and 19th century, replacing the shroud/winding sheet. 
In Amsterdam in the 1940s one still found waxed shirts in use to dress the 
dead32 and in Australia, 'shrouds' in the form of long plain cotton shirts, 
were still constructed in 1978-80 to dress deceased patients at Brierly 
Hospital in Warrnambool in Victoria .33 
During the first century of colonialisation in Australia, seWers observed that 
the Australian Aboriginal people in the colder regions of the country had an 
established practice of constructing cloaks out of patches of animal skins 
to keep warm . Not many of these have survived because after a person's 
death their personal belongings were disposed of and sometimes the 
cloak functioned as a shroud for burial. 34 A rare example of a possum cloak 
shroud was found 99 years ago, in Chartton in North West Victoria. The 
remains of a baby girl, believed to be a member of the Jaara people were 
wrapped in a possum cloak lodged inside a large tree. The now 150 year 
old remains and accompanying artefacts were kept in the Melbourne 
Museum until they were repatriated to a new tree in the same area in 
2003.35 The introduction of the annual issuing of blankets from the Crown 
in 1814 saw the manufacture of skin cloaks diminish but it can be 
assumed that these blankets may have taken on similar functions and also 
may have been used for wrapping the corpse for burial." 
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Fig 4 Now rarely used commercial 
shroud made of 'swan' cloth 
Fig 5 Now rarely used commercial 
shroud with a printed religious statement 
It is interesting to note that documentation of funeral practices around the 
world in 1998, pOints to a wide use of shrouds and winding cloths as a 
common practice, in about 50% of countries in the world . The use of 
shrouds is culturally determined and takes on different requirements. 
People of Muslim and Jewish faiths bury their dead wrapped in simple 
white cloth.37 There are several other cultures in Africa 38 and especially in 
South East Asia39, where a shroud cloth is still used. They can be very 
prestigious, often very colourful and highly decorative cloths, some using 
ikat, supplementary weave and print designs. 
The practice of shrouding and the use of winding sheets in Western 
Europe and the wider western world , including Australia , has largely 
disappeared. An exception is the use of a pall in the form of heraldry and 
national frags at royal , state, and military funerals.40 At a local undertaker I 
was shown a further exception in the form of textiles which were called 
'shrouds', these are coffin sized, tapered cloths which cover the body in the 
coffin from the neck down instead of clothes (fig 4). They mimic a collar and 
shirt front, often include some lace along the edges and sometimes a 
religious statement may be printed on the chest section (fig 5)." 
However, there is a development especially in the UK where people wish to 
be buried, wrapped in a shroud, in an environmentally responsible way: the 
so called 'green burial' . Cemeteries and municipalities accommodating 
these green burials mention the use of burial shrouds.42 In the last few 
years it has been possible to purchase a shroud in the UK and the 
Netherlands through regular undertakers. Some of these are standard for 
practical use, others are more elaborate and/or custom made by an artist. 
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3 CONTEMPORARY A ITITUOES TO DEATH IN THE WESTERN WORLD 
The demise of the use of a shroud or death shirt coincided with several 
developments in the western world. These include the professionalisation 
and commercialisation of the funeral trade as well as the medicalisation 
and the secularisation of the dying process and death. These 
developments reflect how people's attitudes to death and dying have 
changed, especially over the last 100 years. 
3.1 PROFESSIONALISA nON I COMMERCIALISA nON OF THE FUNERAL 
INDUSTRY 
Until well into the 19th century "families were intimately involved in the 
preparation around death and burial , and personal exposure to death was 
common" .43 With the onset of the industrial revolution , skills became 
specialised and the self-sufficiency of the fami ly unit started to disappear. 
When coffins became 'in vogue' , someone with woodwork skills was 
required to produce them. It was therefore mostly wood workers and 
furniture makers who became involved with the organisation of funerals. 
They undertook to make the coffin to specifications and became further 
involved by providing a cart for transport of the body and later even 
organising carriages for the funeral procession. Craftsmen providing these 
services became known as undertakers. Around the mid 19th century, 
services performed by undertakers expanded to include the processing of 
paperwork to comply with regulations which came into force, hire of palls, 
carriages, sale of mourning cards and mourning paraphernalia such as 
bands, hats and gloves. 
In Victorian limes laying out and dressing the body was usually regarded 
as a privilege of the household of the deceased, sisters of religious 
communities or expert women who also helped deliver babies into the 
world ." However as Griffin has observed, "by the end of the 19th century 
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there were clear signs that preparation of the body for burial was becoming 
a professional rather than a domestic and religious concern".45 In 1895, 
Madame Rose Le Mayre and Cie was the fi rst to advertise her services 
"Premier Garder de /a Mort" (translated as: first care of the dead) in 
Australia." Towards the end of the 20th century this service was also 
incorporated into the services provided by undertakers. 
WWI and the influenza epidemic which followed so closely seemed to 
strike a Western world surfeited with death. And that western world 
retreated. In Australia , as in Europe and North America reminders of 
death were put to one side and muted. Death began to move out of the 
centre of life and into special contained places like funeral parlours 
and the hospitals. During the 20th C, death became increasingly 
taboo ...... Funeral services in densely populated areas at least, 
became shorter, processions faster, rituals fewer, until there were 
those who sought to abandon all sense of a public acknowledgement 
of death." 
It is understandable that the onslaught and wave of death during WWI and 
its aftermath, made people want to behave as if death did not exist or at 
least forget about it at soon as possible. The subject of death became 
taboo for several decades to follow. One symptom of this death taboo was 
that viewing the body I which was seen as an important farewell ritual in 
Victorian times, became a suspect activity and was discouraged .48 The 
many deaths also meant there was a sudden increase in the need for 
funeral services. This was a boost for further professionalisation of the 
funeral industry.49 In addition there was an increased demand for interment 
space and towards the middle of the 20th century many new burial grounds 
were developed . These new cemeteries were at a distance and removed 
from the centre of the towns and were often spacious, beautiful and park-
like. However these burial reforms made the presence of death still less 
visible in the community.50 
From the 1970-80s funeral businesses started to offer 'no-frill', 'no-fuss' 
funerals. These often only deal with one service at the crematorium or 
cemetery. Funeral directors claim this avoids sentiment and ritual and is 
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therefore less upsetting. 51 These funerals are cheap because they are 
direct, quick, and plain, but they have become very impersonal. 52 
Now in the 21 st century, funeral professionals offer the full gamut of 
services. As well as the 'no-fuss' funeral with its minimum requirements 
such as death certificate arrangement, burial permission, burial or 
cremation, they can also provide extensive other services such as 
insurance, prepaid funerals, flowers and some even offer grief counselling. 
In addition funeral professionals can provide a parlour or chapel for viewing 
the body and/or funeral service, they can orchestrate the service with visitor 
books to sign and even organise catering for a wake. 53 
The funeral industry has always been looking for 'products' to sell, for 
commercial opportunities, especially in the USA where most funeral 
businesses, as a standard, offer embalming and extensive body repair and 
make-up services. Currently, further still , funeral enterprises in the USA are 
developing a modern mummification process with elaborate metal mummy 
caskets in several styles, and more recently 'Lifegems' have come onto the 
market. A lifegem is a memento in the form of a diamond produced from 
cremains, the material left after cremation. The fu neral industry is now also 
expanding its services onto the internet by netcasting funeral services or 
offering a range of online virtual memorials which can for instance feature a 
slide show of someone's Iife.54 Another recent development is the 
formation of large funeral business corporations by way of purchasing and 
franchising smaller (independent) funeral homes. There are several 
examples of US firms listed on the share market who have spread their 
business outside North America .55 
In recent decades there is a tendency by funeral professionals to become 
more customer friendly and to make the service they provide more 
personal , homely and less gloomy. Michael Tobin, president of the 
Australian Funeral Directors Association in 2000, stated that fortunately 
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times have changed and funeral directors have become aware of 
consumers' needs and concerns.56 This is demonstrated by a change in 
language use relating to death and funerals: for example from mortuary to 
funeral home, from undertaker to funeral director, from coffin to casket, from 
dead body to earthly remains and from cemetery to memorial park.57 
Funeral professionals also offer customers the option of a prepaid funeral , 
this allows people to prepare documentation in which they lay down 
instructions and decisions for their own funeral. 
In the last 20 years there has been a trend towards 'do-it-yourself funerals. 
Until recently people automatically responded to a death in the family by 
phoning a funeral parlour and turning up at the church a few days later. 
People would do as the funeral director told them, but these days people 
feel more inclined and empowered to make their own arrangements or at 
least tell the funeral director exactly what they want. 58 Griffin has agued that 
the reasons for the increased popularity of do-it-yourself funerals are partly 
a reaction to the businesslike efficiency and for-profit funeral industry, but 
also because people are acknowledging the values attached to greater 
personal involvement in the funeral process. 59 
New information technology assists in spreading ideas and knowledge. 
Today there are many web-sites with information about how to prepare for 
and run a funeral yourself, taking into account personal wishes and 
reasons but also local regulations. People choose which aspects of the 
funeral they want to take on , and will seek out funeral professionals who 
are open to work ing with people on an individual basis . Titles of 
publications, organisations and web-sites reflect this wish for more 
personal involvement in funeral services . Publications such as Let the 
Choice be MinefIJ, The Dead Good Funerals Book" express consumers' 
need for a personal and valuable experience. Web-sites with titles such as 
Starting a Funeral Committee in Your Congregation62, Funeral Decisions 
and Tasks63 and Advance Funeral Wishesf'A empower people to take more 
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control of funeral procedures. Anderzijds, a very comprehensive Dutch 
online funeral guide, lists country·wide details on alternative funeral 
services, artists who make memorial sculpture/shrouds/coffins , musicians , 
etc. who work towards innovation of the funeral industry and look for ideas 
in personal funerary rituaL65 However this stil l requires people involved to 
work together with funeral professionals, crematoria, churches and 
cemeteries in some way. 
3.2 MEDICAUSATION OF DEATH 
Developments in medical and scientific understanding of the human body 
in the 18th and 19th centuries, meant that the health profession started to 
playa greater role assisting the sick and dying. Initially medical 
practitioners were being consulted to give an honest diagnosis which 
might help patients prepare to meet their Maker, but later they took over the 
management of the deathbed. At the time a 'good death' came to be seen 
as a transition to the afterlife , made as peaceful and free from pain as 
possible. To th is end narcotics were often used from the late 18th century." 
People were keen to have a doctor at their bedside, administering opiates 
as well as a priest administering prayer. 67 
Gradually during the 19th century with further developments in clinical and 
internal medicine, surgery and pharmacology, the means of the production 
of medical knowledge was completely removed from the patient. The doctor 
literally knew best This heralded a period of patient passivi ty during the 
20th century. 58 Patients would no longer be looked after at home but were 
moved to a hospital where doctors took over and attempted to cure the sick 
and extend the lives of the dying. 
Despite medical advances, mortality remained high right into the 20th 
century. Apart from the smallpox inoculation in the 18th century. medicine 
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played little part in reducing mortality. It has been argued that preventative 
measures such as quarantine, clean water supply, sanitation , clothing and 
working condition as well as rising standard of nutrition were more 
important developmenls.59 Through education people started 10 
understand causes of illnesses and became aware of how to prevent 
them. "By the 1960s, medical researchers and policy-makers had 
determined that for diseases they could not cure -heart disease or cancer, 
for example - the wiser strategy might be prevention", 70 However this meant 
that patients had to take responsibi lity for their own health outcomes and it 
is at this time that the state backed up th is view and initiated pol icy towards 
preventative health regulations. 
Medical procedures and possibilities are now numerous and have become 
rather invasive, patients are often linked up to all sorts of monitors, tubes 
and machines which are literally called 'life support machines'. One 
wonders what place death takes amidst all this. Death is no longer seen 
as a human condition, but as a medical problem" This is illustrated by the 
use of phrases such as: "people whose disease is not responsive to 
curative treatment" to describe patients who are actually dying.72 Fear of 
death "pushes us to avoid death , almost at all costs and on all occasions, 
even when death might be appropriate. And at the same time the fear 
causes us to want to remove the dying and the aged from our proximity so 
that we are 'protected' from death".T.l lt is as if people are not allowed to die 
until every medical treatment possibility has been exhausted and all that 
time the person/patient finds themselves in a hospital ward . 
In response to this situation many people started to question the need for 
extensive treatment and hospitalisation of the terminally ill , and sought 
alternative options for dying patients. The desire of patients to die at home 
or, if more appropriate, at a special ised institution, led to the development 
of hospices for the terminally ill. Since the 1970s and 1980s in the Western 
world "the hospice movement attempts to re-discover the person amid the 
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tubes and drugs and ward routine of modern medicine. Hospices see 
death as a natural process, not a medical failure".74 In these health 
facilities patients are treated as people with choices and are actively 
involved in the management of their illness. 
At present people are encouraged to take part in making decisions about 
their illness in regard to palliative care or euthanasia : physician assisted 
suicide ?5 The right to self-determination and respect for the person are the 
main issues in the debate about the ethics of euthanasia. Euthanasia, 
which has been a legal procedure in the Netherlands since April 2002'6, 
offers the very sick and dying an alternative to a prolonged and/or painful 
deathbed. In Australia euthanasia is a paSSionately debated issue, the 
Federal Government stopped legalisation of euthanasia in the Northern 
Territory but assisted suicide is still gaining support especially through the 
efforts of Australian right-to-die advocate Philip Nitschken 
During the 20th century people became very unfamiliar with death in their 
daily lives and found it hard to cope with the concept of death . Denise 
Paitson , a funeral director in Lismore, says: "Before death became a 
medical event, when people died at home, everyone would come and visit 
the deceased and say good-bye. It was a very important part of the grieving 
process".78 There are two factors for this unfamiliarity with death: one is the 
significant decline in the death rate in Western countries in the last 100 
years and the other factor is the practice of moving the sick and dying out of 
the home and placing them in health institutions. Griffn is noticing a 
change and states that for instance "today we are rediscovering the 
importance of viewing the body as an aid to coming to terms with the reality 
of the death and as an opportunity to deal with any 'unfinished business' in 
relationships before the physical presence of the other person is for ever 
denied".79 
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Efforts in the medical sphere, to come to terms with death and grief started 
approximately 30 years ago with Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' work on death and 
dying. '" As a result counselling and grief psychology have become 
recognised as part of medical science to assist people to come to terms 
with death. This was a significant development as it recognised the mental 
and psychological well-being of the dying person as well as of the people 
close to them. Grief psychologists work with people affected by grief, be it 
the dying patients themselves or close friend and relatives. 
Medical science is still evolving and it is now accepted and common to 
consider organ donation to save someone else's life or for research and 
the advancement of science. There is discussion about when death can be 
pronounced and definitions of brain death are subjects of debate for 
scientists. Medical scientists are still looking at 'beating' (overcoming) 
death and extending life by organ transplants, cloning, telomerase, 
stemcell and genetic modification technology. T elomerase involves the 
regeneration of chromosomes and to some people it looks like this CQuid 
turn out to be 'the fountain of youth'S' Cryonics who offer Cryogenics 
treatment, the preparation and freezing of bodies or body parts , even hope 
to have their bodies recreated by scientists in future . 
3.3 SECULARtSATtON 
Religion is believed to have originated from the awe or fear people felt 
when confronted with natural or supernatural phenomena of change, 
and the attempt to overcome such fee lings by joining together and 
performing rites of reconcil iation with the supernatural powers they 
regarded as the cause of their awe or fear and the change.82 
During the 18th and 19th century "new understandings of science and of 
the world undermined the old certainties (of Christianity) that had seemed 
to flow naturally from particular ways of interpreting Biblical teachings on life 
and death and, especially, on life after death"." Until then "the prospect of 
an afterlife offered hope of compensation for the likely brevity of earthly 
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existence and the disruption of human relationships by death".84 Previously 
taken-for-granted religious ideas were questioned and threatened by 
developments of scientific knowledge about the human body, the evolution 
of life on earth and the laws of the universe.85 With additional social and 
political criticism this had the result that over time the concept of hell 
disappeared. Without the spiritual risk of hell after death , the traditional 
purpose behind much Christian ritual at and around death lost its 
meaning.86 This decline of belief changed the self awareness of Western 
civilisations and resulted in a move towards more secular societies. 
In this climate of change the power of the institution of the church started to 
wane and local municipalities and government regulations took over some 
of the established church roles. One very visible example is the fact that 
"cemeteries traditionally centrally located around and nearby churches 
started to run out of space and new municipality-run burial grounds were 
established on the edge of towns, loosening the tie with the Churches"." 
The customary Christian religions only allowed for burial of the dead, but 
around the turn of the 20th century when cemeteries started running out of 
space and with growing concerns for public health , cremation became an 
option for body disposal. Crematoria, which have no ties to any particular 
religion, were established and currently in most western countries more 
than half of funeral services conducted, end up at a crematorium. 
As mentioned earlier, medical professionals started to playa more 
important role in times of sickness and death. It was no longer very 
meaningful in the 20th century to only have a priest with the dying patient, 
praying for salvation or forgiveness and preparing the person to meet their 
maker. Priests had less to offer to families at the time of a death compared 
to doctors who could give medical treatment and relief. People were no 
longer looking at God to accept and fo rg ive the dead which was reflected by 
the fact that 'no-religion' was the fastest growing census group in the 1970s 
and 1980s in Australia.88 Griffin claims that religious doctrine and 
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teachings "in the 20th century in western societies, still fail to even try to 
provide a new, cohesive and believable understanding of the place of death 
in human life".89 The emphasis started to shift from God and the Next 
World, to, Life and This World. This means that the "reference pOint in 
death, as in life , is no longer God but man: death is seen as the end of a 
person's life rather than the beginning of a life in heaven".90 These days 
clergy are therefore under pressure to make their religious funerals more 
personal. 91 
During the middle decades of the 20th century, apart from traditional 
religious services, funerals had become fast , non-religious. no-fuss 
events, but people started to move away from this during the 1960s. People 
felt the need to engage in some form of ritual. Messenger observes in 1997 
that "anecdotal evidence makes it quite clear that secular people , i.e. those 
of no religion, have a profound psychological and cultural need for 
ceremonies and Rites of Passage". 92 The need for ritual and frustration 
with the inappropriate and impersonal religious liturgy for non-believers , 
resulted in developments towards more meaningful and secular services. 
In 1973, Australia became the first country in the world to officially appoint 
Civil Celebrants to provide clients with personalised ceremony at non-
church weddings. Civil Celebrant services expanded naturally into funerals 
and other rites of passage such as name-giving or renewal of vows. In the 
UK, 'officiants', which originated from the Humanist Society. conduct 
secular services which are of an explicitly non-religious nature. In AUstralia 
Civil Celebrants provide non-church services, however they are not averse 
to ecumenical/religious content on request or jf it reflects the life of the 
deceased. In the Netherlands it is quite common for a funeral to go ahead 
without an official master of ceremonies as that function is taken on by a 
member of the family or friends" Officiants (UK) and Civil Celebrants 
(Australia) are recognised by the state and can fulfil legal requirements , 
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they are supported by and part of professional associations and charge a 
fee for their services. 
A secular funeral service can include the personal choice of venue, 
symbols, decorations, music, readings andlor addresses by family and 
friends. People attending a secular funeral service can take part in their 
own designed rituals which are meaningful to them in relation to the 
deceased. Messenger, the president of the Australian Federation of Civil 
Celebrants in 1997, said that "what meaningful ceremony does is to 
surround important decisions and events with a laudable but exaggerated 
behaviour which puts thoughts and feelings on track, which focuses, 
orients and orders our intellect, our emotions and our memory".94 In the 
same way that funeral businesses offer pre-paid funerals, a Civil Celebrant 
may also prepare for a client's own funeral service in advance. Secular 
funeral services place the emphasis on celebrating life and they can have 
an almost party-like atmosphere. Sociologist James H Cad berry states that 
"Australia leads the world in enthusiasm for secular, celebratory services -
'fun funerals', as they are known in the trade" .95 Fun funerals have a party-
like atmosphere and may adopt a theme, invite for instance an Elvis 
impersonator, or include activities which were meaningful to the 
deceased .96 Similarly it is not uncommon in Australia to hear about pre-
wake parties, where a person's life is celebrated while still alive. 
In the Western world the growing international , political and economical 
existence, coupled with population migration , have created multicultural 
societies with a variety of religions and beliefs. Many new life-centred 
funera ls include religious customs from other cultures or pagan times. 
Despite the popularity of materialist ideas about death, religious ideas 
about death remain popular. These are not always religious ideas in 
the strictly denominational sense. They may be 'New Age' ideas, a 
peculiar amalgam of ideas from Eastern of Western mystical tradition, 
such as spiritualism or paganism.97 
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In 1997 Tony Walters anticipated a growing demand for increasingly 
personal yet not necessarily non-religious funerals thereby blurring the line 
between religious and secular funerals.96 This is especially demonstrated 
by UK clergyman and academic Don Cupitt who advocates a Christian 
humanist vision , and has been working towards accommodating the new 
emphasis on life within a Christian religious framework.99 Today Western 
societies are no longer dominated by a single religion, they rather present 
a kaleidoscope of religious beliefs and practices. 
3.4 CONCLUSION - CONTEMPORARY ATTITUDES TO DEATH IN THE 
WESTERN WORLD 
Current attitudes to death in the Western world fo llow several (and 
sometimes opposing) directions but all allow for choice and information . 
In the multicultural environment of most Western societies religious 
funerals continue to take place , but these are becoming more personal. 
The celebrant movement is a reaction against traditional religious beliefs 
and the commercialisation of the funeral industry. On average more 
personalised funeral services occur, wi th fami ly and friends involved in 
making choices and influencing the proceedings of ceremonies, even to 
the extent that people are able to run a funeral service altogether 
the mselves . 
Patients and their loved ones are becoming more involved in the 
management of the dying process which originally saw the development of 
the hospice movement and the creation of action groups for legalisation of 
euthanasia, as a reaction against the medicalisation of death . Scientific 
beliefs in extending life almost indefinitely through new technologies 
(cloning, freezing etc.), even to the extreme that in future a person will be 
able to rise from or avoid death, give people hope for 'eternal life '. However, 
at the same time an acceptance of death as part of life has resu lted in 
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environmentally inspired funerals and burials, where the body is seen as 
part of nature, to which it returns. 
Apart from the technological approach striving to 'defeat' death, the latest 
developments in attitudes to death in the Western world, result in more 
acceptance of death as part of the life cycle. People are choosing to take 
charge of their affairs, looking after the dying person, caring for the body of 
the deceased, organising funeral ceremonies, cremations and burials. It is 
in this context that we can see a resurgence and re-evaluation of the 
shroud as a practical and environmental object but also as a possibility for 
creative expression of life. 
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4 CONTEMPORARY TEXTILE SHROUDS IN THE WESTERN WORLD 
Shrouds and shroud-like textile objects have only become apparent in 
Western contemporary textile art in the last 10 to 15 years. They take 
different forms but there are many overlaps. In this section on contemporary 
textile shrouds in the Western world , I will examine contemporary textile 
artists who make shrouds or shroud-like objects; I have grouped these into 
three categories. 
The fi rst group of art ists makes shrouds for practical use. They clearly 
identify their work as shrouds and indicate a dissatisfaction with modern 
business-like funeral practices. They seek the creation of meaningful and 
personal rituals, and some of them declare an interest in environmental 
concerns. The artists to be discussed are: Margaret Sa bee from the 
Netherlands; Henny Wi llems from the Netherlands but who also lives in 
France ; Yuli Sam me from the United Kingdom; and BirgiUe Nordstrom from 
Sweden. 
The artists in the second group use metaphors for the shroud , such as 
blankets, curtains and quilts, as vehicles to express lament and convey 
social and political commentary on death. These artists are: Ane 
Hendriksen from Denmark; Glenys Hodgeman from Australia ; Barbara 
Todd from Canada; Lawrence Weiner who lives in the USA as well as the 
Netherlands; and Cleve Jones (The Quilt Project) from the USA. 
The thi rd group of artists has produced textiles that strongly relate to the 
body and address the issue of human vulnerability and loss. These artists 
create textiles which, for my purposes, display shroud-like qualities. Those 
discussed include: Elsje van Keppel from the Netherlands who migrated to 
Australia in the 1950s; Jane Whiteley from the United Kingdom who 
migrated to Australia in 1988; and Janet Ledsham from the United 
Kingdom who migrated to Ireland in 1972. 
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Fig 6 Margaret Sabee, Regular Shroud, c1994, approx 2000mm long 
• 
Fig 7 Margaret Sabee, Personalised Shroud, c1994, approx 2000mm long 
4.1 PRACTICAL SHROUDS 
My first exposure to the contemporary use of a shroud in the Western world 
was through reading an interview with textile artist Margaret Sabee (1947) 
published in a Dutch newspaper in 1994. In the article the artist reveals her 
passion for weaving shrouds. Sabee states her message and motto as: 
'Laat je niet kisten' (don't get boxed in), and is a Dutch idiom meaning 'don't 
let things just happen to you, be assertive,.100 Her own near-death 
experience and reading about the shroud of Turin gave her the impetus to 
produce cloths to be used to wrap the dead. Sa bee is acknowledged as the 
fi rst textile artist in the Netherlands to start weaving shrouds for practical 
use again. She seeks contemporary and original textile alternatives to the 
traditional coffin. 101 
Her work covers a wide range , she has a production line of shrouds but 
also works on commissions. She markets her shrouds from her own 
studio, advertises on websites 102 and has produced a product leaflet which 
she distributes through several funeral directors in the Netherlands. Most of 
her cloths are based on the principle of the 4 stages in a person's life, a 
view on personal growth as taught by Rudolf Steiner who developed 
Anthroposophy. Autobiographical stories of the client determine colour 
content, complexity of the weaving and weave structures. Sabee sees the 
shroud as a form of hand-woven biography. l03 She aims to make shrouds 
which can be displayed or used during the owner's lifetime as well, either 
as a wall hanging, a 'throw' over furniture, a curtain or as a bedspread . Her 
shrouds are large enough to fit an adult body, but she also makes shrouds 
for children. 104 Sabee prefers to use natural fibres, mostly from materials 
grown using ecologically sustainable methods. 
Sabee does not shy away from production weaving. She produces a range 
of Eco-Shrouds which are made of simple hand-woven woollen, cotton or 
linen fabric with an eco-cotton lining (fig 6). The woven fabric is mostly 
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Fig 8 Margaret Sabee, Stick Shroud, cover for open coffin, c1997 
Fig 9 Margaret Sabee, Wall Hanging Oagpauwoog Shroud, 
c1994-2000, approx 2000mm long 
executed in natural colours with textural accents achieved by a variety of 
weave structures, the fabric often incorporates stripes in colours of choice 
(fig 7). Rich textures of hand-woven fibres contrast with the smooth cool 
cotton fabric . Some of these shrouds are decorated with embroidery 
symbolising the Christian sacraments for the dead. 
She also makes Stick Shrouds which can be used to cover an open coffin 
or can be placed directly over the body, with sticks woven in along the 
length of the body (fig 8). Stick-shrouds are made with wooden dowel 
lengths woven like stripes at intervals between sections of weaving in 
cotton and linen. Sa bee varies the colour in the warp and weft with the 
possibility of stripes width or lengthways. Fringes of warp ends on two 
sides create a soft drape in contrast with the protruding sticks and clean 
edges of the selvedge. Stick-shrouds can be displayed and used as a 
divider unti l needed. These stick-shrouds echo qualit ies of bamboo blinds 
and when placed upright recall the construction of Japanese fans. 
Sa bee's commissioned shrouds are of a very personal nature , made after 
close consultation with a client. One striking example of a shroud made on 
request, the Wall Hanging Shroud (fig 9) depicts the bold design of a 
colourful 'eye', found on the tip of the wings of the Dagpauwoog butterfly (or 
'day peacock eye' butterfly). This cloth is woven in the tapestry weave 
technique (gobelin), which means the warp is totally covered by the weft, 
creating solid areas of, in this case, single colours. The circular rings (in 
olive greens, some purple , cream, a dark purple centre circle with a chip 
out of it surrounded by turquoise) of the 'eye' are broken up in the top right 
corner, where the warm brown background colour takes over. This cut into 
the design symbolises the transition from life to death, from the known to 
the unknown. I find this cloth, however, not so successful as a display piece 
because of the predominant use of tertiary colours without enough contrast 
to set them off against each other. The overall design of this cloth is 
unsettled by the harsh cut into the bright ci rcular area. 
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Fig 10 Margaret Sabee, Butterfly Shroud (full view and in use), 
c1994-2000. approx 2000mm long 
Fig 11 Margaret Sabee, Cradle Shroud, c1994 
The fact that a shrouded body can be interpreted as a cocoon appeals to 
Sabee, even more so because the transition of a caterpillar into a butterfly 
is often seen as a symbol for the transformation from life to death . Sabee 
indicates being influenced by Dr Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, a Swiss physician 
and a pioneer in grief psychology/counselling and the hospice movement. 
Kubler-Ross observed that dying children tended to draw mostly butterflies 
and used the butterfly as her logo. '05 
When asked to make a shroud for a 4-year-old child, Sa bee intu itively 
chose the image of a butterfly (fig 10). This hand-painted brightly coloured 
cotton Butterfly Shroud is shaped in the form of a butterfly, its wings 
envelop the body from either side. Looking at the shrouded shape, one 
almost expects the butterfly to gently open its wings. 
Sabee demonstrates she is open to many forms of alternatives to the 
coffin. The Cradle Shroud (fig 11) was conceived for the burial of a stillborn 
baby and is a 3 dimensional construction out of five thin, freshly cut 
branches. The cradle part is formed by three branches bent into a boat like 
shape, tied together at each end. The small body, shrouded in a brown 
hand-woven cloth, rests at the bottom of the curve. The curved boat shape 
rests on the ground inside two arched branches, one on each side and 
joined at the top, which keep the structure stable. This sculptural work, 
made from natural materials, gives the notion of a rocking cradle and has a 
protective and soothing quali ty. It speaks of nature and natural processes. 
Margaret Sabee describes herself as an obstinate artisUweaver, 
determined to make the shroud an alternative to the traditional coffin. She 
does this for ecological reasons and believes her shrouds will add value to 
the earth by becoming part of the humus in the soil. She makes shrouds 
because they allow us to see the reality of a dead body in a more tactile 
form which may be confronting but may also help people come to terms 
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with death . She also sees great importance in adding autobiographical and 
personal touches to the shrouds. There is a directness and honesty in her 
work. Her designs for wall hanging shrouds are bold, at the same time her 
work displays sensitivity and care for detail in colou r and weave 
textu re/structure. 
Like Margaret Sabee, the feltmaker Yuli Somme"16 (1950s) has concerns 
for the environment. Somme's choice of material is locally grown , organiC 
wool often combined with recycled fabrics. She is alarmed by the extensive 
global transportation and trade in textile materials whether raw, processed 
or finished products, that consume valuable energy resources and create 
unnecessary pollution . In addition she is concerned with the decline in 
local wool production , not dissimilar to the 1600s when European linen 
production threatened the British wool market and the government at that 
time , passed a law that all shrouds should be woollen. Inspired by these 
facts , fu rther environmental concerns and a hunger for personal ritual she 
produces sh rouds that she intends should be used for "green burials", "Le. 
no trees are felled for a coffin, the body and shroud are returned to the soil , 
like all things should eventually"."7 
Her own experience of being kept away from the funeral ceremony after the 
death of her father in her youth, left Sam me with unresolved grief. For many 
years she was consumed by the idea of death , horrified and haunted by it. 
She states that making her first Felted Shroud in 2001 , helped her to 
grapple wi th her fears and form ideas for more meaningful and personal 
bu rials.1os 
Somme uses raw wool which she felts into a seamless tube (fig 12). The 
shape of her shrouds look like a seed pod or a cocoon. The felted tubular 
shape holds a body in a smooth embrace, showing the contours of the 
body clearly. The bottom end of the shroud finishes with a "tai l" in a 
whimsical curve. Somme collaborates with a woodworker who uses thin 
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Fig 12 Yurt Somme, Felted Shroud (wooden bier by Guy Martin), 
c2001 , body-size, 8M1 image 
branches, stripped of their bark, to create a simple open structured bier on 
four legs to support the shrouded body. 
Within the felt, Somme incorporates locks of hair from the living family , 
stylised images representing interests of the deceased and writing and 
shreds of cloth from the person's pasl. In th is way her shrouds capture 
fragments of a person's journey through life. The decoration with fabric 
mementoes is done in a random spontaneous fashion and fu rther shaped 
and distorted by the felting process. On closer inspection the embedded 
personal items can be confronting: a lock of human hair, a strip of shirt 
material or a small personal item, are physical reminders of the once living 
human being. 
Felt making involves rubbing and rolling together layers of soapy, loose 
wool. The friction forces the fibres to entangle and shrink into a matted 
fabric which can be shaped in the process. The felting process which 
requires the touch of hands, allows for expressive gestures during the 
rubbing and massaging of the fibrous form. One can see that the whole 
shroud was worked on at once. Somme is attracted to the sculptural 
qualities of felt and says that "the nature of wool is of almost a live thing" 109 
This is reOected in the surface of the fe lted shroud , which is soft and 
smooth, marked with creases and wrinkles, not unlike weathered skin. 
Somme sees her shrouds as artworks which honour a life. The body is 
present in the shape of the shroud and the person is present in the visible 
reminders of a life embedded in the fell. Sam me's work expresses a strong 
sense of care but is at the same time confronting. 
Henny Willems (1950s) is another artist who emphasises personal 
involvement during funeral rites. At first, not wanting to end up in a standard 
coffin with ugly handles and a lining of artificial satin, prompted Willems to 
develop meaningful textiles for ritual use at the time of death"O Willems 
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Fig 13 Henny Willems, (L to R) Coffin Cloth with Pockets, Swansong, 
Death Shirt With Pockets For Last Greeting, c1997 
Fig 14 Henny Willems, Death Shirt With Pockets, c1997 
uses linen, silk and velvet fabrics which she dyes, prints andlor paints with 
motives, symbols and texts. She has employed Ihe image of Ihe rose, Ihe 
swan and the star as designs to print luscious silks. For Willems, direct 
involvement of family and friends of the deceased is important as a means 
of saying farewell and working towards reconciliation with death.l11 To 
facilitate this involvement. Willems' textiles incorporate many buttons as 
well as small passepoil pockets . In her view Ihe possibility of lucking Ihings 
into Ihe pockets and the doing up of buttons offers an opportunity for ritual. 
She suggests that this can even slart to lake place while Ihe person is in 
the last stages of life, on their death bed. "' The small pockets are a playful 
reminder of the Dutch saying: 'your lasl suit has no pockets' or in English 
'shrouds have no pockets, .113 
Swan Song (fig 13) is a soothing flowing cloth wilh subtle designs of a 
swan printed in white on a shiny cream coloured silk. Another cream cloth, 
Coffin Cloth, consists of silk printed with green-grey images of walercolour 
roses, broken up by small passe pail pockets using a contrasting red fabric 
forming the thin outline of the flush pocket opening. Similarly, a further 
cream coloured silk fabric with small pockets all along the edges is subtly 
printed with creamy yellow star designs. Willems suggesls Ihe fabrics can 
be used as a 'mourning sheet' to drape over or to line a coffin. 
Willems distinguishes herself from other makers of shrouds by creating 
unique ceremonial garments for the deceased . One type is in the form of a 
very large Simple 'shirt', using her fabrics pieced inlo a large rectangle wilh 
a hole in Ihe middle for the head. This style reminds me of an oversized 
kimono or the large embroidered garments worn by Hausa men in Nigeria . 
Death Shirl With Pockets (fig 14+15), for instance, has two printed cream 
side panels placed along a large transparent black centre panel. A body 
underneath would be visible through the transparent silk. The black centre 
panel has a row of small horizontal passepoil pockets along each edge as 
well as three rows from the neck down. The neck line and outlines of the 
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Fig 15 Henny Willems, Death Shirt With Pockets, c1997 
Fig 16 Henny Willems, Last Night Dress, c1997 , BfIN image 
Fig 17 Henny Willems, Low-Budgel-Body-Bag, c1998, BNV image 
pockets are made out of a variety of hand dyed fabrics in reds and purpte 
greys. The hand dyed fabrics, randomly used, contrast well with the black. 
This garment presents a sense of dignity. Death Shirt With Pockets is 
accompanied by a tong red scarf, making for a truty royal ensemble. 
Another type of ceremonial garment made by Willems resembles a long 
night dress for women or a long shirt for men , which she ca lls: Last-night-
dress (fig 16) or Last-shirt. These garments are closer to the traditional 
death shirt which was in use until the 19505. However Willems executes 
them in rich fabrics and adorns them with many pockets, or in some cases 
with buttons. She personalises these shirts further with printed or 
embroidered initials , images, music scores or texts relating to the 
deceased person . 
To demonstrate that a ceremonial shroud does not have to be expensive, 
Willems constructed a Low-budget-body-bag (c1994) using a second-
hand velvet curtain to decorate a flat base and an open gauze curtain inter-
woven with strips of recycled silver packaging plastic (fig 17). To cover the 
head the silvery weaving forms a large hood at the opening end. Along the 
side of the base, the velvet fabric is gathered in ruffles and from it Willems 
hung small cardboard pockets with paper notes for a last personal farewell 
and greeting. This experiment in use of recycled materials is innovative but 
its 'clunky' spacesuit look prevents me from enjoying it. 
Willems' textiles are very beautifully executed with knowledge and feeling 
for the possibi lities and quality of the fabrics. The simple forms allow for the 
embell ishments and fabrics to shine. The sensitive use of transparency to 
partly vei l what is contained underneath adds further depth to Willems' 
work. Her ceremonial garments show great care and concern for the 
deceased. A viewer can chose to look at the whole but is also quietly invited 
to look at the detail of memorabilia, vaguely visible through the thin layer of 
silk forming the pockets. 
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Similarly, the weaver Birgitta Nordstrom (1963) had a personal experience 
with the death of her grandmother in 1993, which made her question how 
we have attended the dead over the ages. Nordstrom began to study the 
anthropology of the shroud and the funeral industry. She found inspiration 
in Egyptian mummy wrappings, texts in the catechism of the Catholic 
church as well as the white chasubles worn by priests in the Protestant 
church. The description of death by poet Tomas Transtromer as: 'the 
moment of transition' had a profound effect on her and led her to title her 
body of works : Sacred Ritual Textiles for the Living and the Dead." ' 
For her textiles, Nordstrom uses cotton/linen, linen and woollen yarns in 
whites and natural colours. She weaves lengths of fabric in simple weave 
structures and sometimes combines wool and linen in double weaves. 
After washing, the wool shrinks which creates many possibilities for extra 
texture in the cloth. She produces shrouds, palls, as well as soft sculptures 
to place or layout the dead. 
Nordstrom states her shrouds are to been seen as textile sculpture up to 
the point of use." 5 This is clearly ill ustrated by the installation Accessories 
for the Last Journey (1996), which consists of a series of seven bundles of 
linen/woollen fabric, each placed on identical shelves presented just below 
table height (fig 18). The folded fabric seems to be of a scale large enough 
to hold a body comfortably. Of her inspiration for these bundles she has 
been quoted as saying: 
I saw white, folded fabric ready to be unfolded for the dead person . 
There was to be a linen girdle round the fabric where I would lay a little 
notice, like a letter in fabric with embroidered words , and a shape , like 
a bowl or a hive and a rosary or a crown of thorns, a lump with a 
beeswax surface, all meant to be held in the hand like a body. 
Everything was to be suggestive of what we do with our dead."· 
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Fig 18 Birgitta Nordstrom, Accessories For The Last Journey, 
1996, variable dimensions 
Fig 19 Birgitta Nordstrom, The Cloak, 1997 
The fabrics in the bundles are white, the colour associated with advent, 
festiva ls and joy. The bundles express a readiness and preparedness for 
use. To see a row of these bundles reminds one of being like other human 
beings, with the same fate awaiting us , that we are mortal and equal in 
death. The bundles also refer to ancient Egyptian traditions, to the many 
hundreds of metres of woven linen cloth used to wrap a mummy and 
placed folded inside the tombs for use in the afterlife. 
The small symbols, indicating manufacture and ownership that run along 
the edge of ancient Egyptian linen, inspired Nordstrom to incorporate 
symbols of her own on her textiles. In cream coloured pearl cotton , she 
embroidered details of her grandmother's sample books, words from every 
day life , letters of the alphabet, names of plants and dates onto the bands 
wrapped around each bundle. Small ritual objects placed on top, a small 
bowl, a rosary, are a further reminder of daily life activities and their 
meaning . 
The Cloak (1997) is displayed hanging against the wall, draped from a 
large cushion roll which extends beyond the fabric , as if unfurling (fig 19). 
The white linen material, the size of a small blanket, has thin , evenly 
spaced , creamy coloured length stripes . The lines are not straight which is 
caused by hand-quilted stitches, capturing thick strands of fibre placed 
between two layers of fabric. The texture is therefore organic, recalling lines 
formed in the bark of trees or ripples in the sand on the beach. A separately 
woven broad ribbon, embellished with Nordstrom's personal 'hieroglyphs' 
in cream embroidery, is placed down the middle of the cloth. 
The Cloak has characteristics of a chasuble because of its name, its size, 
the band with symbols down the middle and its white colour for festive 
church services. This work comes closest to the idea of a Textile for the 
Living and the Dead. The Cloak looks warm, comfortable and protective. It 
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Fig 20 Birgitta Nordstrom, Sally's Bed, 1993, 
approx 1000x1000x2000mm, 8fW image 
Fig 21 Birgitta Nordstrom, Fora Body, 1995, 
approx 150x750x1900mm 
invites you to snuggle up with the cushion roll under the protection of the 
warm , woollen mantle. 
Nordstrom has also made several works which deal with the display and 
laying to rest of the dead. Sa/ly's Bed (1993) is a table height stack of 
several layers of cream, very comfortable looking round roll cushions and 
flat mattresses, one cannot help thinking of the fairy tale about a delicate 
princess who could feel a pea through many mattresses .. . (fig 20). This 
sculpture is the size of a luxurious single bed, the top layer is constructed 
similarly to a typical Swedish mattress cover piece, very familiar and 
homely, especially to Scandinavians. With this work Nordstrom is exploring 
the concept of 'rest' through very domestic and textile acts of weaving the 
cloth, then stuffing with straw and horse hair and finally stitching to create 
bedding. However Nordstrom placed this 'bed' on a low pedestal (covered 
in dark curled horse hair) with tapered corners which has the effect of 
separating and distancing the viewer from the idea of a bed . In the context 
of Textiles for the Living and the Dead one can imagine a body laid to rest 
on this bed sculpture in a very dignified and honorific way. 
Another piece for placing the dead, the soft sculpture For a Body (1995), is 
displayed on floor level (fig 21). This work is the size of a mattress and 
looks like a bed on the floor. It has a body length section cut out in the 
shape of a rectangle with an extra extension on both the head and foot end , 
resembl ing the confines of a coffin. The outside is covered with yellow 
ochre, hand-stitched fabric . The bottom of the cut-out shape is lined with 
natural coloured woven fabric which is textured with thousands of stitches 
resulting in a base of long strands of wool and si lk fibre . Nordstrom created 
this fibrous texture allowing her to allude to dry grasses, referring to the 
practice by the ancient Egyptians of storing grains in pots for their dead to 
take to the afterlife. '17 In the western world, wheat is a symbol of life. 
Nordstrom treated the outer surface fabric with egg tempera which has 
yellowed with age, to achieve warm colour tones as well as a different 
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texture or fabric 'body' ."8 Along one length of the sculpture, embroidery 
reads: "1000 stitches on the soldier's jacket". This refers to the fact that 
during World War 2, Kamikaze pilots wore specially sewn jackets in 
readiness for their death mission .119 
The shape of For a Body is simple and plain. Both the embroidered text 
and the long fibres blend in with the sculpture, and become only visible on 
closer inspection. Nordstrom's many stitches would embrace a body in a 
similar way as the hand-stitched jackets did the Kamikazi pilot. This piece 
seems to welcome the body in a caring way, but the reference to the 
inevitable death of the Japanese pilots makes it disconcerting. Similarly its 
display so low on the floor and the unmistakable resemblance to a hole in 
the ground or the shape of a coffin seems to say: "this is the end" . 
Nordstrom created several palls, at least one of which has been used at a 
funeral in 2002. Some of these are simple white cloths with crisp hand-
stitching and resulting textures. One woven pall stands out: Tacket ('bed 
quilt', c2000) is white, it incorporates a rectangular section which has the 
surface of a shag pile carpet (fig 22). This effect is achieved by weaving 'rya' 
stitches into the ground weave , a Scandinavian rug weaving technique. 
The soft woollen and silk strands of yarn are parted along the length of the 
cloth in the centre. In this case the 'rya' stitches are extra long forming a 
wavy surface, similar to weathered dried grasses blown flat by nature's 
forces. Tacket is draped over a low, rectangular, body-sized box shape, with 
excess fabric spilling over onto the floor. 
The title for th is coffin cover refers to the act of making a bed , the motion of 
tucking in, to cover and give warmth. Nordstrom states that the use of a 
coffin cover can be symbolic for the act of making the bed for your loved 
one, for the last time, 120 The texture of the weave of Tacket speaks to me 
more of a floor rug rather than a bed quilt. However if this work refers to 
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Fig 22 Birgitta Nordstrom, Tacket , c2000, approx 400x600x1900mm 
Fig 23 Birgitta Nordstrom , Prepared, 2001-02, dimensions variable 
covering a body at the last resting place, a grave in the earth , the grasslike 
texture is appropriate. 
Nordstrom also made one funerary garment. Prepared (2001-02) is in the 
shape of an elongated white dress (fig 23). It has design qualities of a 
kimono as the garment is constructed in a simple T-shape and is 
displayed from a rod supporting the shoulder areas and the sleeves. A 
one-piece, quilted and stitched bodice with an elongated rounded neckline 
cu t out, extends horizontally into wide sleeves. Below it, sheer fabric is 
gathered in a tubular form shaping the waist section, before it spills down 
freely into a long skirt which drapes onto the floor in a circular fashion . The 
garment hangs freely in space allowing the viewer inspection from all 
sides. 
When viewing Prepared one experiences a still ness but at the same time a 
feeling of celebration . The title refers to the past practice in western 
cultures, of having a garment in readiness for when death occurred . For 
women these burial garments were often their treasured wedding dress. 
The sheer white skirt cloth, extra long and draped beautifully on the fioor, is 
clearly a reference to this past practice . 
Birgitta Nordstrom's work is inspired by ancient Egyptian as well as 
Western Christian traditions, however her work is not religious as such. It is 
more intuitive and personal, and places the emphasis on the care for the 
body and the need to pay a final tribute to life. Her body of work shares 
qualities with work by Joseph 8euys. In a similar way, his work about his 
survival after a plane crash in WW 2 presents symbolic items of his ordeal 
in minimal installations, highlighting what it is to be a vulnerable human 
being. Nordstrom's work instils light, contemplation and calmness which is 
further helped by her limited palette of natural fibres. whites and creamy 
yellows. The techniques of weaving and stitching in themselves require 
repetition , quiet attention and concentration and this is reflected in her work. 
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Fig 24 Monique van Nieuwland, Vaarwel, 1998, 2400x2200mm 
Fig 25 Monique van Nieuwland, Letting Go, 2000, 2500x2250mm 
Nordstrom's fabric textures, the detail in stitching and embroidery create 
meaning and celebrate life. 
Since 1996 a remarkable development initiated by Identity, Environment & 
Art, regarding the practical use of shrouds, has taken place in Australia. 
Identity, Environment & Art is an arts consultancy agency which specialises 
in establishing the arts within health institutions. It is committed to 
community development and distinguishes itself by involving the 
community extensively during the process of consultation and later as part 
of the implementation of arts programs,121 Marily Cintra, the principal of this 
organisation, also strives to include mortuaries in arts planning, aiming to 
make these spaces in health institutions more people friendly and allowing 
for personal , ritual and culturally diverse needs. Identity, Environment & Art 
has commissioned several textile artists to create textiles for use in 
mortuaries to cover the dead , when viewing or identification of a body is 
required . The artists are provided with a working brief directing them 
towards a theme or mood for the work, which is determined by the outcome 
of community consultation with the hospital staff, patients and visitors. 
A number of artists were commissioned and have responded in different 
ways. As the fi rst artist, I made viewing cloths for two health institutions in 
Sydney. One, for the Braeside Hospital Viewing Room, Farewell, (1998) , 
was inspired by "The River of life" (fig 24) and the other, for the Nepean 
Hospital Mortuary, Letting Go (2000), responded to the concept of 
"Connections" and the geography of the area with its rocky escarpments 
and fiat river plains (fig 25). Both these cloths explored the concept of water 
and were printed and machine embroidered .l22 
Others involved in commissions include Lois Parish-Evans who was 
commissioned to create a viewing cloth for the Newcastle City Morgue 
(2001). The artist was asked to refiect the coastal location of Newcastle. 
The resul ting textile is painted and printed in gentle blues, refiecting the 
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Fig 26 Lois Parish·Evans, Ocean Ufe, 2001 , approx 2200x2000mm, 
demonstration of use 
Fig 27 Isobel Sommers, Viewing Cloth, 2001 , approx 2200x2000mm, 
demonstration of use 
colours of the sky and ocean (fig 26). Further images in print and machine 
embroidery depict ocean fauna and flora. In the same year Isobel 
Sommers was commissioned to make a quilted viewing cloth for John 
Hunter Hospital Mortuary (2001), its quilted texture reveals a border of 
pastel coloured flowers (fig 27). This cloth is reversible for when a situation 
requires a simple white cloth as for Muslim funerary rites. Most recently 
Nina Angelo was commissioned to produce a viewing cloth for the mortuary 
of Gosford Hospital. Angelo titled the cloth: Star Seeds (2003). The surface 
decoration of this cloth was inspired by stars, galaxies and space. Angelo 
states: "I've always believed that we are part of the universe , made out of 
the same atoms as the stars. Inside all of us is a universe that reflects the 
external one. I want this cloth to give this feeling of limitlessness" .l23 This 
painted and printed cloth was on display in the "Death - the last taboo" 
exhibition at the Australian Museum in Sydney in 2003. 
As part of its commitment towards community development Identity, 
Environment & Art facilitated Fairfie ld Hospital's Arts Volunteers to make 
their own viewing cloth in 2002. It is a white cloth, elaborately quilted and 
embroidered . Besides the viewing cloth the volunteers also created a 
series of textile works that complement the decoration of the viewing room. 
Apart from the fact that the artists have to be aware of the very practical 
purpose and maintenance of the viewing cloths, they are also briefed to 
consider the emotional state of people involved while viewing and/or 
identifying a body. The appearance and mood of these viewing cloths are of 
a soothing and reassu ring quality. The themes often relate to natural 
phenomena, they aU reflect nature and natural cycles in some form. 
With this initiative, Identity, Environment & Art allows for acknowledgement 
of death within the hospital environment in a dignified and human way 
through the texti le medium. It encourages the institutions to address 
personal and cultural needs of family and friends of the deceased. 
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Fig 28 SANDS' Cheryl Mayes and Ellie Croft , 
Clothes and Casket for Stillborn Baby, 2000, dimensions variable 
Two other examples of a shroud-like textile used at the time of a death in a 
health institution in Australia , are the initiative of the Stillbirth and Neonatal 
Death Support Association (SANDS) and the Canberra Quilters Group. 
SANDS' and community volunteers make tiny lacy garments for still-born 
babies (fig 28)''', and for at least 5 years the Canberra Quilters Group has 
volunteered to make very sma ll quilts (Blankets of Love) for use after a still-
birth or the death of a premature baby. The quilts are donated to the 
Canberra Hospital. Parents can dress their deceased baby or hold it in a 
small quilted textile. The textiles can be kept as a memento or used to 
wrap/dress the baby for burial or cremation 125, They aid in processing the 
experience and acknowledging the death of a small baby. 
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4.2 SUMMARY - PRACTICAL SHROUDS 
The artists in this group share a significant number of concerns. Sabee, 
Somme, Wilems and Nordtstrom acknowledge and demonstrale an 
acceptance of death. They each declare an interest in the practicality of the 
work they produce, and therefore their work is body size. The shrouds are 
made to be seen, for the wrapped andlor clolhed body to be experienced, 
which gives Ihese textiles an implied sculptural quality. 
Nordstrom, Sabee and Somme express Ihe need for comforting, caring 
and protective qualities in their textiles. In response to personal 
experiences Nordstrom and Somme were driven to the creation of shrouds. 
In the case of Sabee and Willems it was the dissatisfaction wi th current 
funeral practices that urged them to re-think funerary textiles. The 
commissioned viewing cloths for health institutions also address the need 
for care of the body and regard for personal ritual. 
The artists have drawn inspiration from historical practices. Sa bee 
mentions the shroud of Turin , Nordstrom refers to Egyptian mummy 
wrapping, Somme recalls the British decree on shroud production, and 
Willems revives the death shirt. 
All four artists use natural fibres for their shrouds. This could be an 
additional reference to the past as only natural fibres were used. However 
for Sabee and Somme , environmental concerns determine their choice of 
material. So much so, that they specifically use organic, eco-friendly fib res. 
In addition Somme mentions the fact that her shrouds are intended for a 
'green burial' , returning the body to the earth in a dedicated nature reserve. 
Another aspect these artists have in common is the narrative quality of their 
shrouds. Sa bee literally weaves a person's story by applying colour and 
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texture into a shroud , Somme includes scraps of personal clothing and hair 
in her felts, Willems allows for personal history to speak through pictures 
and notes tucked into pockets of her death shirts, and Nordstrom adds 
narrative by embroidering personal images and words onto her shrouds. 
The above pOints to the fact that these artists, who are involved in making 
practical shrouds, are seeking to include ritual and ceremony at the time of 
death which is meaningful as well as personal and sometimes 
autobiographical. There is clearly an intent to celebrate life. Sabee, Somme 
and Wi llems especially, allow for active input by loved ones at a funeral 
ceremony. Both Sabee and Willems go so far as to include the dying 
person by seeking their input in design and narrative content. 
These artists acknowledge that family and friends are part of the ceremony, 
that the celebration need not be prescribed and that people involved may 
want to take charge of proceedings as well. Sabee states most clearly the 
need for alternative ritual by speaking up and thinking outside the box 
(coffin), with her stick and cradle shroud. 
Nordstrom, Sabee and Willems all indicate that their shrouds can be used 
in life, in readiness for a death and following funeral. Nordstrom states this 
literally by calling her body of work 'texti les for the living and dead'. She 
wants her installation of shrouds to be seen as sculpture until needed for 
burial. Sabee seeks alternative uses for her funerary textiles as a bed 
spread , screen or wall hanging. Willems suggests using a death shirt as a 
back drop in the room of the sick/dying person. The fact that these artists 
are including a possible function of shrouds during life, is perhaps the 
clearest indication of acceptance of death as a natural and inevitable rite of 
passage. 
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4.3 CONCEPTUAL SHROUDS 
The artists grouped in this chapter refer to the shroud in a metaphorical 
ways, creating textiles related to blankets, curtains and quilts. Their textiles 
employ the concept of the shroud to focus on death, express lament and 
convey social and political commentary. 
The work of Glenys Hodgeman (1964) discussed here, developed directly 
from her experiences of working as a registered nurse and as the State 
Transplant Coordinator for the South Australian Organ Donation Agency 
since 1994. Organ donation is often referred to as the 'gift of life' and it is 
this aspect that Hodgeman explores. She states: 
My work is centred upon 'the gift relationship'. I initially used death 
shrouds to acknowledge the relationsh ip that exists between a 
recipient and a donor family (i.e. organ donation - the ultimate gift ... ) 
Now I have used the notion of gifts, given and received, within death 
and dying to address the legacies and bonds created between 
ind ividuals.l26 
Hodgeman uses paper shrouds, which cover a body during transport 
between the hospital and funeral home or mortuary, as the material to 
create delicate pieces. The only reminders of the paper's origin are the 
small cut-out neckline visible in the middle and the tapered corners at the 
top. Hodgeman herself explains : "The shrouds address death and are 
symbolic. I liked them as they were 'not obvious' and the paper thick 
enough to cut intricate designs into" ,127 
The 'death shrouds' : Garland, Awaken, Dawning, Hand me Down and 
Embrace (2000) hang like curtains from curved rods, positioned out from 
the wall (fig 29+30). These works, all 1200 x1800mm, are made of plastic 
laminated , white paper which is patterned with cut-outs . The light plays 
beautifully with this cut work and casts rich shadows on the wall behind . 
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Fig 29 Glenys Hodgeman, Death Shrouds (overview of exhibition installation). 
2000, 1800x1200mm each 
Fig 30 Glenys Hodgeman, Death Shroud, 2000, 1800x1200mm, BNV image 
The method of display from curved curtain rods is a reference to the 
hospital setting, reminding us of the wrap-around curtains for a patient's 
bed used to create privacy during medical procedures. 
Hodgeman uses metaphors for gift-giving to convey her view on organ 
donation. Three of the 'death shrouds', Garland, Awaken and Dawning, 
have intricate cut-out designs of nowers spread all over the shroud. These 
designs are inspired by gift-wrap paper, a clear link to the concept of gift 
giving. The body and its parts are symbolically presented as a 'wrapped' 
gift. The title of the work Garland refers to a wreath, a decoration made of 
flowers and leaves to honour the dead, placed on a grave. Awaken and 
Dawning refer to a new start or beginning for the donor's body(-parts) 
through transplantation. 
A further two of the 'death shrouds' , Embrace and Hand Me Down, are 
decorated with cut-out patterns of traditional crochet designs. Hodgeman 
was inspired to use these designs when her grandmother gave her a 
handmade crochet table cloth. Hand Me Down symbolises the letting go of 
a donor's body, allowing it to be handed (down) over to the new. To 
embrace someone is a way of showing a bond , care and empathy. The 
work Embrace refers to the fact that the donor's family and the recip ient 
embrace each other's lives and in that way form a bond. 
The laminated surface of these works somewhat obstructs the view of the 
beautiful cut work, as projected light bounces off and obscures the details. 
However, on the other hand , th is successfully references the hospital 
setting with its bright lights, clinical cleanliness and efficiency, in which 
organ donation and transplantation takes place. 
Hodgeman processed paper death shrouds in a 'quilling' technique for 
Curtains (2000). Quilling involves roll ing small strips of paper into very tight 
spiral forms which can be glued onto a surface or alternatively, as in this 
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Fig 31 Glenys Hodgeman, Curtains, 
1750x1500mm, BfW image 
Fig 32 Glenys Hodgeman, , 2000, 
Curtains, 2000, deta il 
Fig 33 Glenys Hodgeman, Forget me Not 
case, glued to other quilled rolls. The effect is delicate and looks like 
filigree work. Curtains (fig 31 +32) is made up of two sections of white, lacy 
looking curtains, hanging from a brass rod and each gathered halfway with 
big tassels. The paper quill work fills each section of curtain with 
meandering strings of varying fiower petal shapes. In the middle along the 
edges of the curtains, the 'lace' consists of words, forming the sentence: 
Life is a gift that must be given back. 
The individual, quilled elements are carefully held together and balanced to 
form the overall curtain shape. Hodgeman explains that "each piece holds 
the other in position, emulating the delicate and precarious nature of gifts 
within life and death"'" I find the concept of gift giving not very obvious in 
this piece. More accessible to the viewer, however, is the fact that Curtains 
refer to windows, to looking out. Curtains are associated with the start and 
the end of a day, they evoke the action of opening and closing, allowing 
light in or shutting it out. All these can be seen as metaphors for life and 
death and similarly the possibility of 'new' healthy life through donation from 
a deceased body. 
Hodgeman further used paper death shrouds to create small , delicate and 
detailed cut-out images of organs, typically used for transplants (fig 33). 
She placed the cut-outs on a black background and framed them in gold , 
showing the organs off as precious and important. The fine and detailed 
cutting almost mimic the precision and skills employed by a surgeon 
during a transplant operation. These small plaques invite the viewer to 
contemplate the vulnerabil ity and beauty of the human body as well as the 
value of life. 
With this work Glenys Hodgeman brings us into the world of organ 
donation and the concept of 'gift giving' in that context. The choice of paper 
death shrouds as her art material further emphasises the reality of the 
subject to the viewer. Her intricate work pays homage to organ donors and 
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their famities. It emphasises the aspect of sharing bound up with gift giving, 
but also expresses awe of life itself. 
The work of Ane Hendriksen (1951) focuses on different aspects of 
humanity. Between 1993 and 1997 Hendriksen wove a series of textiles, 
which she called World Blankets. They are a comment on situations and 
conflicts around the world as well as a response to the flood of information 
in the media. The name for the series came to her after reading that the 
only trace the UN troops had left in Yugoslavia were the blankets used for 
wrapping the dead bodies.129 Subject matter for individual pieces came 
from snippets in the news, sentences that stuck in her mind , and 
reflections on what it is to be human in this world. 
Hendriksen uses traditional loom weaving techniques which form part of 
the culture and folklore of Denmark, her country of residence. There are 
nine large woven pieces in the World Blankets series, each measuring 
1500 x 2040mm. Hendriksen herself comments that her blankets had 
"turned out to be a kind of winding sheets" .130 She used natural fibres such 
as silk, cotton, ramie and linen. All the works in this series are hand-woven 
on a traditional dab by loom. The textures of the weave are an integral part of 
the images, sometimes created by adding a contrasting fibre as part of the 
inlay technique, other times by creating an overall background pattern that 
adds extra meaning. On the quality of cloth Hendriksen says the following: 
I wanted to emphasise the woven material, the cloth and value of the 
cloth, in this series. The cloth as we know it in everyday life, which we 
sense as and associate with something safe. The woven cloth as 
presence. It touches Iife ... 131 
All the pieces are bordered by a cream coloured plain woven band 
(150mm). The overall colour scheme of the series and the use of a border 
reminds one of photos in an old album, faded images in sepia and browns 
on yellowing paper. Hendriksen herself says that the blankets was where 
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Fig 34 Ane Hendriksen, Smell the Flowers, 1994, 2040x1500mm 
Fig 35 Ane Hendriksen, Human, 1993, 2040x1500mm 
she could "lay down (her) scattered knowledge and find (her) concentration 
... - with the quiet tone of memory - like faded photos and old clippings,,'32 
When viewing Smell the Flowers (1994) one would never suspect its title 
(fig 34). Bordered by the natural coloured woven band , the centre depicts 
the very simple outlines of a coffin lid. as seen from the top. Most viewers 
recognise the coffin lid and can imagine the box section and its contents, 
which belong underneath. The dark grey lines, woven into the background 
of the cloth, are strong and straight. The warm beige background weaving 
structure forms marbled patterns. One finds similar wavy patterns in cut 
wooden planks and veneers, especially the veneers used for coffins. 
Despite its title , there is not a single flower to be found in this work. Flowers 
are more likely to be associated wi th joyful rites of passage such as birth 
and marriage, however flowers also playa major role at funerals, al beit 
with a flavour of sorrow and melancholy. Hendriksen wove th is piece after 
hearing a CIA director's remark on a colleague : "When he smells fiowers, 
he looks around for the casket".'33 A remark like this can only be made by 
someone who is in contact with and aware of terror, crime and underworld 
activities. Knowing the subtitle, this piece takes on a sinister dimension, 
hinting at a death as a result of crime . This explains the lack of flowers and 
leaves the viewer only a single matter-of-fact coffin to contemplate. 
For Human (1993), Hendriksen utilised a weft loop patterning technique 
(boutonne) to create the image (fig 35). She gave it the subtitle: 'curiew 
curtain' , which gives a clue to its subject matter. At fi rst , the textures woven 
in seemingly random patterns into the background are disorienting. Then a 
vague and broken-up image of a clothed human form lying on the ground, 
starts to appear. It is hard to see because the surrounds are dappled and 
of the same fawn colour. The viewer needs to strain their eyes, as if looking 
into the dark of the night. On closer inspection it is apparent that it is the 
body of a male lying on his side, seemingly in a sleeping position. However 
he does not look comfortable. This human looks vulnerable. Who is he, is 
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Fig 36 Ane Hendriksen, Lamba Mena, 1994, 2040x1500mm 
r 
Fig 37 Ane Hendriksen, Tree of Life, 1993, 2040x1500mm 
he alive, friend or foe? Is Ihis a victim, a death under the dark of curfew? 
Human makes the viewer reflect on war and , by its title, what it is to be 
human. 
Hendriksen used a supplementary weft lechnique to create striking black 
linear geometric patterns across Ihe centre section of Lamba Mena-'1994). 
'Lamba Mena' is originally the name of a textile used for shrouding the dead 
in Madagascar and is therefore the only piece in Ihe World Blankets series 
that directly refers to a winding sheet (fig 36). Traditionally a 'Lamba Mena' 
is a very colourful and patterned textile. It literally means 'red cloth' which 
refers to the importance rather than the colour of the cloth. '34 The practice of 
'necklacing' (setting someone on fire with a burning car tyre) during clashes 
under the 'apartheid' regime in South Africa, was the impetus for making 
this work. At fi rst sight one responds to the large designs somewhat 
indifferently. The patterns are vaguely familiar. Only after finding out that the 
piece refers to the 'necklacing' practice, does one get the shock realisation 
that the patterns are translated from car tyre profile imprints, usually seen 
running along the ground in the earth. However these 'tyre imprints' are very 
large and out of context on the wall, on the horizontal and they do not go 
anywhere. Like the 'necklace' burn victims they are stopped in their tracks . 
Tree of Life (1993) is divided into four equal sections by woven-in black 
lines (fig 37). Close to the centre where they cross, the lines are half the 
thickness. The overall field of Tree of Life is filled with Simple patterns of 
plant forms resembling trees and flowers. Hendriksen managed this by 
threading her warp threads in groups, faci litating weaving several groups in 
different weaves to create patterns. When viewing this work, the most 
apparent feature is the cross which draws the attention to the centre of the 
work. Secondly the viewer becomes aware of the overall patterns of plant 
shapes. The colour and texture are reminiscent of old textured wall papers 
and the weave patterns of traditionally woven coverlets in 'summer & winter' 
weave. The woven fabric is soft and looks pleasant but is abruptly crossed 
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Fig 38 Ane Hendriksen, Stabat Mater + detail , 1997, 2040x1500mm 
by the two black lines. In this work the tree of life is pared down to its most 
essential elements of one vertical and one horizontal line. The resulting 
cross divides the field into four sections , perhaps representing the four 
seasons of the year. The cross can also be interpreted as a 'cross-staff , a 
surveyors cross used in taking offsets, but in a wider context as an 
instrument with which to survey the world .135 At the same time the cross is a 
symbol for sacrifice and death. It is, therefore, that I believe that Tree of Life 
asks and encourages the viewer to focus on the precarious balance 
between life and death. 
Stabat Mater (1997) is the most recent work in the World Blankets series, a 
calm and almost sunny piece in natural colours (fig 39). This work has 
repetitive textured patterns covering the centre of the work which are created 
by thicker slivers of white fibre catching the light. Behind each of the 
patterns is a Christian cross woven in a contrasting weave to the texture of 
the background. The crosses repeated in such orderly fashion recall war 
cemeteries found all over the world . The inlay patterns turn out to be female 
figures, they are not all the same, but form 9 vertical lines, each row shows 
a variation of a 'dotted' female figure. They are not like stick figures, there is 
movement in them, some have arms spread out, some with a wider skirt, 
some seemingly go forwards , others go sideways. Stabat Mater is Latin for 
'The Mother Stood', a biblical reference to Mother Mary mourning the death 
of her son, Jesus Christ on the cross. This is a piece about lament and 
sorrow. Hendriksen says herself that this work is "a hymn to the mothers 
and women who had to stand by the crosses of their sons and 
lovers" .136Stabat Mater addresses the common experience of human loss 
in war. This work expresses sadness, without anger, and also shows the 
quiet strength found in women . I find it interesting that this should be the 
last of the World Blankets, a quiet protest against loss and sorrow caused 
by war. 
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Ane Hendriksen masters the craft of her chosen art form. She knows how 
to use weave structures to best advantage. Traditional weaving gets a new 
life with the different meanings she assigns to them. Like the Australian 
weaver Sue Rosenthal , Hendriksen deals with information on conflicts in 
the world and in the media and she also uses inlay techniques. However 
Hendriksen expresses her responses in a more abstract, symbolic way. 
The beautiful looking woven cloth of her winding sheets give the viewer a 
sense of comfort, but once the subject matter is understOOd, the observer 
is moved into a different awareness . Titles, subtitles and subtle visuals 
give each other a twist. Full understanding of the World Blankets would be 
lost if subtitles were left out. 
Barbara Todd is another artist whose work is informed by political events. 
Todd has been making Security Blankets since the mid 1980s. These 
'blankets' are actually very large quilts (averaging 2500mm square) in 
which the colours are predominantly blues, greys, black and some browns . 
Displayed fiat against the wall , their size is imposing . One needs to step 
back to see the whole and make sense of the large designs. 
The fabrics used in the quilts are mostly traditional men's woollen sui ting 
materials which tend to be dark and rather plain, often with pin stripes and 
checks woven in. Todd's images are made up of 2 dimensional silhouette 
outlines of aircraft, missiles, men's suits, weapons and bombs, sitting 
against a plain colour background . Quilt stitching is applied to outline the 
cloth shapes, often with a contrasting colour thread. Other times an overlay 
of quilt stitching adds a further level of design and meaning to these 
pieces, usually leaving the inside of cloth shapes free from stitching. 
Security Blanket, 14 suits, 5 aircraft, 1 bomb, 25 missiles (1986-88) is a 
large 2700mm square quilt, framed by a thin border (fig 39). The centre 
area is divided in 20 rectangular sections (each 500x600mm) in a random 
checkerboard fashion. When first encountering this work, the most 
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Fig 39 Barbara Todd, Security Blanket (14 suits, 5 aircraft, 1 bomb, 25 missiles), 
1986-88, 2700x2700mm 
Fig 40 Barbara Todd, Security Blanket: a child's quift, 1988-89, 1970x1570mm 
prominent feature are the images of the outl ine of men's suits which fill 
most of the sections. There are variations in colour and posture of these 
suits. Less obvious are some of the darker sections on the edge, of which 
five contain the image of different aircraft and one depicts the shape of a 
nuclear bomb. The thin edge around the whole reveals evenly placed 
depictions of missiles. 
In this piece , the neatly detailed suits look uncomfortable and somewhat 
menacing . There are no heads, hands or feet visib le, the suits look 
business like and impersonal. The shapes of aircraft and a bomb 
illuminate what role these 'suits' play, and the missiles hiding in the border 
inform the function of the aircraft. This piece comments on US defence 
decisions made by faceless men in suits to create a 'security blanket' of 
deadly missiles against the threat of a possible nuclear attack. 
Similarly, Security Blanket, a Child's Quilt, 30 Missiles, 1 Bomb (1989-90) , 
deals with the concept of creating a 'security blanket' through the use of 
deadly weapons (fig 40). Todd made two quilts with this title, one on a light 
and one on a dark background. Each has different design components but 
both are approximately 2000x1550mm and have a centre field filled with 
different shapes and sizes of sleek, fast missiles. 80th also incorporate the 
image of 'Little Boy', the bomb which was dropped on Nagasaki during the 
2nd WW.'37 The title of this cloth adds an extra twist, as most of us are 
familiar with a child which is particularly attached to a piece of cloth or 
blanket for security, known as a 'security blanket'. Todd questions the 
meaning of the USA defence policy of creating a 'security blanket' and 
whether chi ldren are safe under a blanket which depends on deadly 
weapons. 
Coffin Quilt (1991-92) is again a very large work (2640x2490mm). The cloth 
of Coffin Quilt is totally constructed out of coffin outline shapes, each 
400mm long (fig 41 )'38 It is a common technique in patchwork quilting to 
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Fig 41 Barbara Todd, Coffin Quilt, 1991-92, 2640x2490mm 
Fig 42 Barbara Todd, Funeral Blankel, 1992, 2800x2600mm 
make shapes fit economically and form them into patterns. The tapered 
coffin shapes are placed on top of each other in lines, alternating lines 
facing up or down. 1ts colours are very subdued, there are only very few 
areas where a lighter shape stands out from the overall pattern. Many 
shapes are so close in colour that it is hard to see them as separate. The 
whole cloth has an overlay of quilt stitching in large swirling spiral forms. In 
parts the stitching is more visible than the patched shapes, in other parts 
the stitching takes second place. This is a dark cloth and in the context of 
Todd's other works it confronts the viewer with death, death caused by war. 
This work depicts coffins lined up, ready to be used or processed. The 
texture of the stitched spirals caught in the light, however are more 
optimistic. They are symbols for life and represent the circle of life and 
death. Coffin Quilt "is about fusing those two poles: a coffin is a pictograph 
of death, but the spiral occurs everywhere in life ... ".'39 
In Funeral Blanket (1992) Todd further off-sets the images she uses for life 
and death (fig 42). A large border contains the bold shapes of aircraft, 
bombs and missiles. They hover around a centre area which is quilted in 
life affirming swirling spiral forms. The centre is very strong. it has organic 
lines which create a lively texture picked up by the light. The border in 
contrast looks fiat but also threatening. The border and centre area are 
divided by an almost invisible strip of quilted guns, missiles and shotguns. 
The quilted centre area, however, demands most of the viewer's attention, 
as if to say: "they can't get us, life is too strong for that". 
Two quilts: Security Blanket, B-2 Stealth Bomber (1989-90) and Wild 
Goose Chase (1991), both utilise the shape of a B-2 Stealth Bomber. 
The outline of a B-2 is very geometric and therefore easily adapted to 
patchwork quilting design. Todd uses traditional quilting language and 
techniques to highlight the characteristics of this war craft. In the first cloth 
the B-2 design gets in by 'stealth' by delineating the outlines of an innocent 
looking five-pointed start shape, as if involved in some strange air show. 
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Fig 43 Barbara Todd, Wild Goose Chase: 8-2 stealth bomber, 1991 , 2830x2570mm 
Fig 44 Barbara Todd, Night Sky, 1994, 2600x2400mm 
Stars are popular with patchwork quilters, however they usually symbolise 
happier concepts. The second cloth looks like a da rk sky, fi lled with birds in 
flight formation (fig 43). A common sight during the day in early spring in 
Canada when thousands of geese migrate to the north in large flocks. This 
design is borrowed from folklore, namely a traditional quilt pattern called 
'flying geese', however here the B-2 aircraft came in by stealth posing as 
geese. With the title Wild Goose Chase Todd , at the same time, questions 
the benefit of warfare. 
For Night Sky (1994) Todd sourced her child's drawings for her design (fig 
44). The dark blue sky in this quilt is filled with silhouettes of stars, the 
moon, clouds, a lightning bolt, a bomb, a bird and aircraft. The border is 
outlined with dark triangles, forming teeth along the edges. Todd 
accompanies the work with a short poem by Muriel Rukeyser called 
Darkness Music: "The days grow and the stars cross over. And my wi ld bed 
turns slowly among the stars". 140 Given that most air attacks during war 
happen under the cover of darkness, this work takes us into the night, with 
its sounds and shadows. Night Sky evokes restlessness and disjointed 
images as may be experienced by a chi ld having a nightmare. This is 
brought to life through quilted lines going in all directions which fill the 
background around the dark shadows and is further enhanced by the scary 
teeth along the edges. This work makes the viewer reflect on what sort of 
night sky we wish for our children. 
Todd's Security Blankets are bold and usually dark in appearance as well 
as concept. She off-sets large hard shapes with soft organic stitching. The 
use of men's suiting material references the fact that warfare is 
predominantly a men's affair. Todd uses the language of traditional 
patchwork quilting technique but manages to give it a new meaning and 
message. She confronts the viewer wi th a domestic looking textile , yet 
takes the fee ling of comfort away from them. Blankets and quilts are usually 
associated with warmth, yet Todd uses them to address issues which are 
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chilling. Todd's Security Blankets protest against war in general but 
particularly against the United States of America 's war policies and its 
propaganda of false security . 
Lawrence Weiner (1942) stands out from the artists discussed so far, as 
he does not have a textiles background . Weiner predominantly works with 
words. He first introduced words into his work in 1968 and developed them 
into what he calls: 'statemenUsculptures, .' 41 Since then he has been 
'sculpting' with words, which allows him to name the materials and actions 
rather than use the materials andlor 'do' the actions. The result can be a 
short statement or sentence , sometimes not dissimilar to a Japanese 
Haiku, however, at times so much paring down takes place that only a few 
words resembling no more than a title remain , resulting in a title becoming 
the work itself. 
With words as the components of his art, one could make the assumption 
that Weiner is anti-object but on th is subject he says "objects fascinate me, 
I like the idea of holding them, the idea of making art. But material alone , 
without language , loses its meaning" .142 
His statement/sculptures often relate to the environment they are presented 
in, but he denies that his work is site-specific, "the work gains its sculptural 
qualities by being read not by being written".'43 He therefore places the 
emphasis on the viewer bringing the work to life by partaking in it. He will 
often display the same statemenVsculpture in different settings as well as 
show them translated in other languages. 
Several of his works specifically deal with human experience of life and 
death. For example: EARTH TO EARTH ASHES TO ASHES DUST TO 
DUST (#151 , 1970) is a text in capital letters across a wall (fig 45) and AS 
LONG AS IT LASTS (#716 , 1992) is presented as text in capital letters 
across a wall but also suspended in space (fig 46). His work DRY EARTH 
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EARTH TO EARTH ASHES TO ASHES DUST TO DUST 
Fig 45 Lawrence Weiner, EARTH TO EARTH ASHES TO ASHES DUST TO DUST, 
cat #151 , 1970, dimensions variable, 8M1 image 
AS tO~G A" If 
• 
• 
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Fig 46 Lawrence Weiner, AS LONG AS IT LASTS, 1994, dimensions variable 
& seA TTERED ASHES OR DRY EARTH & BURIED GOLD OR (1997), took 
the form of text in capita l letters punched out of two rectangular steel 
plates, similar to steel sheeting being used to cover a pothole in the street, 
one text in English, the other in German (fig 47). 
The first time I came across the work of Lawrence Weiner, was when I 
viewed his piece ONE DEAD ONE (fig 48) on the web-site for the exhibition 
"DEAD", initiated by Welfare State International in the United Kingdom. 
Welfare State International is an organisation which explores "through 
performance and site specific work, a culture which is less material , 
focusing on where people actively participate and gain power to celebrate 
moments that are wonderful and significant in their lives· weddings, 
naming children and burying the dead".'44 The "DEAD" exhibition featured 
funeral objects which were both celebratory and practical , aiming to offer an 
alternative for those wishing to treat death as a creative ending and a 
meaningful ritual. 
ONE DEAD ONE (2001) is a long nat white cotton bag. The bottom end is 
closed and the top end has a large triangle cut out, leaving a tapered 
section of cloth on each side. The words in large capital letters: ONE DEAD 
ONE are stencilled in silver ink along the length of the bag. 
It is the printed text which discloses the function of the long white bag which 
is therefore essentially a body ba9. The bag is body size and the strange 
triangular 'handles' at the top can be used for tying a knot to close the bag 
off. The text is printed in aluminium silver grey, a colour which refers to the 
metal sterile environment of a hospital or morgue with cooled storage 
drawers, trays and table. Although the viewer looks at a nat object, the text 
ONE DEAD ONE, creates in one's mind a sculptural image of a filled and 
knotted bag, bulging with the contours of a human body. The object 
presents itself as anonymous and impersonal. 
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Fig 47 Lawrence Weiner, DRY EARTH & SCATTERED ASHES OR DRY EARTH & 
BURIED GOLD OR, 1997, 81W image 
Fig 48 Lawrence Weiner, ONE DEAD ONE, 2001, dimensions of the dead one 
I cannot call ONE DEAD ONE a celebratory funeral object. The strength of 
th is work is derived from its being matter-of-fact, in the bold statement of 
the text and in the form of a minimal practical object. With this work, Weiner 
manages to shake the viewer into the real ity of life , death and the 
impermanence of human existence and the fact that in death humans are 
all equals. Weiner claims his art is real istic and that "it deals with real 
materials and real relationships of human beings to those materials",l45 
however I feel he omits the reality of the 'person ' and 'a life lived' behind the 
body which may be contained in ONE DEAD ONE. When I asked him why 
he chose to use fabric for this work he answered: "the work is in fact all 
there is ... the only thing between one dead one and the earth" and when 
asked for the dimensions of the work: "The dimensions are those of the 
dead one" ,148 
It is very unusual for Weiner to present objects, let alone textiles, with, or as 
part of, his statemenUsculptures. In line with Weiner's other works, one 
can imagine ONE DEAD ONE could have taken the form of text alone. For 
instance, the title/statement could have been : BAG FOR ONE DEAD ONE, 
which would bring the viewer to conjures up the image of a filled bodybag . 
However Weiner opted for making the bag material (literally). The fact that 
Weiner chose to use fabric for this work points out to me, that there is an 
inherent quality in the role of textiles , which has importance and immediacy 
in relation to the body at the time of death. 
For Cleve Jones the catalyst for what was to become The Quilt Project was 
the visual image of injured people on the streets after police raided gay 
bars. This followed on from protests by the gay community on 21 May, 1979 
in San Francisco, USA.'" The community was protesting against the 
lenient sentencing of police officer Dan White, who had committed the 
double murder of openly gay Mayor George Moscone (a close friend of 
Jones) and Supervisor Harvey Milk in the same city on November 27 , the 
previous year. 
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This experience moved Jones to become an activist for gay rights. In the 
mid 1980s Cleve Jones and several members of his (gay) community 
sought a way to remember their peers who had been killed because of 
their homosexuality, but also because so many members of their 
community were dying of HIV-Aids (Human Immunodeficiency Virus- Auto 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome) which, in the western world at the time, was 
most prevalent in gay communities. They decided on the creation of a 
memorial quilt for each person who had died. When considering the size of 
an individual quilt, Jones suggested a standard of 3 feet by 6 feet, "because 
of the vision of bulldozing the Castro (the street where the May 1979 raids 
took place) and leaving only corpses lying in the sun", as he "wanted to 
show the space that would be taken up by each of those bodies, about the 
dimensions of a grave".148 
Eight individual quilts were then sewn together into one large panel of 12 
foot square , "large enough to be efficient and small enough that people 
could reach out and touch the fabric as they walk around them".'49 These 
panels are sometimes displayed hanging vertically but usually they are 
placed lying flat on the ground. As Jones himself says "the power of it 
comes from laying it flat on the ground" and he claims that the viewer has a 
very different experience viewing the panels on the ground , "you're much 
less conscious of your surroundings when you're looking down and more 
likely to pause and perhaps kneel and touch it". '''' 
North America has a long history and tradition of quilt making. Originally 
through necessity, the early European settlers had to make the most of 
scraps of fabric and stitched them into quilted blankets to keep warm. 
Quilts soon developed into practical decorative pieces with colourful and 
often also meaningful patterns. As a quilt takes a long time to make, 
especially when hand stitched, it was often a group effort and women 
organised 'quilting bees' to get the work done more quickly. 
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Fig 49 The Quilt Project, A circle of volunteers 
preparing to unfold a 12x12. BNV image 
Fig 50 The Quilt Project, The quilt displayed in full on the 
Washington mall on October 11 , 1996, BNV image 
The results of one form of group quilting during the 18th century became 
known as 'friendship quilts'. Such a quilt is made up of many patterned 
squares sewn and signed by different individuals, made into one large 
quilt. Names of the contributors are either written with a pen or 
embroidered with thread on 'their' square. A 'friendship quilt' was often 
created when a member of a community was moving away and the quilt 
became something by which friends were remembered. 
In a similar way, the quilts, produced as part of The Quilt Project, are sewn 
by friends andlor family to remember loved ones who have died from HIV-
Aids. The individual quilts vary greatly in technique, design and concept. 
Some are a record of friendship groups, others are patchwork pictures, 
some are biographical in nature and include photographs or items with 
precious memories , others are symbolic, some express anger while 
others celebrate a person's life. 
Over the years The Quilt Project has spread to many other countries 
outside the USA. In Australia the Aids Quilt Project was first launched in 
1988. Presentations of quilts happen regularly in many parts of the world, 
they take the form of large scale community performance and ritual 
installation, allowing for a powerful symbolic form of public grief.'5' 
Participants are divided into groups, each is assigned to a bundle 
containing a panel and is placed in charge of unfolding and refolding of it, 
in a 'choreographed' way (fig 49). The unfolding and display of quilt panels 
can be an overwhelming experience, not only because of the visual impact 
of the colourful quilts transforming a site, but also because of the emotions 
expressed in the quilts, and the shared goal of people from so many walks 
of life converging to remember loved ones. Almost 10 years after the very 
first public showing of The Quilt Project in San Francisco. a massive 
display of quilts took place in Washington in October 1996 (fig 50), when 
12,000 volunteers were involved, covering an area of 24 footba ll fields with 
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quilt panels. It is claimed that 1.2 million people were in attendance at that 
display.l52 
From the first time I encountered the phenomenon of the Aids Quilts in 
Australia , I recognised their relationship to shrouds. They are the size of a 
human body, a textile large enough to give a person comfort in a sick bed , 
to wrap a body or to cover a coffin. An Aids Quilt gives an imprint of a 
person's life; it tells about 'someone who was with us', a quality shared with 
the shroud of Turin, which is believed to show a photog raphic image of 
Christ. The quilts are an expression of sorrow and lamentation but at the 
same time The Quilt Project is both a creative vehicle for developing 
awareness as well as a form of protest. The quilts bring communities 
together initially in the making process and later as part of presentations to 
assert gay rights and draw attention to HIV-Aids health issues. However 
The Quilt Project fi rst and foremost, enables communities to develop 
rituals to remember the dead. 
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4.4 SUMMARY - CONCEPTUAL SHROUDS 
The artists discussed in this chapter employ the notion of a domestic textile 
to determine the basic size and concept for their work. The textiles they 
produce relate to shrouds and invoke the protective nature of fabric. 
Hendriksen refers to blankets used to wrap the dead in confl ict zones; 
Hodgeman constructs curtains and creates patterns found in crocheted 
table cloths; Weiner unceremoniously emphasises the practicality of a 
cotton sheeting body bag; while Todd and Jones (Quilt Project) refer to the 
bed qu ilt. Hendriksen and Todd in particular mention the sense of security 
and comfort associated with blankets and quilts in the domestic 
environment. For the Quilt Project, Jones insists on participants making 
individual quilts that are the size of the body. 
Only some of the work's titles relate directly to shrouds. Hendriksen uses 
the words 'Lamba Mena' which refer to the name of a shroud textile in 
Madagascar and Todd calls some of her quilts funeral blankets or security 
blankets. The title of Weiner's work implies the body bag function . 
Hodgeman however does not mention shrouds in her titles but states 
paper shrouds, used in a hospital to cover the deceased, as her material. 
The works by these artists can be seen as symbols for mourning and 
lament. In the case of Hendriksen and Todd, mourning for death as a result 
of warfare. The textiles in the Quilt Project mourn HIV-Aids deaths as well 
as deaths from violence against homosexuals, even though they also 
celebrate and honour these people's lives. 
The artists acknowledge death, however several of them protest against 
the process and circumstances which lead to deaths. Hendriksen's work 
highlights political and human behavioural aspects, while Todd expresses 
hersel f more strongly, which instils her work wi th a sense of disgust for 
warfare politics. Weine~s body bag highlights in a matter of fact way, that 
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humans are equal in death. Jones uses the Quilt Project as a vehicle to 
make HIV-Aids health problems and gay gender issues more public. 
Hodgeman's work takes a different slant. She acknowledges death in a 
medical setting and addresses the practise of organ donation. Hodgeman 
sees the death of one person as a possible opportunity to bestow the gift of 
new life on another. 
The works by these artists can be confronting. They touch aspects of 
society, the political and medical spheres, in which the viewer is an active 
participant. These textile works contrast the familiar and comfort of 
domestic textiles with the larger reality of death, and at the same time 
confront the viewer with their own positions and actions in Western society. 
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4.5 SHROUD-LIKE TEXTILES 
The artists grouped in this chapter create texliles that focus on issues of 
human vulnerability and loss. The textiles strongly relate to Ihe body 
because of their hUman scale , form and chosen materials. They address 
concepts of protection , physical vulnerabilty and death. 
Elsje va n Keppel (1947-2001), also known as Elsje King , used the medium 
of textiles as a metaphor for body and spirit. 153 Her construction technique 
was built on the ancient tradition of patchwork, utilised by Australian 
Aborig inals, as well as the early European convicts and settlers, and 
people of Buddhist beliefs'54 Her delicately pieced and dyed silk fabric 
works also refer to landscape. '55 Her textiles often started their 'l ives' in the 
West Australian bush 156 where she sourced many of the dye stuffs, and in 
that sense van Keppel's work seeks to connect the viewer with the 
Australian landscape and its fragility. 
Cover (1996), a large squa re machine-stitched, pieced textile (1940-
1940mm) is constructed out of more than 2000 small triangles in browns, 
greens and reds (fig 51). The triangles are formed in small squares, their 
short sides meeting along the diagonals of the square, a traditional and 
simple patchwork design element. The colours vary and show Ihe 
patination of layers from different dye baths . The sheer silk fabric is 
translucent in the brown and tan coloured areas, the red and green fabrics 
have been resist printed with 'cap' designs and appear therefore more 
opaque (a 'cap' is a metal stamp used in Indonesia to apply hot wax onto 
fabrics, as part of the batik process, to res ist dye during following dye 
baths). The fabric reflects the light but also allows it 10 penelrate, creating 
shadows behind. A large central area in browns and greens is surrounded 
by a 20cm border which also includes reds. The border draws the viewer 
into the detail of the centra l area where green and brown triangles are 
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Fig 51 Elsje van Keppel, Cover, 1996, 1940x1940mm 
Fig 52 Elsje van Keppel , Regeneration, 1995, 2000x1600mm 
scattered randomly in an organic but orderly fashion, not dissimilar to 
leaves and sticks found on the ground in the bush, seen in dappled light. 
This work speaks about the protective qualities , but also about the fragility 
of the natural ground cover in the Australian landscape. It pays homage to 
the fragile earth. Cover symbolically covers the earth to protect and 
embrace it. 
Regeneration (1995) is a large rectangular piece (2000x1600mm) and can 
be read as a landscape seen from the air (fig 52). It has been hand-
stitched and constructed out of even sided triangles, framed by a narrow 
border in matching colours. Translucent, fawn coloured triangles are offset 
with green and burned ochre. The burned ochre pieces are randomly 
placed but form a larger triangular shape from the top corners down to the 
centre at the bottom of the work. The green and ochre coloured fabrics are 
resist dyed with 'cap' designs of burning coals in a fire . 
This work can be seen to represent the Australian landscape, recovering 
from either damage by deforestation, exhaustive agricultural practise or 
destruction by fire . It shows the process of a healing landscape. This work 
expresses concern and sorrow for the damage done to the earth, but it also 
displays trust in, as well as hope for, nature's natural regenerational 
powers. 
The traditional 'log cabin' patchwork design forms the basic element for 
Dust to Dust (1996). This design represents the building techniques used 
by European pioneers. Van Keppel hand-stitched thin strips of sheer, 
coloured silk (deep browns and brick red) together, constructing squares in 
a spiralling fashion (fig 53). Two long panels, each 2000x960mm, are 
formed by 18 of these large squares. A 'cap' design of marks made by a 
jack hammer in a crumbling brick wall provided texture on the fabrics. 
Whilst working in the outback, van Keppel came across evidence of 
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Fig 53 Elsje van Keppel , Dust to Dust, 1996, two panels 
of 2000x960mm, BNV detail 
Fig 54 Elsje van Keppel, Breath , 1996, 3060x1030mm, delail 
buildings left behind by early European settiers , however these were in the 
process of decay, slowly being taken over by nature again . In a video about 
her work van Keppel explains that the concept behind this work was the 
human need to make a mark, to build and to be resourcefuL "7 Seeing the 
old wall crumble into red earth/dust again, was the inspiration for the title 
Dust to Dust . '58 
The 'log cabin' design is a symbol for 'home and hearth'. The two panels 
which form this work, can be read as two single bed spreads, a further 
reference to the concept of home. The dark browns and the sheer fabrics 
could represent old weathered wooden panels , becoming fragile and thin 
over time. The brick red resembles the colour of building bricks, but also 
the red Australian earth . The title of this work is a reference to a common 
prayer said at Christian burials: 'Earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to 
dust'. Dust to Dust addresses the concept of cycles of life, of growth and 
decay. of actions and actions being undone again and of humans as part of 
the bigger picture : nature. It expresses understanding and acceptance of 
events and time passing . 
Breath (1996) was a very personal work for van Keppel (fig 54). She had a 
wish to record her own fragility and precarious presence in this physical 
world. Originally she wanted to call this work 'I am That ' because she felt it 
was almost like a self portrait. '''' Breath is a long white textile 
(3060x1040mm), its fabric was not dyed, only hand manipulated. Van 
Keppel hand-stitched elongated triangles of silk fabric on a large si lk 
background cloth. These triangles point up and are alternated by single 
layer translucent ones, pointing down. This textile has a strong sense of 
rhythm and a feeling of weightlessness. In my view the alternating triangles 
can be read as a metaphor for the action of breathing: in, out, breathing in 
and breathing out. The sense of rhythm is emphasised by the simple 
repetition of the triangles which cover the whole fabriC, and on closer 
inspection the detail of the minimal stitching. The works casts shadows 
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which only last in the present, a moment at a time. The title Breath gets 
fu rther meaning when the work responds to airflow by gently moving and 
giving way to a breeze. 
This work is very simple in appearance, but complex in the making. To 
create triangles makes for tension and friction in the fabric, slightly 
undulating it through the action of hand stitching. Breath's whites are 
sobering and invite contemplation and meditation on what it is to be allve. 
To be alive until we take our last breath ... 
Van Keppel used fabric as a metaphor for life . Fabric is fragile, made of 
fibre, ephemeral and transient, and so is our body and life. She likened 
some of her vegetable dyed fabrics to skin, as thin as skin, and she 
compared her printed and patterned fabrics to the patin at ion found on a 
leather coat. The triangles create vitality in her textiles, they indicate 
movement and change ; they literally point in a direction into space and 
time. Van Keppel dealt with the duality of leaving marks in this life but at the 
same time the knowledge that these marks wil l disappear. She used her 
hand-stitching as a sign for human work/making , experiencing and leaving 
a memory of her presence in th is world . Van Keppel was aware that she, 
herself, and her texti le art were subject to the cycle of life and death. 
Knowing that van Keppel lived with cancer for several years whilst 
producing these works, adds an extra dimension to their titles and 
meaning. The titles refer to life cycles and existence in this physical life and 
being part of a larger whole: the landscape and continuum of nature. In my 
opinion, Van Keppel used the landscape as a metaphor for her own body 
and existence. Her works are large and convey an echo of domestic textiles 
with a practical purpose. They address concepts of life and death ; in their 
human scale they represent and are able to hold and embrace the body, 
and in this context can be understood as shrouds. 
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Jane White ley (1958) also associates the body with the nature of cloth . 
Whiteley states she uses cloth because it can convey powerful human 
presence and has the capacity to express humanity, human endeavour and 
emotion .'60 She is inspired by Kantha work, the layered and stitched re-
used cloth quilting tradition, practised in Bangladesh and India. Whiteley 
chooses second hand fabrics from the domestic sphere, such as sheets, 
bandages, tea towels and shirts, to create some of her artworks. She 
exploits imprints of use and wear found on discarded texti les, sometimes 
achieved by dyeing and staining the cloth herself, and highlights them in 
her layered and hand-stitched new textile pieces. 
The title of an exhibition encompassing 10 years of her work, From Within 
(1999), alludes to the personal intent and intimate quality of Whiteley's 
textiles. Fabrics with a domestic and often personal history are transformed 
into new textiles which in their turn claim domestic qualities. Some of the 
pieces are bed quilts, others are more abstract but still speak of a practical 
function . To Whiteley the body is present in cloth , she states that: "When I 
mend a cloth I am healing the body, making it whole, for the cloth is the 
body".'61 
A group of works refer to the bed quilt. Quilt for a Short Person (1990) (fig 
55), Quilt for a Sleeping Person (1991) (fig 56), Quiet Time (1991), Border 
Time (1991), vary in size ranging from a chi ld's bed to a double bed 
(1460x1070mm and 2400x1680mm). They are constructed out of a 
collection of silk and cotton gauze fabrics which Whiteley hand dyed. The 
face of these quilts are predominantly indigo blue. Some are as dark as 
night, others the colour of night breaking into dawn. The fabrics have been 
squeezed in the dye process resulting in an unevenly coloured indigo 
surface. The quilts have been hand-stitched allover with white and red 
thread. The stitches form random patterns in lines following the length of 
the cloth but also crossing horizontally. All of these quilts delineate where 
the 'head' of the quilt (or body) is positioned. Whiteley defined a break 
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Fig 55 Jane Whiteley, Quilt for a Short Person, 1990, 2200x1600mm 
Fig 56 Jane Whiteley, Quilt for a Sleeping Person, 1991, 2320x1360mm 
towards the top of each quilt by either piecing a different colour fabric or 
adding a coloured border or by changing the direction of the stitching. Her 
hand-stitches are lively and energetic, showing on both sides of the quilts. 
They are attowed to roam but fit into the rhythm of the overatt design of the 
cloth, giving it extra texture and flow. Whiteley has displayed her quilts 
hanging free in space. The backs of the quilts are surprisingly different from 
the fronts, two consist of fabric in deep warm red and some purple, others 
have multicoloured patches formed into a larger cloth. 
These quitt pieces have a familiarity which inspire a feeling of comfort and 
home, nurturing and safety. The stitches vibrate and have an energy which 
emanates life as if the quilts have taken on the energy of the sleeping 
persons they covered . The rhythm of quiet breathing is echoed by the 
repetition of the many stitches. 
A second , quite different group of textiles is att made out of fabrics which 
have been used or look used. They are white or cream but clearly show 
stains and wear. The Ties That Bind (1994) is a very personal work (fig 57). 
1ts size and form recalls a single bed mattress cover which has been 
dirtied and stained over time. On closer inspection the stains are made up 
of transfer prints of letters from ageing family members, received by 
Whiteley from the UK. One section is legible and tetts of someone coping 
with their own ageing. ' 62The Ties that Bind XXII (1995) and Herringbone 
Wrap (1995) (fig 58) are the size of a wide comfortable shawl. The base 
cloth is overlaid with worn gauze bandage strips, crossing in groups on the 
diagonal. The resulting structure resembles the decorative, linen wrapping 
style of Egyptian mummies. Healing Wrap (1994) and Swansong (1997) (fig 
59) are both long textiles of approximately 2400x800mm. Each has a 
simple top layer of 8 vertical bandage-like strips but stitt has diagonal 
overlay stitching, similar to the mummy wrappings structure. Sides to the 
Middle (1992) is made of an old fami ly bed sheet (fig 60). The titte refers to 
the practise of adding to the life of a worn-out sheet by cutting it along the 
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Fig 57 Jane Whiteley, The Ties 
That Bind, 1994, 2330x1220mm 
I 
I 
Fig 58 Jane Whiteley, Herringbone 
Wrap, 1995, 1600x840mm 
Fig 59 Jane Whiteley, Sides to the Middle, 1992, 2140x1480mm, detail 
--
) 
Fig 60 Jane Whiteley, Swansong, 1997, 2470x790mm 
lenglh and sewing the sides in the middle. Whiteley has lovingly repaired 
and darned holes in minute detail, as if she wanted it to last even longer. 
She left the integrity of the sheet intact, retaining and even emphasising the 
used quality of it. 
These white pieces are confronting and disturbing textiles. The colour white 
refers to purity and simplicity, but when bandages are concerned, is also 
associated with the medical sphere. These cloths , especially The Ties that 
Bind, refer to evidence of bodily fluids, of failing bodies and of ageing. At the 
same time The Ties that Bind XXII, Herringbone Wrap and Healing Wrap 
express care by way of their tender wrapping and protecting qualities, 
Herringbone Wrap literally refers to a bandaging technique still used by 
medical professionals. However the visual reference to mummy wrapping 
reminds the viewer of his/her mortal existence. The titles of these works 
refer to injury requiring healing, to make do and make the most of what you 
have, to fami ly ties which can be hurtful especially when faced with ageing 
and death. Swanseng, therefore, may be the closest to address a definite 
end, death . 
Whiteley takes familiar domestic text iles into a gallery setting which is 
normally far removed from them . This is a comforting experience when 
viewing warm and lively items, such as the series of bed quilts. However 
Whiteley's white textiles counteract this effect by placing the emphasis on 
emotions of the uncomfortable, of pain, ageing and death. 
All of the works mentioned above are of a life-size scale and refer to 
wrapping of the body and its perceived imprints. Even though the body is 
absent, the cloths hint at a memory of it. The blue bed quilt series convey 
the lingering feeling of the warmth given off by a relaxed sleeping body. The 
white wrap textiles confront the viewer with the memory of an ailing and 
failing body, to the extent that it may have died and gone, leaving a stained 
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fabric as a memento mori behind. These white textiles especially, speak of 
loss of health and fami ly ties. 
Whiteley compels the viewer to contemplate the idea of cloth and body in 
relationship to the fine line between life and death. In my opinion many of 
these works are shroud-like. 
Janet Ledsham (1944) is another artist who takes her inspiration from 
nature and in particular the Irish rural environment For Ledsham the 
fundamental and inevitable cycles of nature, the presence of growth , decay 
and regeneration are inherent to the countryside. She collects an array of 
plant material (dried leaves, grasses, flowers and seeds) which she 
combines with sections of personal letters and sometimes photos into her 
hand formed felts. Ledsham manipulates thin layers of natural and dyed 
wool in a painterly fashion with the aim to develop the properties of the 
materials rather than to gain control over the outcome of the technique. She 
states that feltmaking is akin to alchemy.'63 
In the wall-mounted piece Sunshine and Shadows, 1989 (1370x1370mm) 
she contrasts the found organic matter (ranging from dried colourful flower 
heads to brown leaves), by arranging them formally within a grid (fig 61). Its 
geometric design is based on 'sunshine and shadows', a traditional Irish 
patchwork pattern constructed out of simple squares, which form a large 
diamond shape. From the vibrant 'sunny' centre, the diamond grows larger 
and finishes with the largest one enclosed by four 'shadowy' dark corners. 
Each square consists of a torn section of a personal letter which envelops 
plant material, showing the raw edges of the paper. 
Ledsham, as the maker, is visibly present through the many small zig-zag 
stitches which bond the plant material , as well as the coarse bold stitching 
which construct the squares into the larger whole. The random words and 
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Fig 61 Janet Ledsham , Sunshine and Shadows , 1989, detail 
sentences revealed on the paper edges of each small square, give further 
clues to the identity of the maker and her intimate state of mind. 
The landscape which endures sunshine and darkness as clouds pass by, 
is represented in Sunshine and Shadows as a fragile 'blanket' with 
personal history hidden in the fragmented texts. The sunshine and 
shadows can be further understood as metaphors for life and death, with 
shadows symbolising the approach of death. This work also references a 
small bed quilt and can be interpreted as a coverlet for a child, maybe one 
from Ledsham's own childhood. 
Very different are the sculptural works Mary's Mantle (1990-1991 ) and 
Canopy (1992), which are two life size felted cloaks (1470x1230mm). Their 
shape is infiuenced by 18th century hooded capes found preserved in the 
bogs of Ireland and by the felt 'kepenek', traditionally made and worn by 
shepherds in Central Asia and Mongolia.'" Mary's Mantle and Canopy are 
hung out from the wall showing the back. They present as strong conical 
shapes with a wide draped bottom edge. Each has a large hood ending in 
a point with a felted tassel. Mary's Mantle (fig 62) is made of white wool, 
whereas Canopy (fig 63) is predominantly brown with lighter wool in the 
shoulder area and hood. Both incorporate dried leaves from a variety of 
trees and in many shades of brown, which have been embroidered into the 
felt with delicate stitching. Some leaves are reduced to their mere skeletal 
fibre remains. The embedded leaves increase in number and density 
towards the bottom, which adds perceived weight to the works. 
These cloaks give the appearance of being strong and sturdy enough to 
withstand a rainy storm, yet the embedded delicate plant material speaks 
of fragility and decay, and is evocative of the smell of the forest fioor. These 
works would have taken a long time to make, thus suggesting the length of 
a human life. The felting and embroidery are finely tuned and sensitively 
executed. Ledsham enjoys working on large pieces, it allows her time to 
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Fig 62 Janet Ledsham , Mary's Mantie, 1990-91, approx 1500x1250mm 
Fig 63 Janet Ledsham, Canopy, 1992, 1470x1230mm 
explore and put 'life' into the work, as it is her emotions that drive her.l65 
Mary's Mantle was made whi le Ledsham's mother, Mary was terminally ill. 
After the death of her mother, this work was titled in her memory.'" With 
this work Ledsham has gently taken the cloak from her mother's shoulders, 
metaphorically removing the weight of earthly existence and letting her go. 
Ledsham successfully creates an allusion to landscape, the organic 
material refers to particular seasons and places. The use of hand-written 
letters evokes a personal landscape of memories and emotions. Her work 
subtly references the rites of passage. The child size coverlet 'quilt' can be 
associated with birth . The cloaks bear a sense of protection but at the 
same time they breath an air of decay, of transient existence, of loss and 
death. 167 
Mary's Mantle and Canopy hold a void inside , there is no-body, however an 
imprint of some-body is left on them. They look worn and lived-in, the viewer 
is acutely aware of the fact that these garments seem to have been 
vacated. At the same time they express dignity, accepting of and honouring 
the cycles of nature, the landscape and the human in it. The cloaks impart a 
sense of care as well as sadness, loss and mourning , which is palpable 
even when the viewer is not aware of their context. and have, therefore, a 
shroud-l ike quality. 
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4.6 SUMMARY - SHROUD-LIKE TEXTILES 
A common thread in the work of the artists Ledsham, van Keppel and 
Whiteley is the reference to the natural landscape and the body . Their textile 
works investigate the fragility of nature . Van Keppel and Ledsham immerse 
themselves in the landscape and identify with it. They deal with the memory 
and physical experiences of a time and place in a particular landscape. To 
van Keppel as well as Whiteley, their textiles not only reference the fragile 
body, but come to represent the skin and body. 
Nature's fragility and its capability fo r regeneration , which these artists 
mention as important, are linked to the concept of the cycles of life and 
death . Titles such as Dust to Dust (van Keppel) , Swansong (Whiteley) and 
Sunshine and Shadows (Ledsham) demonstrate this. 
Many works by the artists are recognisable as domestic textiles and are of 
a size which relates to the human body. Patchwork and quilting patterns are 
unmistakably linked to bedding , sleep and comfort. Whiteley's bed-sized 
quilted textiles: Quilt for a Short Person and Quilt for a Sleeping Person 
surely show this most clearly. Van Keppel's Dust to Dust references the 
home and the domestic setting of a bedroom, whi le Ledsham celebrates 
the blanket of seasonal colour in the Irish landscape with her child-size 
piece Sunshine and Shadows. 
Another aspect addressed by Ledsham, van Keppel and Whi teley is the 
notion of protection; they exploit the natural textile quality, to wrap and 
protect, in their works. Whiteley confronts the viewer with a more intimate 
domestic textile such as the bandage. In her pieces Healing Wrap, 
Herringbone Wrap and The Ties That Bind XXII she explores the fragile 
body, expressing a wish to heal and wrap an ai ling body. Van Keppel's 
Cover seeks to protect and honour the earth we walk on. Ledsham's Mary's 
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Mantle protects and holds the memory of her mother in the embrace of the 
felted cape. 
The artists in this group emphasise the importance of the processes 
employed to produce their work and link these processes to the meanings 
of their textiles. Van Keppel ties, dyes and overdyes her fabrics over a 
campfire, patinating them with the colours of bush materials, echoing the 
weathering of the land and the body over time. All three artists create texture 
and rhythm through the use of extensive hand-stitching. Van Keppel's 
pieced fabrics speak of the rhythm of breathing , while Whiteley's over-all 
stitching suggests healing of the fabric and therefore the body. Ledsham 
challenges and stretches the properties of her materials, resulting in 
complex delicate felt pieces that evoke the fragi lty of nature and the passing 
of time . 
In my opinion the works of Ledsham, van Keppel and Whiteley discussed 
here, clearly relate to the concept of a shroud . The artists deliberately 
choose to work on body size pieces, which enables them to reference the 
body in a subtle way. They address the concept of cycles of life and death 
and show an acceptance of the ephemeral quality of life. These artists pay 
tribute to the duality found in nature, its fragi lity but also its strength . The 
textiles discussed, deal with the inevitability of death , sometimes of a very 
personal nature. They celebrate nature and life but also express loss and 
mourning. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
This Sub-thesis has discussed how major shifts in the philosophical and 
scientific sphere saw changes in attitudes towards death in the Western 
world. Advances in medical science and knowledge of the universe 
resulted in the decline of the influence of the clergy and religious beliefs. 
Towards the end of the 20th century people started to believe that death 
could be controlled and delayed through medical intervention, described as 
the medicalisation of death. The inability of the church to explain death in a 
meaningful and spiritually satisfying way, meant that people moved away 
from church rituals and started to commemorate their dead in more secular 
services at venues of their choice. More recently, concern for the health of 
the natural environment and awareness of world ecology has made people 
seek 'green' alternatives to burial practices. 
Cloth in the form of a shroud has been used to wrap the body at death, to 
contain it, separate it from the living, and to provide a temporary barrier 
between the body and the earth. Cloth has the natural abilty to follow the 
curves of the body, to protect and touch it like a second skin. 
Industrial and cultural developments of the past 200 years saw the demise 
of the shroud as capitalist and commercial interests led towards 
professionalisation and corporatisation of the funeral industry. Undertakers 
could cater to demands for elaborate and prestigious funerals , 
paraphernalia and services, while during the 20th century they also had on 
offer more business-like, short and minimalist funerals. 
In the post-modernist society/environment of the 21st century possibilities 
for creating viable life on one hand, and postponing death on the other, 
have taken on proportions which would have been unimaginable not long 
ago. This poses many ethical questions and as a result our community is 
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forced to consider life and death once again, from a contemporary 
perspective. 
Death (and associated taboos) has slowly started to playa more prominent 
role in popular culture, reflecting increased interest, as well as, social 
anxieties surrounding this subject. This is exemplified by a range of new TV 
programs as well as the proliferation of crime writing. The TV drama Six 
Feet Underl68; sitcom Scrubs 169; a plethora of TV police and crime series; 
as well as crime fiction writing (in particular by Patricia Cornwell'70), source 
their material from real events, medical and forensic science, and portray 
death in all its aspects. 
As demonstrated, the artists who are making shrouds or shroud-like 
textiles discussed in this thesis, have responded to the above-mentioned 
developments in a variety of ways. They take part in the discourse on what 
death means in a contemporary world , and in some cases have developed 
initiatives towards changing practices and insights. 
Sabee, Willems, Nordstrom and Somme create practical shrouds and are 
involved with the development of new practices and ritual ceremony at 
funerals. They advocate reform of traditional religious rituals by 
encouraging personal involvement and tailoring their textiles to the wishes 
of the deceased andlor their close family. In a similar way, the use of 
shrouds in mortuaries and health institutions aims to dignify the experience 
of death. Sabee and Willems state that their shrouds perform a function 
before (as well as after) death, which shows an awareness of and 
preparedness for death as something natural. Hodgeman, Jones, Todd, 
Weiner and Hendriksen, whose textiles are metaphors for the shroud , have 
used the concept of the shroud as a vehicle to discuss medical aspects of 
death, as well as to convey political comments on warfare, racial conflicts 
and the politics of gay gender issues. 
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A very strong aspect of the phenomenon of contemporary textile shrouds is 
the link to environmental concerns and action. Many of the artists 
discussed in this paper express an interest in nature and natural cycles. 
Sabee and Somme advocate eco-friendly materials and simple burial and, 
especially for Somme, this means a green burial in the natural setting of a 
woodland or nature park. Other artists such as van Keppel and Ledsham 
work literally with the environment, sourcing plant material for collage and 
dyes. Van Keppel and Whiteley declare their texti les to be like the body. 
Whiteley in particular employs the notion of the cloth holding the imprint and 
memory of the body. Van Keppel uses the natural landscape as a further 
metaphor for the body. 
Most of the artists discussed here are women. Marnie Jackson in her 
catalogue essay Uncoverings on Barbara Todd's work, states that 
'''Women's Work' is a matter of life and death". '" It is true that throughout 
history women have attended to birth and death, and perhaps more 
poignantly, women carry the duality of life and death within their own 
physical body. 
Despite the strong push of the medical world towards institutionalising 
death, at least the events before death and its aftermath still take place in 
the domestic sphere . It is only natural therefore that responses to death 
embrace domestic textiles and that contemporary textile artists seek to 
reference and use these textiles for their art work. The artists mentioned in 
this Sub-thesis deal with and accept death in the same way that they can 
accept the ephemeral qualities of textile and cloth. In most cases it is the 
aspects of working with natural fibre, its inherent wear, tear and decay as 
well as possibilities for repair and piecing. that draws many of these artists 
to the textile medium. 
Shrouds have always been used to cover and hide the dead body, so we 
will not see the dead. But in today's society the shroud has become a way 
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of making death and mortality more visible and tangible, especially in a 
world where much research is spent on starting life earlier and extending 
life indefinitely. The artists mentioned in this Sub-thesis use the notion of 
the shroud to highlight aspects of life and death in contemporary society, in 
a delicate balance where art and life meet. 
In the future I foresee a growing adoption of the use of shrouds at funerals 
as well as further initiatives towards personalised and self-directed funeral 
rituals. In time 'green' burials, with the shroud as an integral part, will 
become more accepted outside the UK and I imagine funeral directors will 
offer this new line of service. Death will become more visible again as a 
part of life, with people becoming more involved in planning and taking part 
in funeral rituals of a personal nature, both by those dying and those left 
attending to the dead. 
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